
September 12, 1991

Wlr. Frank Ashe
USNRC
8120 Woodmount Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 27814

Dear Mr. Ashe:

Enclosed are the drawings that you requested from D.J. Hess yesterday. I have also
enclosed a copy of Exide's Executive Summary into the incident.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

'rn i J ~ Kg„~
Michael E. Grady
Manager, Technical Support
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INVESTIGATIONOF SHUTDOWN OF UPS SYSTEMS
(2VBB - 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1G) AT NIAGARAMOHAWKPOWER CORP—
NINE MILE POINT 2 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

I. EXECUTIVESUMMARY

There was a transformer failure at Nine Mile Point 2, causing power loss of high voltage
from phase B to neutral.

As a result of this transformer failure, five (5) UPS systems shut down.

An investigation into the event was performed by Exide Electronics with Niagara Mohawk,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, to
identify the cause of the UPS shutdown and make recommendations to minimize the risk
of risk of a re-occurrence.

Deficient logic power control batteries were found to be the direct cause of the UPS
shutdown.

The control battery deficiency was found to be directly caused by Niagara Mohawks lack
of maintenance on the UPS systems and not following manufactures recommended
battery replacement procedures.

H. DESCRIPTI:ON OF REPORTED EVENTS

Exide Electronics received notice via fax of the simultaneous shutdown of (5) five UPS
systems identified as UPS 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, and 16 on August14, 1991 at1605 hours.
The report indicated:

1) A power failure occurred at the same time (approximately 0600 hours) due to a phase
to ground fault on the hi-voltage side of phase B of the 345/25 kV unit transformer
feeding the Scriba Station (line 23).

A phase to neutral voltage decrease from 200 kV phase to neutral to about 80 kVwas
reported to have occurred during a 12 cycle (about 200 milliseconds) time to
restoration to normal.

2) A normal shut down of all (5) UPS systems did occur on 8/13/91 at approximately
0600 hours.
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3) Upon shutdown, none of the (5) UPS systems transferred the critical load to the
maintenance (UPS Bypass) power.

4) The result of 1) and 2) was complete loss of UPS and Bypass power, and therefore
loss of power to critical loads.

5) Critical power was restored at approximately 0622 hours by operations personnel by
lifting the motor operator on CB4 (the maintenance bypass breaker) and manually
closing CB4 on all (5) UPS systems.

6) At 0830 hours, the damage control team P3 led by the system engineer (Bob
Crandall) proceeded with recovery of the UPS systems.

7) UPS 1C —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without
need for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1D —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without need
for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1A —After alarm reset normal startup - Step one (closing of CB1 - UPS Input
Breaker) caused upstream breaker 2VBB-PNL301-41 to trip. This indicates a
component failure in the rectifier section of the UPS.

WR8 162319 was issued for repair.
UPS 1B —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, the UPS power conversion
module operated without need for adjustment or repair. Retransfer of the critical load
to UPS was unsuccessful due to a defective CB3 (UPS module output breaker).

WR8 138173 was issued for repair.

UPS 16 —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without need
for adjustment or repair. Upstream breaker trip was reported on startup inrush.

8) Although a controlled UPS shutdown (trip) occurred on all (5) UPS systems, none of
the trip initiation lamps on the A13A21 (Annunciation 42 printed circuit card) was
reported lit on any of the five UPS systems involved prior to alarm reset.
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III.EXIDEELECTRONICS INVESTIGATION
QUESTION 1 —Why loss of critical load?

A) Normal UPS Operation

(CB<)

MAINTENANCE
SOURCE

112. 5KVA ~A
TRANS VOLT.
FORMER REG.

STATIC
SWITCH

PRI MANY
SOURCE

(CB1) (C63)

AUCT. DIDOE

) oc em. (c82)

CRITICAL
LOAD

STATION
BATTERY

1) Primary source is supplying power through UPS to critical load.

NOTE: This was condition prior to primary source failure.
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B) Failure of Primary Source or Failure of Rectifier

(CBW)

MAINTENANCE
SOURCE

112.5KVA

TRANS VOLT.
FORMER REG.

STATIC
SWITCH

PRIMANY
SOURCE

(CB1)

RECT.

(CB3)

FUSE

AUCT. DIODE

CRITICAL
LOAD

DC BKR. (CB2)

STATION
BATTERY

ATTER
HARG

1) Rectifier stops.
2) lnverter continues with DC power from station battery.

3) Critical load is maintained uninterrupted.

NOTE: This would have been condition if UPS trip had not occurred.
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C) UPS Trip, Inverter Failure, or Simultaneous Failure of Rectifier and Station
Battery Supply

(~)
112. SKVA ISKVA

STATIC
SlJITCH

(CBI)

RECT. INVER.

(cB3)

AUCT. DIODE

) DC BKR. (CB2)

CRITICAL
LOAD

STATION
BATTERY

1) Inverter stops.
2) Static switch and bypass breaker (CB4) transfer the critical load to maintenance

source uninterrupted. But Maintenance Source must be:
~ available
~ within + 10% of the inverter output voltage
~ in sync with inverter output voltage
~ within + 0.5 Hz of the inverter output frequency

4) If maintenance source does not meet transfer conditions, then critical load supply is
lost.

Conclusion 1: Condition C4 existed durin the event.

The maintenance source was not acceptable during the 12 cycles of phase B power
failure and an UPS trip occurred during this time, resulting in critical load loss.
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QUESTION 42: Why did UPS trip occur and why on all five UPS
systems simultaneously?

A) What trips an UPS?

1) The following describes all events initiating a trip signal and its processing to trip
(See attached pages 2-15 to 2-23 of Operations Manual for detailed description of
items).

Figure 1: UPS Trip and Alarm Block Diagram
TRIP SEOlKNCE SIGNAL PROCESSING

INITIATION

OC UV ~DELAY~M
AC OV
LOGIC FAIL
AC UV FAST
ONER APPLY FAIL
CLOCK FAIL
FREO. FAIL

SHJTDOMN
URIC

TRIP LIQfr CN
(A14)

TRIP CBl,CB2,CB3
SHJT INVEITIER HNN

DC OVERVOLTAGE
FUSE FAIL

Att4NCIATION
LOGIC LIGHT ON PA14(

~T~C~ VS IRI 5'SEO~

Figure 2: Typical UPS Trip and Alarm Circuit
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The cause of an UPS trip is indicated by lamp indications on the UPS Control Panel
(A14) and the UPS Card Cage Panel (A13) accompanied by an audible alarm (horn).
The horn can be silenced by pushing the button 423 on the control panel. Cause for
trip (shut down) of the UPS is indicated by lamps 826 through 435 on the Card Cage
panel followed by the inverter logic light 434 on the control panel. The resulting trip of
the UPS is indicated by Lamp 424 on the control panel. All trip-related alarms are
stored. There is an alarm unstore (reset) button 419 on the printed circuit card A13A21
on the Card Cage panel. The unstore button will extinguish all lamps on the Control
panel and Card Cage panel simultaneously.

Circuit design requires a trip initiation lamp 426 through @35 on the Card Cage panel
to light and be latched and stored before an inverter logic lamp 834 and trip lamp 824
on Control panel can be lit. Pushing of unstore button 819 on the Card Cage panel will
extinguish all lamps 426 through @35 on A13 and 424 and 834 on A14 simultaneously.
Reset (unstore) of lamps 8 26 through 435 on A13 without reset (unstore) of lamps
824 and @34 on A14 should not be possible.

2) Reportedly, none of the trip initiation lamps 426 through 435 on the A13A21 circuit
card were lit. But without trip initiation lamp indication, the cause for a UPS trip is not
readily evident. The cause for the trip has to be reasoned out.

T~RIP INRI ATI N EFFE T

AC Undervoltage
Overload

time delayed 10 sec.
time delayed 10 min.

Ruled out: event only lasted 200 milliseconds.

Logic Fail
Clock Fail
Frequency Fail
Fuse Fail

requires repair

Ruled out: all alarms unstored without repair.

Overtemp needs reset of thermal relays (not reported). Ruled out.

Circuit Board Interlock Would not reset without correction. Ruled out.

Logic Power Supply
Failure Alarm

suspect because of its direct connection to the maintenance
source which could explain a simultaneous failure in all 5
UPS systems.
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IV.INVESTIGATIONOF LOGIC POWER SVPPLY
(See drawing 110 611 334 and Operators Manual)

Logic Power Supply components and circuits are located on Logic Power and Relay
Panel A27. This panel contains positive and negative 20VDC power supplies (PS1 and
PS2). These power supplies are powered through relay A27K5, which selects inverter
output or maintenance source. Positive and negative 18V sealed batteries
(A27BT1-BT6) are mounted on this panel and are kept charged by the power supplies.
Circuit breaker A27CB1 disconnects the battery from the logic power bus, and the logic
power supply switch A27S1 disconnects the power supply's 120 VAC input power (only
from the maintenance power). The panel also contains card-mounted (A27A1) relays
which interface the A13 controls with external items such as circuit breaker motor
operators, shunt trip coils, and remote monitor panel functions. Control battery
discharge sensing is located on the A27A1 card.

a'Q"Zc
NPIlwL I tOYAC
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NOTE: K5 is shown energized.

Normally the maintenance source supplies power through the N.O. Contacts of the
energized relay K5. If maintenance power fails, K5 drops out and switches to inverter
power. In case of power supply fail, the control batteries supply logic power and issue
a control battery discharge alarm (lamp @20 on A13A21 annunciation 42 printed circuit
board). This alarm is issued if the +/- 20 VDC should fall below 18 VDC. It does not
initiate a trip.
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Relay K5 drops out between 78 VAC max and 25 VAC min variation between relays. The
power supplies lose regulation if the AC supply drops below 96 VAC, and trip between
86 VAC mx and 78 VAC min.

Should the + 20 VDC logic power supply drop below 16.5 VDC, then a logic power
supply failed alarm and UPS trip is issued.

During the shutdown event, the maintenance power to the logic power supplies (phase
B to neutral) has to drop from 120 VAC to about 50 VAC in response to the high voltage
drop from 200 kV to 80 kV. This voltage may or may not cause K5 to drop out,
depending on their individual dropout voltages. If K5 does not drop out, the power
supplies may lose regulation and decrease their output DC voltage substantially. The
control battery is incorporated as part of the logic power supply design to keep the logic
supply voltage above 16.6 VDC during such incidents to avoid a shutdown of the UPS.

The need for battery power was for only 200 milliseconds, hardly a noticeable discharge
for properly maintained and fully charged control batteries. After 200 milliseconds, the
maintenance power was restored and all conditions should have returned to normal. But
due to the batteries deficient state, the batteries were unable to supply control power for
the 200 milliseconds required. This was the single contributor to the incident.

Conclusion 2: Deficient Control Batteries

Tests have been performed by Niagara Mohawk, with support by Exide Electronic
personnel on all five (5) UPS modules, using the logic control power batteries that were
in service at the time the shutdown occurred. These batteries were installed in 1984 by
Exide Electronics personnel during the startup of the UPS equipment. This was
necessary due to the extended period of time the systems were in storage.

These batteries were found to gave degraded over time and measured only 0.6 VDC
instead of the expected 18.0 VDC. The logic power control batteries had been in service
over six (6) years. This is two (2) years over the recommended service life. Exide
Electronics had recommended that these batteries be changed, at a minimum, every four
(4) years.

This lack of maintenance resulted in the logic supply voltage dropping to approximately
0.6 VDC during the transition of the power supply source from the utility power to UPS
power. It should be pointed out that all maintenance for the UPS modules has been
performed by Niagara Mohawk personnel.

By design, should the logic supply voltage drop below 16.5 VDC, the logic power supply
alarm is generated and the UPS trip signal is issued. This is, in fact, what the test results
proved.





V. CONCLUSION VERIFICATION:

Further tests were performed with new logic control power batteries and all UPS
modules functioned normally and as designed. Had the logic power control
batteries been inspected and maintained per maintenance procedures, the UPS
shutdown would have been prevented. Deficient logic power control batteries are
solely responsible for the shutdown of all five (5) modules.

Vl. INVESTIGATIONSUMMARY:

The direct and sole causes of the UPS shutdown are;

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform regular preventive
maintenance and inspection of the electronic components and batteries
contained in the UPS systems.

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform ongoing corrective
maintenance of the UPS systems.

3. Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to followmanufactures recommended
maintenance procedures as described in the owners manual.

4 Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to replace logic control power
batteries as recommended by manufacturer.

Vll. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Niagara Mohawk is aware-that the current UPS systems represent technology that
is over ten (10) years old. Exide Electronics current UPS systems represent three
(3) technological advances and represent state of the art power protection. It is
our recommendation that Niagara considers replacement of the present systems
with our present designs.

2. If Niagara Mohawk chooses to have Exide Electronics maintain the UPS systems
at Nine Mile Point, we recommend our Powercare Preferred Service Package that
covers all facets of maintenance, 7 x 24 emergency service, Preventive
Maintenance Inspections, modifications and parts.

3. If Niagara Mohawk chooses to continue maintaining this equipment, the following
recommendations are applicable:

A. Inspect logic power control battery condition at least once every year. (See
B. page 11)

10





B. Perform annual preventive maintenance on UPS modules per manufacturers
recommendations or have manufacturer perform an annual site acceptance
test.

C. Obtain necessary product and technical knowledge through an ongoing
training program for Niagara Mohawk maintenance personnel. Exide
Electronics can supply formal technical training programs at the Niagara
Mohawk facility or at the manufacturers Training Center in Raleigh, N.C.

D. "As built" systems schematic diagrams must be maintained with equipment.
These documents take precedent over any other manual, text or verbal
communications and should be referenced during maintenance procedures.

E. Replace all D.C. input filter capacitors in each UPS module.

F. Exide Electronics stands ready to fully support Niagara Mohawk in any
service requirements. Niagara Mohawk can call 1-S00-84EXIDE for service
support should this support be required.

G. Peripheral equipment that directly impacts UPS operation should also be
under manufacturers recommended maintenance programs.

11
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INVESTIGATIONOF SHUTDOWN OF UPS SYSTEMS
(2VBB - 1A, 18, 1C, 1D, 0 G) AT NIAGARAMOHAWKPOWER CORP—
NINE MINE POINT 2 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

I ~ EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There was a transformer failure at Nine Mile Point 2, causing power loss of high voltage
from phase B to neutral.

As a result of this transformer failure, five (5) UPS systems shutdown.

An investigation into the event was performed by Exide Electronics with Niagara Mohawk,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, to
identify the cause of the UPS shutdown and make recommendations to minimize the risk
of a re-occurrence.

Deficient logic power control batteries were found to be the direct cause of the UPS
shutdown.

The control battery deficiency was found to be directly caused by Niagara Mohawks lack
of maintenance on the UPS systems and not following manufactures recommended
battery replacement procedures.

II. DESCRIPTION OF REPORTED EVENTS

Exide Electronics received notice via fax of the simultaneous shutdown of five (5) UPS
systems identified as UPS 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, and 1G on August 14, 1991 at 1605 hours.
The report indicated:

1) A power failure occurred at the same time (approximately 0600 hours) due to a
phase to ground fault on the hi-voltage side of phase B of the 345/25 kV unit
transformer feeding the Scriba Station (line 23).

A phase to neutral voltage decrease from 200 kV phase to neutral to about 80 kV
was reported to have occurred during a 12 cycle (about 200 milliseconds) time to
restoration to normal.

2) A normal shutdown of all five (5) UPS systems did occur on 8/13/91 at
approximately 0600 hours.
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3) Upon shutdown, none of the five (5) UPS systems transferred the critical load to
the maintenance (UPS Bypass) power.

4) The result of 1) and 2) was complete loss of UPS and Bypass power, and
therefore loss of power to critical loads.

5) Critical power was restored at approximately 0622 hours by operations personnel
by lifting the motor operator on CB4 (the maintenance bypass breaker) and
manually closing CB4 on all five (5) UPS systems.

6) A 0830 hours, the damage control team 83 led by the system engineer (Bob
Crandall) proceeded with recovery of the UPS systems.

7) UPS 1C —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without
need for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1D —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, systems operated without
need for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1A —After alarm reset normal startup - Step one (closing of CB1 - UPS Input
Breaker) caused upstream breaker 2VBB-PNL30141 to trip. This indicates a
component failure in the rectifier section of the UPS.

WR@ 162319 was issued for repair.

UPS 1B —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, the UPS power conversion
module operated without need for adjustment or repair. Retransfer of the critical
load to UPS was unsuccessful due to a defective CB3 (UPS module output
breaker).

WR@ 138173 was issued for repair.

UPS 16 —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without
need for adjustment or repair. Upstream breaker trip was reported on startup
inrush.

8) Although a controlled UPS shutdown (trip) occurred on all five (5) UPS systems,
none of the trip initiation lamps on the A13A21 (Annunciation P2 printed circuit
card) was reported lit on any of the five (5) UPS systems involved prior to alarm
reset.
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IIX.EXIDEELECTRONICS INVESTIGATION
QUESTION 1 —Why loss of critical load?

A) Normal UPS Operation

(CB4)

1 12. 5KVA ~A
TRANS VOLT.
FORMER REG.

STATIC
SWITCH

PRI MANY
SOURCE

(CB1) (CB3)

AUCT. D I DOE

) Dc Bm. (c82)

CRITICAL
LOAD

STATION
8ATTERY

ATTER
G

1) Primary source is supplying power through UPS to critical load.

NOTE: This was condition prior to primary source failure.
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B) Failure of Primary Source or Failure of Rectifier

(CBW)

MAINTENANCE
SOURCE

112. 5KVA

TRANS VOLT.
FORMER REG.

STATIC
SWITCH

PRIMANY
SOURCE

(CB1)

RECT.

(CB3)

FUSE

AUCT. DIODE

CRITICAL
LOAD

DC BKR. (CB2)

STATION
BATTERY

ATTER
HARG

1) Rectifier stops.
2) Inverter continues with DC power from station battery.

3) Critical load'is maintained uninterrupted.

NOTE: This would have been condition if UPS trip had not occurred.
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C) UPS Trip, lnverter Failure, or Simultaneous Failure of Rectifier and Station
Battery Supply

(~)
112. SKVA 75KVA

STATIC
SWITCH

PRIMANY
SOLACE

(CB1)

RECT. INVER.

(cB3)

AUCT. DIODE

) DC BKR. (CB2)

CRITICAL
LOAD

STATION
8ATlERY

1) Inverter stops.
2) Static switch and bypass breaker (CB4) transfer the critical load to maintenance

source uninterrupted. But Maintenance Source must be:
~ available
~ within + 10% of the inverter output voltage
~ in sync with inverter output voltage
~ within + 0.5 Hz of the inverter output frequency

4) If maintenance source does not meet transfer conditions, then critical load supply is
lost.

Conclusion 1: Condition C4 existed durin the event.

The maintenance source was not acceptable during the 12 cycles of phase B power
failure and an UPS trip occurred during this time, resulting in critical load loss.





QUESTION 42: Why did UPS trip occur and why on all five UPS
systems simultaneously?

A) What trips an UPS?

1) The following describes all events initiating a trip signal and its processing to trip
(See attached pages 2-15 to 2-23 of Operations Manual for detailed description of
items).

Figure 1: UPS Trip and Alarm Block Diagram
TRIP SHAME SIGNAL PROCESSION

INITIATION

OC UV ~OELAV mP
LOGIC FAIL
AC UV FAST
POWER RPPLY FAIL
CLOCK FAIL
FREO. FAIL

SHlTDOMN
URIC

TRIP LIGHT ON
(A14)

TRIP CBI,CB2.CB3
SHJT INVEfTIER HNN

L„T~ OC OVERVI TAGE
FUSE FAIL

Att4NCIATION
LAIC LIGHT ON tAI4(

~T~ Ies Teie |etT usmc

Figure 2: Typical UPS Trip and Alarm Circuit
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The cause of an UPS trip is indicated by lamp indications on the UPS Control Panel
(A14) and the UPS Card Cage Panel (A13) accompanied by an audible alarm (horn).
The horn can be silenced by pushing the button 823 on the control panel. Cause for
trip (shut down) of the UPS is indicated by lamps 826 through 835 on the Card Cage
panel followed by the inverter logic light @34 on the control panel. The resulting trip of
the UPS is indicated by Lamp @24 on the control panel. All trip-related alarms are
stored. There is an alarm unstore (reset) button 419 on the printed circuit card A13A21
on the Card Cage panel. The unstore button willextinguish all lamps on the Control
panel and Card Cage panel simultaneously.

Circuit design requires a trip initiation lamp 826 through 435 on the Card Cage panel
to light and be latched and stored before an inverter logic lamp 434 and trip lamp 424
on Control panel can be lit. Pushing of unstore button 419 on the Card Cage panel will
extinguish all lamps 426 through 435 on A13 and 824 and 834 on A14 simultaneously.
Reset (unstore) of lamps 4 26 through @35 on A13 without reset (unstore) of lamps
424 and 434 on A14 should not be possible.

2) Reportedly, none of the trip initiation lamps @26 through 435 on the A13A21 circuit
card were lit. But without trip initiation lamp indication, the cause for a UPS trip is not
readily evident. The cause for the trip has to be reasoned out.

TRIP INDICATION EFFECT

AC Undervoltage
Overload

time delayed 10 sec.
time delayed 10 min.

Ruled out: event only lasted 200 milliseconds.

Logic Fail
Clock Fail
Frequency Fail
Fuse Fail

requires repair

Ruled out: all alarms unstored without repair.

Overtemp needs reset of thermal relays (not reported). Ruled out.

Circuit Board Interlock Would not reset without correction. Ruled out.

Logic Power Supply suspect because of its direct connection to the maintenance
Failure Alarm source which could explain a simultaneous failure in all 5

UPS systems.





IV.INVESTIGATIONOF LOGIC POWER SUPPLY
(See drawing 110 611 334 and Operators Manual)

Logic Power Supply components and circuits are located on Logic Power and Relay
Panel A27. This panel contains positive and negative 20VDC power supplies (PS1 and
PS2) ~ These power supplies are powered through relay A27K5, which selects inverter
output or maintenance source. Positive and negative 18V sealed batteries
(A27BT1-BT6) are mounted on this panel and are kept charged by the power supplies.
Circuit breaker A27CB1 disconnects the battery from the logic power bus, and the logic
power supply switch A27S1 disconnects the power supply's 120 VAC input power (only
from the maintenance power). The panel also contains card-mounted (A27A1) relays
which interface the A13 controls with external items such as circuit breaker motor
operators, shunt trip coils, and remote monitor panel functions. Control battery
discharge sensing is located on the A27A1 card.

Q&N
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NOTE: K5 is shown energized.

Normally the maintenance source supplies power through the N.O. Contacts of the
energized relay K5. If maintenance power fails, K5 drops out and switches to inverter
power. In case of power supply fail, the control batteries supply logic power and issue
a control battery discharge alarm (lamp @20 on A13A21 annunciation 42 printed circuit
board). This alarm is issued if the +/- 20 VDC should fall below 18 VDC. It does not
initiate a trip.
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Relay K5 drops out between 78 VAC max and 25 VAC min variation between relays. The
power supplies lose regulation if the AC supply drops below 96 VAC, and trip between
86 VAC mx and 78 VAC min.

Should the + 20 VDC logic power supply drop below 16.5 VDC, then a logic power
supply failed alarm and UPS trip is issued.

During the shutdown event, the maintenance power to the logic power supplies (phase
B to neutral) has to drop from 120 VAC to about 50 VAC in response to the high voltage
drop from 200 kV to 80 kV. This voltage may or may not cause K5 to drop out,
depending on their individual dropout voltages. If K5 does not drop out, the power
supplies may lose regulation and decrease their output DC voltage substantially. The
control battery is incorporated as part of the logic power supply design to keep the logic
supply voltage above 16.6 VDC during such incidents to avoid a shutdown of the UPS.

The need for battery power was for only 200 milliseconds, hardly a noticeable discharge
for properly maintained and fully charged control batteries. After 200 milliseconds, the
maintenance power was restored and all conditions should have returned to normal. But
due to the batteries deficient state, the batteries were unable to supply control power for
the 200 milliseconds required. This was the single contributor to the incident.

Conclusion 2: Deficient Control Batteries

Tests have been performed by Niagara Mohawk, with support by Exide Electronic
personnel on all five (5) UPS modules, using the logic control power batteries that were
in service at the time the shutdown occurred. These batteries were installed in 1984 by
Exide Electronics personnel during the startup of the UPS equipment. This was
necessary due to the extended period of time the systems were in storage.

These batteries were found to have degraded over time and measured only 0.6 VDC
instead of the expected 18.0 VDC. The logic power control batteries had been in service
over six (6) years. This is two (2) years over the recommended service life. Exide
Electronics had recommended that these batteries be changed, at a minimum, every four
(4) years.

This lack of maintenance resulted in the logic supply voltage dropping to approximately
0.6 VDC during the transition of the power supply source from the utility power to UPS
power. It should be pointed out that all maintenance for the UPS modules has been
performed by Niagara Mohawk personnel.

By design, should the logic supply voltage drop below 16.5 VDC, the logic power supply
alarm is generated and the UPS trip signal is issued. This is, in fact, what the test results
proved.
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V. CONCLUSION VERIFICATION:

Further tests were performed with new logic control power batteries and all UPS
modules functioned normally and as designed. Had the logic power control
batteries been inspected and maintained per maintenance procedures, the UPS
shutdown would have been prevented. Deficient logic power control batteries are
solely responsible for the shutdown of all five (5) modules.

VI. INVESTIGATIONSUMMARY:

The direct and sole causes of the UPS shutdown are;

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform regular preventive
maintenance and inspection of the electronic components and batteries
contained in the UPS systems.

2. Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform ongoing corrective
maintenance of the UPS systems.

3. Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to followmanufactures recommended
maintenance procedures as described in the owners manual.

4 Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to replace logic control power
batteries as recommended by manufacturer.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Niagara Mohawk is aware that the current UPS systems represent technology that
is over ten (10) years old. Exide Electronics current UPS systems represent three
(3) technological advances and represent state of the art power protection. It is
our recommendation that Niagara considers replacement of the present systems
with our present designs.

2. If Niagara Mohawk chooses to have Exide Electronics maintain the UPS systems
at Nine Mile Point, we recommend our Powercare Preferred Service Package that
covers all facets of maintenance, 7 x 24 emergency service, Preventive
Maintenance Inspections, modifications and parts.

3. If Niagara Mohawk chooses to continue maintaining this equipment, the following
recommendations are applicable:

A. Inspect logic power control battery condition at least once every year. (See
B. page 11)
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B. Perform annual preventive maintenance on UPS modules per manufacturers
recommendations or have manufacturer perform an annual site acceptance
test.

C. Obtain necessary product and technical knowledge through an ongoing
training program for Niagara Mohawk maintenance personnel. Exide
Electronics can supply formal technical training programs at the Niagara
Mohawk facility or at the manufacturers Training Center in Raleigh, N.C.

D. "As built" systems schematic diagrams must be maintained with equipment.
These documents take precedent over any other manual, text or verbal
communications and should be referenced during maintenance procedures.

E. Replace all D.C. input filter capacitors in each UPS module.

F. Exide Electronics stands ready to fully support Niagara Mohawk in any
service requirements. Niagara Mohawk can call 1-800-84EXIDE for service
support should this support be required.

G. Peripheral equipment that directly impacts UPS operation should also be
under manufacturers recommended maintenance programs.
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INVESTIGATIONOF SHUTDOWN OF UPS SYSTEMS
(2VBB - 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1G) AT NIAGARAMOHAWKPOWER CORP—
NINE MILE POINT 2 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

I. EXECUTIVESUMMARY

There was a transformer failure at Nine Mile Point 2, causing power loss of high voltage
from phase B to neutral.

As a result of this transformer failure, five (5) UPS systems shut down.

An investigation into the event was performed by Exide Electronics with Niagara Mohawk,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, to
identify the cause of the UPS shutdown and make recommendations to minimize the risk
of risk of a re-occurrence.

Deficient logic power control batteries were found to be the direct cause of the UPS
shutdown.

The control battery deficiency was found to be directly caused by Niagara Mohawks lack
of maintenance on the UPS systems and not following manufactures recommended
battery replacement procedures.

II. DESCRIPTION OF REPORTED EVENTS

Exide Electronics received notice via fax of the simultaneous shutdown of (5) five UPS
systems identified as UPS 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, and 16 on August 14, 1991 at 1605 hours.
The report indicated:

1) A power failure occurred at the same time (approximately 0600 hours) due to a phase
to ground fault on the hi-voltage side of phase B of the 345/25 kV unit transformer
feeding the Scriba Station (line 23).

A phase to neutral voltage decrease from 200 kV phase to neutral to about 80 kV was
reported to have occurred during a 12 cycle (about 200 milliseconds) time to
restoration to normal.

2) A normal shut down of all (5) UPS systems did occur on 8/13/91 at approximately
0600 hours.
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3) Upon shutdown, none of the (5) UPS systems transferred the critical load to the
maintenance (UPS Bypass) power.

4) The result of 1) and 2) was complete loss of UPS and Bypass power, and therefore
loss of power to critical loads.

5) Critical power was restored at approximately 0622 hours by operations personnel by
lifting the motor operator on CB4 (the maintenance bypass breaker) and manually
closing CB4 on all (5) UPS systems.

6) At 0830 hours, the damage control team 83 led by the system engineer (Bob
Crandall) proceeded with recovery of the UPS systems.

7) UPS 1C —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without
need for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1D —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without need
for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1A —After alarm reset normal startup - Step one (closing of CB1 - UPS Input
Breaker) caused upstream breaker 2VBB-PNL30141 to trip. This indicates a
component failure in the rectifier section of the UPS.

WR@ 162319 was issued for repair.
UPS 1B —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, the UPS power conversion
module operated without need for adjustment or repair. Retransfer of the critical load
to UPS was unsuccessful due to a defective CB3 (UPS module output breaker).

WR@ 138173 was issued for repair.

UPS 16 —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without need
for adjustment or repair. Upstream breaker trip was reported on startup inrush.

8) Although a controlled UPS shutdown (trip) occurred on all (5) UPS systems, none of
the trip initiation lamps on the A13A21 (Annunciation @2 printed circuit card) was
reported lit on any of the five UPS systems involved prior to alarm reset.
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IILEXIDEELECTRONICS INVESTIGATION
QUESTION 1 —Why loss of critical load?

A) Normal UPS Operation

(CB<)

112. SKVA

TRANS VOLT.
FORMER REG.

STATIC
SWITCH

PRIMANY
SOURCE

(CB1) (CB3)

AUCT. DIDOE

) cc ea. (ca2)

CRITICAL
LOAD

STATION
BATTERY

1) Primary source is supplying power through UPS to critical load.

NOTE: This was condition prior to primary source failure.
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C) UPS Trip, lnverter Failure, or Simultaneous Failure of Rectifier and Station
Battery Supply

(~)

HAINTEHANCE
SRRCE

112. 5KVA 75KVA

STATIC
SWITCH

(CeI)

RECT. INVER.

(ce3)

AucT. DIODE

) DC BKR. (CB2)

CRITICAL
LOAD

STATION
6ARTERY

1) Inverter stops.
2) Static switch and bypass breaker (CB4) transfer the critical load to maintenance

source uninterrupted. But Maintenance Source must be:

~ available
~ within + 10% of the inverter output voltage
~ in sync with inverter output voltage
~ within + 0.5 Hz of the inverter output frequency

4) If maintenance source does not meet transfer conditions, then critical load supply is

lost.

Conclusion 1: Condition C4 existed durin the event.

The maintenance source was not acceptable during the 12 cycles of phase B power
failure and an UPS trip occurred during this time, resulting in critical load loss.
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QUESTiON 42: Why did UPS trip occur and why on all five UPS

systems simultaneously?

A) What trips an UPS?

1) The following describes all events initiating a trip signal and its processing to trip
(See attached pages 2-15 to 2-23 of Operations Manual for detailed description of

items).

Figure 1: UPS Trip and Alarm Block Oiagram
'TRIP SEOUENCE SIGNAL PROCESS

Items

INITIATION
AC UV SLDM (DELAY CN)
DC UV (DELAY M)
AC OV
LOGIC FAIL
AC UV FAST
HRER SUPPLY FAIL
CLOCK FAIL
FRED. FAIL

SHlIDOQH
LXXIIC

TRIP LIGHT ON
(A14)

TRIP CBI.CB2.CB3
SHJT INVEITTER HNN

CC CVEEVCLTAEE
FUSE FAIL

h!44MCIATION
LCGIC LIGHT ON 14$

~~~ QS TRIP5NOT USURP

Figure 2: Typical UPS Trip and Alarm Circuit
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The cause of an UPS trip is indicated by lamp indications on the UPS Control Panel

(A14) and the UPS Card Cage Panel (A13) accompanied by an audible alarm (horn).
The horn can be silenced by "pushing the button 423 on the control panel. Cause for
trip (shut down) of the UPS is indicated by lamps 426 through 435 on the Card Cage
panel followed by the inverter logic light 834 on the control panel. The resulting trip of
the UPS is indicated by Lamp 424 on the control panel. All trip-related alarms are

stored. There is an alarm unstore (reset) button 419 on the printed circuit card A13A21

on the Card Cage panel. The unstore button willextinguish all lamps on the Control
panel and Card Cage panel simultaneously.

Circuit design requires a trip initiation lamp 426 through 435 on the Card Cage panel
to light and be latched and stored before an inverter logic lamp 834 and trip lamp 424
on Control panel can be lit. Pushing of unstore button @19 on the Card Cage panel will

extinguish all lamps 426 through 435 on A13 and @24 and 834 on A14 simultaneously.
Reset (unstore) of lamps 4 26 through 435 on A13 without reset (unstore) of lamps
824 and 434 on A14 should not be possible.

2) Reportedly, none of the trip initiation lamps 426 through 435 on the A13A21 circuit
card were lit. But without trip initiation lamp indication, the cause for a UPS trip is not
readily evident. The cause for the trip has to be reasoned out.

T~RIP IN 0 I AT~ION EFFECT

AC Undervoltage
Overload

time delayed 10 sec.
time delayed 10 min.

Ruled out: event only lasted 200 milliseconds.

Logic Fail
Clock Fait
Frequency Fail
Fuse Fail

requires repair

Ruled out: all alarms unstored without repair.

Overtemp needs reset of thermal relays (not reported). Ruled out.

Circuit Board interlock Would not reset without correction. Ruled out.

Logic Power Supply suspect because of its direct connection to the maintenance
Failure Alarm source which could explain a simultaneous failure in all 5

UPS systems.





IV.INVESTIGATIONOF LOGIC POWER SUPPLY
(See drawing 110 611 334 and Operators Manual)

Logic Power Supply components and circuits are located on Logic Power and Relay
Panel A27. This panel contains positive and negative 20VDC power supplies (PS1 and
PS2). These power supplies are powered through relay A27K5, which selects inverter
output or maintenance source. Positive and negative 18V sealed batteries
(A27BT1-BT6) are mounted on this panel and are kept charged by the power supplies.
Circuit breaker A27CB1 disconnects the battery from the logic power bus, and the logic
power supply switch A27S1 disconnects the power supply's 120 VAC input power (only
from the maintenance power). The panel also contains card-mounted (A27A1) relays
which interface the A13 controls with external items such as circuit breaker motor
operators, shunt trip coils, and remote monitor panel functions. Control battery
discharge sensing is located on the A27A1 card.

OIIPUPP4R
KPIINAL l2CVAC

NAINIINANCC
RPR. ~ RINCR

IAVAINN, I20VAC

SPPI. V

~ 20VOC

NOTE: K5 is shown energized.

Normally the maintenance source supplies power through the N.O. Contacts of the
energized relay K5. lf maintenance power fails, K5 drops out and switches to inverter
power. In case of power supply fail, the control batteries supply logic power and issue
a control battery discharge alarm (lamp 420 on A13A21 annunciation 42 printed circuit
board). This alarm is issuedifthe +/-20 VDC should faflbelow18 VDC. ft does not
initiate a trip.
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Relay K5 drops out between 78 VAC max and 25 VAC min variation between relays. The
power supplies lose regulation if the AC supply drops below 96 VAC, and trip between
86 VAC mx and 78 VAC min.

Should the + 20 VDC logic power supply drop below 16.5 VDC, then a logic power
supply failed alarm and UPS trip is issued.

During the shutdown event, the maintenance power to the logic power supplies (phase
B to neutral) has to drop from 120 VAC to about 50 VAC in response to the high voltage
drop from 200 kV to 80 kV. This voltag'e may or may not cause K5 to drop out,
depending on their individual dropout voltages. If'K5 cloes not drop out, the power
supplies may lose regulation and decrease their output DC voltage substantially. The
control battery is incorporated as part of the logic power supply design to keep the logic
supply voltage above 16.6 VDC during such incidents to avoid a shutdown of the UPS.

The need for battery power was for only 200 milliseconds, hardly a noticeable discharge
for properly maintained and fully charged control batteries. After 200 milliseconds, the
maintenance power was restored and all conditions should have returned to normal ~ But
due to the batteries deficient state, the batteries were unable to supply control power for
the 200 milliseconds required. This was the single contributor to the incident.

Conclusion 2: Deficient Control Batteries

Tests have been performed by Niagara Mohawk, with support by Exide Electronic
personnel on all five (5) UPS modules, using the logic control power batteries that were
in service at the time the shutdown occurred. These batteries were installed in 1984 by
Exide Electronics personnel during the startup of the UPS equipment. This was
necessary due to the extended period of time the systems were in storage.

These batteries were found to have degracled over time and measured only 0.6 VDC
instead of the expected 18.0 VDC. The logic power control batteries had been in service
over six (6) years. This is two (2) years over the recommended service life. Exide
Electronics had recommended that these batteries be changed, at a minimum, every four
(4) years.

This lack of maintenance resulted in the logic supply voltage dropping to approximately
0.6 VDC during the transition of the power supply source from the utility power to UPS
power. lt should be pointed out that all maintenance for the UPS modules has been
performed by Niagara Mohawk personnel.

By design, should the logic supply voltage drop below 16.5 VDC, the logic power supply
alarm is generated and the UPS trip signal is issued. This is, in fact, what the test results
proved.
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V. CONCLUSION VERIFICATION:

Further tests were performed with new logic control power batteries and all UPS

modules functioned normally and as designed. Had the logic power control
batteries been inspected and maintained per maintenance procedures, the UPS

shutdown would have been prevented. Deficient logic power control batteries are

solely responsible for the shutdown of all five (5) modules.

Vl. INVESTIGATIONSUMMARY:

The direct and sole causes of the UPS shutdown are;

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform regular preventive
maintenance and inspection of the electronic components and batteries
contained in the UPS systems.

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform ongoing corrective
maintenance of the UPS systems.

3. Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to followmanufactures recommended
maintenance procedures as described in the owners manual.

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to replace logic control power
batteries as recommended by manufacturer.

Vll. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Niagara Mohawk is aware-that the current UPS systems represent technology that
is over ten (10) years old. Exide Electronics current UPS systems represent three

(3) technological advances and represent state of the art power protection. It is

our recommendation that Niagara considers replacement of the present systems
with our present designs.

2..

3.

If Niagara Mohawk chooses to have Exide Electronics maintain the UPS systems
at Nine Mile Point, we recommend our Powercare Preferred Service Package that
covers all facets of maintenance, 7 x 24 emergency service, Preventive
Maintenance Inspections, modifications and parts.

If Niagara Mohawk chooses to continue maintaining this equipment, the following
recommendations are applicable:

A. Inspect logic power control battery condition at least once every year. (See
B. page 11)
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B. Perform annual preventive maintenance on UPS modules per manufacturers
recommendations or have manufacturer perform an annual site acceptance
test.

Obtain necessary product and technical knowledge through an ongoing
training program for Niagara Mohawk maintenance personnel. Exide
Electronics can supply formal technical training programs at the Niagara
Mohawk facility or at the manufacturers Training Center in Raleigh, N.C.

D. "As built" systems schematic diagrams must be maintained with equipment.
These documents take precedent over any other manual, text or verbal
communications and should be referenced during maintenance procedures.

E. Replace all D.C. input filter capacitors in each UPS module.

F. Exide Electronics stands ready to fully support Niagara Mohawk in any
service requirements. Niagara Mohawk can call 3-800-84EXIDE for service
support should this support be required.

G. Peripheral equipment that directly impacts UPS operation should also be
under manufacturers recommended maintenance programs.
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INVESTIGATIONOF SHUTDOWN OF UPS SYSTEMS
(2VBB - 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1G) AT NIAGARAMOHAWKPOWER CORP—
NINE MILE POINT 2 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

I. EXECUTIVESVMMARY

There was a transformer failure at Nine Mile Point 2, causing power loss of high voltage
from phase B to neutral.

As a result of this transformer failure, five (5) UPS systems shut down.

An investigation into the event was performed by Exide Electronics with Niagara Mohawk,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, to
identify the cause of the UPS shutdown and make recommendations to minimize the risk
of risk of a re-occurrence.

Deficient logic power control batteries were found to be the direct cause of the UPS
shutdown.

The control battery deficiency was found to be directly caused by Niagara Mohawks lack
of maintenance on the UPS systems and not following manufactures recommended
battery replacement procedures.

II. DESCRIPI'ION OF REPORTED EVENTS

Exide Electronics received notice via fax of the simultaneous shutdown of (5) five UPS

systems identified as UPS 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, and 18 on August 14, 1991 at 1605 hours.
The report indicated:

1) A power failure occurred at the same time (approximately 0600 hours) due to a phase
to ground fault on the hi-voltage side of phase B of the 345/25 kV unit transformer
feeding the Scriba Station (line 23).

A phase to neutral voltage decrease from 200 kV phase to neutral to about 80 kV was
reported to have occurred during a 12 cycle (about 200 milliseconds) time to
restoration to normal.

2) A normal shut down of all (5) UPS systems did occur on 8/13/91 at approximately
0600 hours.
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3) Upon shutdown, none of the (5) UPS systems transferred the critical load to the
maintenance (UPS Bypass) power.

4) The result of 1) and 2) was complete loss of UPS and Bypass power, and therefore
loss of power to critical loads.

5) Critical power was restored at approximately 0622 hours by operations personnel by
lifting the motor operator on CB4 (the maintenance bypass breaker) and manually
closing CB4 on all (5) UPS systems.

6) At 0830 hours, the damage control team 43 led by the system engineer (Bob
Crandall) proceeded with recovery of the UPS systems.

7) UPS 1C —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without
need for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1D —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without need
for adjustment or repair.

UPS 1A —After alarm reset normal startup - Step one (closing of CB1 - UPS Input
Breaker) caused upstream breaker 2VBB-PNL30141 to trip. This indicates a
component failure in the rectifier section of the UPS.

WRP 162319 was issued for repair.
UPS 1B —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, the UPS power conversion
module operated without need for adjustment or repair. Retransfer of the critical load
to UPS was unsuccessful due to a defective CB3 (UPS module output breaker).

WR@ 138173 was issued for repair.

UPS 1G —After alarm reset and normal start sequence, system operated without need
for adjustment or repair. Upstream breaker trip was reported on startup inrush.

8) Although a controlled UPS shutdown (trip) occurred on all (5) UPS systems, none of
the trip initiation lamps on the A13A21 (Annunciation P2 printed circuit card) was
reported lit on any of the five UPS systems involved prior to alarm reset.





III.EXIDEELECTRONICS INVESTIGATION
QUESTlON 1 —Vfhy loss of critical load?

A) Normal UPS Operation

(ce<)

112. SKVA

TRANS VOLT.
FORMER REG.

STATIC
SMITCH

PRIMANY
SOURCE

(cBI) (cd)

AUCT. DIODE

) oc 8KR. (Ce2)

CRITICAL
LOAD

STATION
BATrERY

1) Primary source is supplying power through UPS to critical load.

NOTE: This was condition prior to primary source failure.





B) Failure of Primary Source or Failure of Rectifier

(CBW)

MAINTENANCE
SOURCE

112.SKVA 7SKVA

TRANS VOLT.
FORMER REG.

STATIC
SWITCH

PRIMANY
SOURCE

(CB1)

RECT.

(cm)

FUSE

AUCT. DIODE

CRITICAL
LOAD

DC BKR. (CB2)

STATION
BATTERY

ATTER
HARG

1) RectiTier stops.
2) Inverter continues with DC power from station battery.
3) Critical load is maintained uninterrupted.

NOTE: This would have been condition if UPS trip had not occurred.
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C) UPS Trip, Inverter Failure, or Simultaneous Failure of Rectifier and Station
Battery Supply

(CEH)

MAINTENANCE
SCREE

112. SKVA 75KVA

STATIC
SWITCH

(CB1)

RECT. INVER.

(CB3)

AuCT. DIODE

CRITICAL
LOAO

) OC BKR. (CBZ)

STATION
BATTERY

1) Inverter stops.
2) Static switch and bypass breaker (CB4) transfer the critical load to maintenance.

source uninterrupted. But Maintenance Source must be:
~ available
~ within + 10% of the inverter output voltage
~ in sync with inverter output voltage
~ within + 0.5 Hz of the inverter output frequency

4) If maintenance source does not meet transfer conditions, then critical load supply is
lost.

Conclusion 1: Condition C4 existed durin the event.

The maintenance source was not acceptable during the 12 cycles of phase B power
failure and an UPS trip occurred during this time, resulting in critical load loss.
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QUESTION 4'2: Why did UPS trip occur and why on all five UPS

systems simultaneously?

A) What trips an UPS?

1) The following describes all events initiating a trip signal and its processing to trip

(See attached pages 2-15 to 2-23 of Operations Manual for detailed description of
items).

Figure 1: UPS Trip and Alarm Block Diagram

TRIP SEOLKkKE SIGNAL PROCESSING
INITIATION

AC UV SLDM (DELAY ON)
DC UV (DELAY ON)
AC OV
LOGIC FAIL
AC UV FAST
ONER SLPPLY FAIL
CLOCK FAIL
FRED. FAIL

SHJTDOWN
URIC

TRIP LIGHT ON
(Aik)

TRIP CB1. CB2. CB3
SHJT INVERII&DOMH

DC OVERVm TAGE
FUSE FAIL

AQ4MCIATION
LXRIC LIGHT ON QAIW(

CIRCUIT BD INTERLOCK
LPS TRIP (NOT USED)

Figure 2: Typical UPS Trip and Alarm Circuit
t
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The cause of an UPS trip is indicated by lamp indications on the UPS Control Panel

(A14) and the UPS Card Cage Panel (A13) accompanied by an audible alarm (horn).
The horn can be silenced by pushing the button 423 on the control panel. Cause for

trip (shut down) of the UPS is indicated by lamps 426 through 435 on the Card Cage

panel followed by the inverter logic light @34 on the control panel. The resulting trip of

the UPS is indicated by Lamp 824 on the control panel. All trip-related alarms are

stored. There is an alarm unstore (reset) button 4.19 on the printed circuit card A13A21

on the Card Cage panel. The unstore button will extinguish all lamps on the Control

panel and Card Cage panel simultaneously.

Circuit design requires a trip initiation lamp 426 through 435 on the Card Cage panel

to light and be latched and stored before an inverter logic lamp @34 and trip lamp 424
on Control panel can be lit. Pushing of unstore button 419 on the Card Cage panel will

extinguish all lamps 426 through 435 on A13 and 424 and 834 on A14 simultaneously.

Reset (unstore) of lamps 4 26 through 435 on A13 without reset (unstore) of lamps
424 and 434 on A14 should not be possible.

2) Reportedly, none of the trip initiation lamps 426 through 435 on the A13A21 circuit
card were lit. But without trip initiation lamp indication, the cause for a UPS trip is not
readily evident. The cause for the trip has to be reasoned out.

T~RIP I MOICAT I ~ EFFE T

AC Undervoltage
Overload

time delayed 10 sec.
time delayed 10 min.

Ruled out: event only lasted 200 milliseconds.

Logic Fail
Clock Fail
Frequency Fail
Fuse Fail

requires repair

Ruled out: all alarms unstored without repair.

Overtemp needs reset of thermal relays (not reported). Ruled out.

Circuit Board Interlock Would not reset without correction. Ruled out.

Logic Power Supply
Failure Alarm

I

suspect because of its direct connection to the maintenance
source which could explain a simultaneous failure in all 5

UPS systems.
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IV.INVESTIGATIONOF LOGIC POWER SUPPLY

(See drawing 110 611 334 and Operators Manual)

Logic Power Supply components and circuits are located on Logic Power and Relay

Panel A27. This panel contains positive and negative 20VDC power supplies (PS1 and

PS2). These power supplies are powered through relay A27K5, which selects inverter

output or maintenance source. Positive and negative 18V sealed batteries

(A27BT1-BT6) are mounted on this panel and are kept charged by the power supplies.
Circuit breaker A27CB1 disconnects the battery from the logic power bus, and the logic

power supply switch A27S1 disconnects the power supply's 120 VAC input power (only
from the maintenance power). The panel also contains card-mounted (A27A1) relays

which interface the A13 controls with external items such as circuit breaker motor
operators, shunt trip coils, and remote monitor panel functions. Control battery,
discharge sensing is located on the A27A1 card.

BASIC CIRCU1T ARR~Nr

INVfR~WR

~IW4. I1OVAC

NAINTDwCE
Sl/VLT~

HQHIWL I10VAC tOTCC

NOTE: K5 is shown energized.

Normally the maintenance source supplies power through the N.O. Contacts of the
energized relay K5. If maintenance power fails, K5 drops out and switches to inverter
power. In case of power supply fail, the control batteries supply logic power and issue

a control battery discharge alarm (lamp 820 on A13A21 annunciation 42 printed circuit
board). This alarm is issued if the +/- 20 VDC should fall below 18 VDC. It does not
initiate a trip.
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Relay K5 drops out between 78 VAC max and 25 VAC min variation between relays. The

power supplies lose regulation if the AC supply drops below 96 VAC, and trip between
86 VAC mx and 78 VAC min.

Should the + 20 VDC logic power supply drop below 16.5 VDC, then a logic power

supply failed alarm and UPS trip is issued.

During the shutdown event, the maintenance power to the logic power supplies (phase
B to neutral) has to drop from 120 VAC to about 50 VAC in response to the high voltage

drop from 200 kV to 80 kV. This voltage may or may not cause K5 to drop out,
depending on their individual dropout voltages. If K5 does not drop out, the power
supplies may lose regulation and decrease their output DC voltage substantially. The
control battery is incorporated as part of the logic power supply design to keep the logic
supply voltage above 16.6 VDC during such incidents to avoid a shutdown of the UPS.

The need for battery power was for only 200 milliseconds, hardly a noticeable discharge
for properly maintained and fully charged control batteries. After 200 milliseconds, the
maintenance power was restored and all conditions should have returned to normal. But

due to the batteries deficient state, the batteries were unable to supply control power for
the 200 milliseconds required. This was the single contributor to the incident.

Conclusion 2: Deficient Control Batteries

Tests have been performed by Niagara Mohawk, with support by Exide Electronic
personnel on all five (5) UPS modules, using the logic control power batteries that were
in service at the time the shutdown occurred. These batteries were installed in 1984 by
Exide Electronics personnel during the startup of the UPS equipment. This was
necessary due to the extended period of time the systems were in storage.

These batteries were found to have degraded over time and measured only 0.6 VDC
instead of the expected 18.0 VDC. The logic power control batteries had been in service
over six (6) years. This is two (2) years over the recommended service life.- Exide
Electronics had recommended that these batteries be changed, at a minimum, every four
(4) years.

This lack of maintenance resulted in the logic supply voltage dropping to approximately
0.6 VDC during the transition of the power supply source from the utility power to UPS
power. It should be pointed out that all maintenance for the UPS modules has been
performed by Niagara Mohawk personnel.

By design, should the logic supply voltage drop below 16.5 VDC, the logic power supply
alarm is generated and the UPS trip signal is issued. This is, in fact, what the test results
proved.
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V. CONCLUSION VERIFICATION:

Further tests were performed with new logic control power batteries and all UPS

modules functioned normally and as designed. Had the logic power control
batteries been inspected and maintained per maintenance procedures, the UPS

shutdown would have been prevented. Deficient logic power control batteries are

solely responsible for the shutdown of all five (5) modules.

Vl. INVESTIGATIONSUMMARY:

The direct and sole causes of the UPS shutdown are;

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform regular preventive
maintenance and inspection of the electronic components and batteries

contained in the UPS systems.

Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to perform ongoing corrective
maintenance of the UPS systems.

3. Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to followmanufactures recommended
maintenance procedures as described in the owners manual.

4 Failure of Niagara Mohawk personnel to replace logic control power
batteries as recommended by manufacturer.

Vll. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Niagara Mohawk is aware-that the current UPS systems represent technology that
is over ten (10) years old. Exide Electronics current UPS systems represent three

(3) technological advances and represent state of the art power protection. It is

our recommendation that Niagara considers replacement of the present systems
with our present designs.

2. If Niagara Mohawk chooses to have Exide Electronics maintain the UPS systems
at Nine Mile Point, we recommend our Powercare Preferred Service Package that
covers all facets of maintenance, 7 x 24 emergency service, Preventive
Maintenance Inspections, modifications and parts.

If Niagara Mohawk chooses to continue maintaining this equipment, the following
recommendations are applicable:

A. Inspect logic power control battery condition at least once every year. (See
B. page 11)
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B. Perform annual preventive maintenance on UPS modules per manufacturers
recommendations or have manufacturer perform an annual site acceptance
test:

Obtain necessary product and tech'nical knowledge through an ongoing
training program for Niagara Mohawk maintenance personnel. Exide
Electronics can supply formal technical training programs at the Niagara
Mohawk facility or at the manufacturers Training Center in Raleigh, N.C.

D. "As built" systems schematic diagrams must be maintained with equipment.
These documents take precedent over any other manual, text or verbal
communications and should be referenced during maintenance procedures.

E. Replace all D.C. input fitter capacitors in each UPS module.

F. Exide Electronics stands ready to fully support Niagara Mohawk in any
service requirements. Niagara Mohawk can call 1-800-84EXIDE for service
support should this support be required.

G. Peripheral equipment that directly impacts UPS operation should also'be
under manufacturers recommended maintenance programs.
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The purpose of this test plan is to establish an agreed upon course of action for. remaining
testing related to the 8/13/91 event. The main objective of the remaining testing are to
more thoroughly explain the alarm light indications observed on 8/13/91.

Three possible scenarios were discussed with the NRC on 9/7/91 as shown below:

1. During the transient, PSF was not generated. A signal ground transient
(cause unknown) latched up a U10 4049 IC chip related to the SSTR.

. A module trip was generated.

2. During the transient, PSF was generated, resulting in energization of the DS
light, module trip light, and inverter logic light. The low voltage on the DC
power supply reset the DS light. The trip light, SSTR, and inverter logic
light remained energized because of latchup of the U10 <049 IC chip.

A module trip was generated.

3. During the transient, the A13A21 board instability caused the U10 4049 IC
chip to latch up. This instability could be the result of operational amplifier
oscillation/tri-state operation of a 4044 IC chip.

A module trip was generated.

The following testing in order of priority will be accomplished as soon as possible to
conclude the testing. Any changes to the test plan will be agreed to by NMPC (John
Conway) and FPI personnel prior to implementation.

tin

Test ttt Descri tion Puruose

1. Remove A13A21 card from UPS 1C and
replace with spare and functionally
test.

Restore unit to operation.
Complete 9/11

2. Measure resistance from A13A21 ground
pin to logic power supply neutral pin
with the inverter shut down.

3. Measure voltage difference between
A13A21 ground pin to case ground in
VDC using oscilloscope on UPS 1C
with the inverter shut down.

Verify good ground connection
between logic board and its power
supply. Complete 9/11

Show that the 2 VDC peak to
peak noise that was observed with
the inverter running was due to
invcrtcr operation. Complete 9/11
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F.P.I. Lab Testin

Test ¹ ~Deseri rioo Pure ose

Using varying supply voltage levels
characterize window of tri-state
behavior for 4044, 4049, 4050, and
4068 chips - demonstrate repeatability.

Identify tri-state window for tests
to reproduce 8/13 indications via
tri-state behavior.

2. Functionally test and. diagnose any sub
component failures on the A13A21 board
from UPS 1C.

Diagnose 9/10 problem with UPS
1C and perhaps confirm a cause of
8/13 indications.

3. Simulate low DC logic voltage (100-
200 msec.) at various levels (5-15 VDC)
while simultaneously causing voltage

. transients on ground connection (1-10 VDC)
on the A13A21 board.

Reproduce trip and alarm indications
of 8/13 event.

Construct a PSF driver circuit (using
spare boards or breadboard) vrith
op. amps on input to A13A21. Do
voltage drop test (100-200 msec.) on
supply to model circuit.

To demonstrate feasibility of
unstable op. amps causing tri-state
latch up of 4049 chips
(scenario ¹3).

5. Submit A13A21 board to ground
voltage transients of varying
magnitudes (1-10 VDC).

To demonstrate whether latch up can
occur and, if so, if random or
repeatable.

APPROVED:

onway - NMPC FPI R resentative
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LIGHTANOMALYTE% PLAN

The purpose of this test plan is to establish an agreed upon course of action for remaining
testing related to the 8/13/91 event, The main objectives of the remaining testing are to
more thoroughly explain the alarm light indications observed on 8/13/91.

Three possible scenarios were discussed with rhe NRC on 9/7/91 as shown below:

1. During the transient, PSF was not generated. A signal ground transient
(cause unknown) latched up a U10 4049 IC chip related to the SSTR,

A module trip was generated.

2. During the transient, PSF was generated, resulting in energization of the DS
light, module trip light, and inverter logic light. The low voltage on the DC
power supply reset the DS light. The trip light, SSTR, and inverter logic
light remained energized because of latchup of the U10 4049 IC chip.

A module trip was generated.

3. During the transient, the A13A21 board instability caused the U10 4049 IC
chip to latch up. This instability could be the result of operational amplifier
oscillation/tri-state operation of a 4044 IC chip.

A module trip was generated.

The following testing in order of priority will be accomplished as soon as possible to
conclude the testing. Any changes to the test plan will be agreed to by NMPC (John
Conway) and FPI personnel prior to implementation.

tin

Test

1. Remove A13A21 card &om UPS 1C and
replace with spare and functionally
test.

Putuose

Restore unit to operation.
Complete 9/11

2. Measure resistance from A13A21 ground
pin to logic power supply neutral pin
with the inverter shut down.

3. Measure voltage difference between
A13A21 ground pin to case ground in
VDC using oscilloscope on UPS 1C
with the inverter shut down.

Verify good ground connection
between logic board and its power
supply. Complete 9/11

Show that the 2 VDC peak to
peak noise that was observed with
the inverter running was due to
invcrtcr operation. Complete 9/11
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F.P.I. Lab Testin

Test 4 ~Descri tion Puruose

1. Using varying supply voltage levels
characterize window of tri-state
behavior for 4044, 4049, 4050, and
4068 chips - demonstrate repeatability.

Identify tri-state window for tests
to reproduce 8/13 indications via
tri-state behavior.

2. Functionally test and diagnose any sub
component failures on the A13A21 board
from UPS 1C,

Diagnose 9/10 problem with UPS
1C and perhaps confirm a cause of
8/13 indications.

3. Simulate low DC logic voltage (100-
200 msec.) at various levels (5-15 VDC)
while simultaneously causing voltage

. transients on ground connection (1-10 VDC)
on the A13A21 board.

Reproduce trip and alarm indications
of 8/13 event.

Construct a PSF driver circuit (using
spare boards or breadboard) with
op. amps on input to A13A21. Do
voltage drop test (100-200 msec.) on
supply to model circuit.

To demonstrate feasibility of
unstable op. amps causing tri-state
latch up of 4049 chips
(scenario @3).

S. Submit A13A21 board to ground
voltage transients of varying
magnitudes (1-10 VDC).

To demonstrate whether latch up can
occur and, ifso, ifrandom or
repeatable.

APPROVED:

J onway - NMPC FPI R resentative
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LIGHTANOMALYTEST PLAN
s

The purpose of this test plan is to establish an agreed upon course of action for remaining
testing related to the 8/13/91 event. The main objectives of the remaining testing are to
more thoroughly explain the alarm light indications observed on 8/13/91.

Three possible scenarios were discussed with the NRC on 9/7/91 as shown below:

1. During the transient, PSF was not generated. A signal ground transient
(cause unknown) latched up a U10 4049 IC chip related to the SSTR.

A module trip was generated.

2. During the transient, PSF was generated, resulting in energization of the DS

light, module trip light, and inverter logic light. The low voltage on the DC
power supply reset the DS light. The trip light, SSTR, and inverter logic
light remained energized because of latchup of the U10 4049 IC chip.

A module trip was generated.

3. During the transient, the A13A21 board instability caused the U10 4049 IC
chip to latch up. This instability could be the result of operational amplifier
oscillation/tri-state operation of a 4044 IC chip.

A module trip was generated.

The following testing in order of priority will be accomplished as soon as possible to
conclude the testing. Any changes to the test plan will be agreed to by NMPC (John
Conway) and FPI personnel prior to implementation.

Site Testin

Test @ ~Descri non Purpose

1. Remove A13A21 card from UPS 1C and
replace with spare and functionally
test.

Restore unit to operation.
Complete 9/11

2. Measure resistance from A13A21 ground
pin to logic power supply neutral pin
with the inverter shut down.

Verify good ground connection
between logic board and its power
supply. Complete 9/11

3. Measure voltage difference between
A13A21 ground pin to case ground in
VDC using oscilloscope on UPS 1C
with the inverter shut down.

Show that the 2 VDC peak to
peak noise that was observed with
the inverter running was due to
inverter operation. Complete 9/ll
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F.P.I. Lab Testin

Test ¹ ~Descri rien Puruose

1. Using varying supply voltage levels
characterize window of tri-state
behavior for 4044, 4049, 4050, and
4068 chips - demonstrate repeatability.

Identify tri-state window for tests
to reproduce 8/13 indications via
tri-state behavior.

2. Functionally test and diagnose any sub
component failures on the A13A21 board
from UPS 1C.

Diagnose 9/10 problem with UPS
1C and perhaps confirm a cause of
8/13 indications.

3. Simulate low DC logic voltage (100-
200 msec.) at various levels (5-15 VDC)
while simultaneously causing voltage
transients on ground connection (1-10 VDC)
on the A13A21 board.

Reproduce trip and alarm indications
of 8/13 event.

4. Construct a PSF driver circuit (using
spare boards or breadboard) with
op. amps on input to A13A21. Do
voltage drop test (100-200 msec.) on
supply to model circuit.

To demonstrate feasibility of
unstable op. amps causing tri-state
latch up of 4049 chips
(scenario ¹3).

5. Submit A13A21 board to ground
voltage transients of varying
magnitudes (1-10 VDC).

To demonstrate whether latch up can
occur and, ifso, ifrandom or
repeatable.

APPROVED:

J onway - NMPC FPI R 'esentative





F.P.I. Lab Testin

Test ¹ ~Descri tiou Purpose

1. Using varying supply voltage levels
characterize window of tri-state
behavior for 4044, 4049, 4050, and
4068 chips - demonstrate repeatability.

Identify tri-state window for tests
to reproduce 8/13 indications via
tri-state behavior.

2. Functionally test and diagnose any sub
component failures on the A13A21 board
from UPS 1C.

Diagnose 9/10 problem with UPS
1C and perhaps cordirm a cause of
8/13 indications.

3. Simulate low DC logic voltage (100-
200 msec.) at various levels (5-15 VDC)
while simultaneously causing voltage
transients on ground connection (1-10 VDC)
on the A13A21 board.

Reproduce trip and alarm indications
of 8/13 event.

4. Construct a PSF driver circuit (using
spare boards or breadboard) with
op. amps on input to A13A21. Do
voltage drop test (100-200 msec.) on
supply to model circuit.

To demonstrate feasibility of
unstable op. amps causing tri-state
latch up of 4049 chips
(scenario ¹3).

5. Submit A13A21 board to ground
voltage transients of varying
magnitudes (1-10 VDC)~

To demonstxate whether latch up can
occur and, ifso, ifrandom or
repeatable.

APPROVED:

J onway - NMPC FPI R resentative
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F.P.I. Lab Testin

Test 4 ~Descri sion Puruose

1. Using varying supply voltage levels
characterize window of tri-state
behavior for 4044, 4049, 4050, and
4068 chips - demonstrate repeatability.

Identify tri-state window for tests
to reproduce 8/13 indications via
tri-state behavior.

2. Functionally test and diagnose any sub
component failures on the A13A21 board
from UPS 1C.

Diagnose 9/10 problem with UPS
1C and perhaps confirm a cause of
8/13 indications.

3. Simulate low DC logic voltage (100-
200 msec.) at various levels (5-15 VDC)
while simultaneously causing voltage
transients on ground connection (1-10 VDC)
on the A13A21 board.

Reproduce trip and alarm indications
of 8/13 event.

4. Construct a PSF driver circuit (using
spare boards or breadboard) with
op. amps on input to A13A21. Do
voltage drop test (100-200 msec.) on
supply to model circuit.

To demonstrate feasibility of
unstable op. amps causing tri-state
latch up of 4049 chips
(scenario t3).

5. Submit A13A21 board to ground
voltage transients of varying
magnitudes (1-10 VDC).

To demonstrate whether latch up can
occur and, ifso, ifrandom or
repeatable.

APPROVED:

J onway - NMPC FPI R resentative
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September 11, 1991

54

55

56

57

58

59A
59B
59C
60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

HVN
HVT
HVW
HVP
HVY

nt HVN
HVL
HVI
DRS
CPS

HCS
DFR
DET
DFW
DFM
DER
GMS
SMP

SPF
NHS

SYD
BYS
DMS
LAS
RSS

RMS
RMS
LMS
CMS

ISC
MHR

c. RSS

LPM

normal bldg. vent
turbine bldg. vent
radwaste bldg. vent
diesel gen. bldg. Vent
screenwell & fire H&V
CB & RB elect. tunnels ve

aux. service bldg HVAC
misc. vent system
drywell cooling
cont. purge & standby gas
DBA recombiner
reactor bldg. drains
turbine bldg. drains
radwaste bldg. drains
misc drains
drywell drains
main gen. and excit.
345 kV transformer
stat. elect. FD & 115 kV
swyd
normal AC high volt dist.
standby & emergency AC
dist.
normal DC dist.
emergency DC dist.
station lighting
remote shutdown
area rad. mon.
proc. & airborn rad. mon.
contain leak monitoring
contain atmostphere mon.
'primary containment
isolation
Rx Bibldg. cranes & elev.
Rx cool & ECCS leak dete
loose parts monitoring

88

90

91

dist.
nitrogen sys/contain inert
seismic monitor
process computer

92 ~ neutron monitor
93 rod block monitor
94

96

97

97

100A
100B
101

102

103

105

106

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10A
10B

10C
11

12

13

14

traverse incore probe
Rx manual control & rod

position indic.
reactor protection
standby diesel gen.
HPCS diesel gen
misc. crane elev & doors
decon system
PGCC
startup transient anal.
redund. react. control
main & aux. steam
moisture separator radwater

vent & drains
condensor system
condensor makeup
condensor demin.
feedwater system
feedwater control
feedwater heaters & ext.

steam
condensate air removal
circulating water
acid treat system
water treat hypochlorites
service water
tray water screens & wash
RB closed cooling water
TB closed cooling water

87 standby & emergency AC .

SCM
GSN
ERS
IHC
NMS
RBM
TIP

RMC
RPS

EGF
EGA
MHW
DCS
CBC
SXS
RRS

-ASS

DSR
CYN
CNS
CND
FWS
FWC

HDH
ARC
CWS
WTA
WTH
SWP
SWT
CCP
CCS

p1
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15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22A

22B
22C
23

24

25

26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38
39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

makeup water
makeup water storage &
XFR
plant sample
roof drains & storm str.
instrument service air
breathing air
main turbine
T/0 lub oil, turn gear &

seal
turb oil cond. & stor
waste oil
turb EHC oil & cont.
gen. LSO phase bus cool
clean steam reboil & aux.

cond.

T/0 stater cool
gen hydrogen & CO, gas
nuclear boiler inst.
reactor recirc
control rod drive
residual heat removal
low pressure core spray
high pressure core spray
auto depress
Rx core isol cooling
standby liquid
Rx water cleanup
spent fuel pool & clean
fuel handling equipment
liquid radwaste
solid radwaste
off gas
fire protection water
fire protection foam
cardox fire protection
fire protection salon
fire detection
auxiliary boiler
clycol heating system
domestic water

WTS

MWS
SSP

SRR
LAS
AAS
MSS

TMG
LOS
WOS
TMB
GML

CNA
GMC
GMH
ISC
RCS
RDS
RHS
CSL
CSH
ADS
ICS
SLS

WCS
SFC
FHS
LWS
WSS

OFG
FPW
FPF
FPL
FPG
FPM
ABM
HVG
DWS

51 sanitary plumbing PBS

52 HB ventilation HVR
53 control building EVAC HVC
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NIAGARAMOHAWKACRONYMS
September 11, 1991

54

55

56

57
58

59A
59B
59C
60
61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

78

79

80

81

82
83

84

85

86

HVN
HVT
HVW
HVP
HVY

normal bldg. vent
turbine bldg. vent
radwaste bldg. vent
diesel gen. bldg. Vent
screenwell & fire H&V
CB & RB elect. tunnels ve

aux, service bldg HVAC
misc. vent system
drywell cooling
cont. purge & standby gas

DBA recombiner
reactor bldg. drains
turbine bldg. drains
radwaste bldg. drains
misc drains
drywell drains
main gen. and excit.
345 kV transformer
stat. elect. FD & 115 kV
swyd
normal AC high volt dist.

standby & emergency AC
dist.
normal DC dist.

emergency DC dist.
station lighting
remote shutdown
area rad. mon.
proc. & airborn rad. mon.
contain leak monitoring
contain atmostphere mon.

primary containment
isolation
Rx Bibldg. cranes & elev.

Rx cool & ECCS leak dete

loose parts monitoring

nt HVN
HVL
HVI
DRS
CPS

HCS
DFR
DET
DFW
DFM
DER
GMS
SMP

SPF
NHS

SYD
BYS
DMS
LAS
RSS

RMS
RMS
LMS
CMS

ISC
MHR

c, RSS

LPM

87

88

90

91

92

93

94

96

97

97

100A
100B
101

102

103

105

106

01

02

09

10A
10B

10C
11

12

13

14

standby & emergency AC
dist.

nitrogen sys/contain inert
seismic monitor
process computer
neutron monitor
rod block monitor
traverse incore probe
Rx manual control & rod

position indic.
reactor protection
standby diesel gen.
HPCS diesel gen
misc. crane elev & doors
decon system
PGCC
startup transient anal.
redund. react. control
main & aux. steam
moisture separator radwat

vent & drains
condensor system
condensor makeup
condensor demin.
feedwater system
feedwater control
feedwater heaters & ext.

steam
condensate air removal
circulating water
acid treat system
water treat hypochlorites
service water
tray water screens & wash

RB closed cooling water
TB closed cooling water

SCM
GSN
ERS
IHC
NMS
RBM
TIP

RMC
RPS

EGF
EGA
MHW
DCS
CBC
SXS
RRS
ASS

er
DSR
CYN

CNS'ND

FWS
FWC

HDH
ARC
CWS
WTA

SWP
SWT
CCP
CCS
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15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22A

22B
22C
23

24
25

26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39
40

41

42
43

44

45

46
47

48

49

50, domestic water

makeup water
makeup water storage &
XFR
plant sample
roof drains & storm str.

instrument service air
breathing air
main turbine
T/0 lub oil, turn gear &

seal

turb oil cond. & stor
waste oil
turb EHC oil & cont.

gen. LSO phase bus cool
clean steam reboil & aux.

cond.

T/0 stater cool

gen hydrogen & CO, gas

nuclear boiler inst.
reactor recirc
control rod drive
residual heat removal
low pressure core spray
high pressure core spray
auto depress
Rx core isol cooling
standby liquid
Rx water cleanup
spent fuel pool & clean
fuel handling equipment
liquid radwaste
solid radwaste
off gas

fire protection water
fire protection foam
cardox fire protection
fire protection salon
fire detection
auxiliary boiler
clycol heating system

WTS

MWS
SSP

SRR
LAS
AAS
MSS

TMG
LOS
WOS
TMB
GML

CNA
GMC
GMH
ISC
RCS

RDS
RHS
CSL
CSH
ADS
ICS
SLS

WCS
SFC
FHS
LWS
WSS

OFG
FPW
FPF
FPL
FPG
FPM
ABM
HVG
DWS

51 sanitary plumbing
52 HB ventilation
53 control building EVAC

PBS
HVR
HVC
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NIAGARAMOHAWKACRONYMS
September 11, 1991

54

55

56

57

58

59A
59B
59C
60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

HVN
HVT
HVW
HVP
HVY

nt HVN
HVL
HVI
DRS
CPS

HCS
DFR
DET
DFW
DFM
DER
GMS
SMP

SPF
NHS

SYD
BYS
DMS
LAS
RSS

RMS
RMS
LMS
CMS

ISC
MHR

c. RSS

LPM

normal bldg. vent
turbine bldg. vent
radwaste bldg. vent
diesel gen. bldg. Vent
screenwell & fire H&V
CB & RB elect. tunnels ve

aux. service bldg HVAC
misc. vent system
drywell cooling
cont. purge & standby gas
DBA recombiner
reactor bldg. drains
turbine bldg. drains
radwaste bldg. drains
misc drains

drywell drains
main gen. and excit.
345 kV transformer
stat. elect. FD & 115 kV
swyd
normal AC high volt dist.
standby & emergency AC
dist.
normal DC dist.
emergency DC dist.
station lighting
remote shutdown
area rad. mon.
proc. & airborn rad. mon.
contain leak monitoring
contain atmostphere mon.
primary containment
isolation
Rx B(bldg. cranes & elev.

Rx cool & ECCS leak dete
loose parts monitoring
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03

04

05

06

07

08

88

90

91

92

93

94

96

97

97

100A
100B

101

102

103

105

106

01

02

09

10A
10B

10C
11

12

13

14

standby & emergency AC
dist.

nitrogen sys/contain inert
seismic monitor
process computer
neutron monitor
rod block monitor
traverse incore probe
Rx manual control & rod

position indic.
reactor protection
standby diesel gen.
HPCS diesel gen
misc. crane elev & doors
decon system
PGCC
startup transient anal.
redund. react. control
main & aux. steam
moisture separator radwat

vent & drains
condensor system
condensor makeup
condensor demin.
feedwater system
feedwater control
feedwater heaters & ext.

steam
condensate air removal
circulating water
acid treat system
water treat hypochlorites
service water
tray water screens & wash

RB closed cooling water
TB closed cooling water

SCM
GSN
ERS
IHC
NMS
RBM
TIP

RMC
RPS
EGF
EGA
MHW
DCS
CBC
SXS
RRS
ASS

er
DSR
CYN
CNS
CND
FWS
FWC

HDH
ARC
CWS
WTA
WTH
SWP
SWT
CCP
CCS
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15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22A

22B
22C
23

24
25

26

27
28

29

30
31

32
33

34

35

36
37
38
39

40

41

42
43

44
45

46
47
48
49

50 . domestic water

makeup water
makeup water storage &
XFR
plant sample
roof drains & storm str.
instrument service,air
breathing air
main turbine
T/0 lub oil, turn gear &

seal
turb oil cond. & stor
waste oil
turb EHC oil & cont.
gen. LSO phase bus cool
clean steam reboil & aux.

cond.

T/0 stater cool

gen hydrogen & CO, gas
nuclear boiler inst.
reactor recirc
control rod drive
residual heat removal
low pressure core spray
high pressure core spray
auto depress
Rx core isol cooling
standby liquid
Rx water cleanup
spent fuel pool & clean
fuel handling equipment
liquid radwaste
solid radwaste
off gas

fire protection water
fire protection foam
cardox fire protection
fire protection salon
fire detection
auxiliary boiler
clycol heating system

WTS

MWS
SSP

SRR
LAS
AAS
MSS

TMG
LOS
WOS
TMB
GML

CNA
GMC
GMH
ISC
RCS

RDS
RHS
CSL
CSH
ADS
ICS
SLS

WCS
SFC
FHS
LWS
WSS

OFG
FPW
FPF
FPL
FPG
FPM
ABM
HVG
DWS

51 sanitary plumbing
52 HB ventilation
53 control building EVAC

PBS

HVR
HVC





QUESTION/RESPONSE FORM

(Rorking Copy)

QUESTION 0

DATE/T~ rg

INSPECTOR Jf~ I

NNPC ESCORT/DEPT

INSPECTION CATEGORY

(Documentation, Walkdcwn, Procedures)

QUESTION/REQUEST 4g Przt -4~~ Zl~ZMi &n~~+
'

IgJ4) / I + .~~ 'Min
i'.'

HNPC RESPONSE:

Respoadiag Individual:

Figurc 1.6-L
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR R E GULATORY CQMMlSSIOM
VIASHINQTOM.O. C. 2C555

INCIDENT/.'15~~STIGATKQ'7 TEAN

NINE MD.E POiNT 2

* 4 * * ~~T~ * a *

MZ.

ALKK, QUESTION FRAN .3D3 STObr,R - 1, Tzm'.sTonncr 1B-Hf.g}I Vol r.abc> Low

vo)rage, and neutral Dushings — here any of the bushings found to be
damaged? If so, which oneq, and wh~t was the extent of the damage~ ~
FHCtK MMKR:

IXXRTZCH'BCN:

FFCHE i'iLZBER! / /Q gg g 0%~

j 6 /g g$) /can/

RKHE NUMBER:

COVDCT: iilARC3

30l-492-5031

l pages ~~zoo sneer
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I 4QLt44 wl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~, .",= 'LVASHINGTON,O. C. 20555

INCIDENT INVESTIGATION TEAM

NINE MILE POINT 2

ALEX, QUESTION FROM JIM STONER — 1. Transformer 1B-High Volta', Low

voltage, and neutral bushings — Here any of the bushings found tb be

dama ed? If so, which ones, and what was the extent of the damage?

FKHE NUMBER IOCATICN

HKHE NUMBER: IDC ATION

HKNE %)MEW: IOCATICN:

CONTACT: MARCIA K~EISIKOFF 301-492-5027
301-492-5026

CUR TEZZXDPZ NUMBER IS

301-492-5031

Paaes ~~op sheet
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VOL II"-AGE PRQFILE FQR THE NORMAL AND ALTERNATE
POWER SUPPLY TQ 2VBB+UP™2A

;ROM SCRIBA
L'ONE o5

115KV BUS

'C'15KV

4,16KV
t3,8KV~

2NNS SWG816

I

2RTX XSRiA

6.81/ =
BHKV

N 77,5KV r

lj
3

!83.92KV27,5K V 1

77.5K V
l

2613V

358~v

2613V
I

2ENS SWG181

4856V

688Y

2EJS«Xla

2ESS Si

3.
I

2613V
I

3o'34V

2613V 3 2

4oo <

47i'EJS

PNL188A

++ 12 VOLT ORQP FROM <US1 TO UPS2a

N

UPS2A

A

2LAC PNL188A

PHASE 1"2 344V
PHASE 2-3 344V
PHASE 3-1 465V

N0TE: THE ABovE REsULTs AppLY To ALTERNATE pQwFR
SUPPLY TO UPS, ALSO.
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5EP 18 "9" 15:36 NI'IPC 5YR NIJC D1V

VOLTAGE PROFILE FOR THE NGRMAL AND ALTERNATE
POWER SUPPLY TQ 2VBB+UPS2B

FROM SCRIBA
LINE "6

115KV BUS
'0'RTX

XSR18

6,81/ =115KV

4.16KV
13,8KV~ 27.5K)

2 ( "7.5KV
5KVlltl3.'9

82.5KV

N .'9188KV
2893V

3MSV

2533V
I

2NNS SWG817

75.12KV
,I

SWG 183

4866V

688V

2EJS

2EJSwX3A

ar.

S3

2693V

v 3535VIl
2533V

I

N 366.5V

344.7V

7V

2EJS PNL3888

12 VOLT DROP FROM US1 TO UPS28

N

<UPS28

A

PHASE 1-2
PHASE 2-3
PHASE 3-1

354e5V
332.7V
466V

2LAC NL388B

NQTEI THE ABOVE RESULTS APPLY TO ALTERNATE POWER
SUPPLY TO UPS, ALSO.
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grt g34Ql p-c P )O io1 gS: 6 HMPC SYR MJC >IV

VOLTAGE PROFILE FQR THE NQRMl"-lL AND ALTERNATE
POWER SUPPLY TQ 2VBB'UP"=24

FROM SCRIBA
LtNE '5

115KV BUS

'C'15KY

4I16KV
13.8K'jt~

SMG816

2RTX XSR1A

6.81% =

3
I
l

68KV

77,5K V

:SS.;2Kv27,5K V i
2, 58KV

77.5KY

2613V

I 358~v

26i3 V

SHO181

,C

4856V

688V

2EJS

2E JS>X1A

sr. <
S1

20j3V
3a94V

28t3V
l

2

c77;

2EJS PNL188A

~ ~ 12 VOLT OROP FROH IUS1 TO UPS2A

N

UPS2A

A

2LAC PNL}88A

PHASE 1-2 344V
PHASE 2-3 344V
PHASE 3-1 465V

NOTE: THE ABOVE RESULTS APPLY TO ALTERNATE POWER
SUPPLY TO UPS, ALSO.
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ccp 4Q J91 $ 5:3g NIIPC SYP. INDUC DIV

VOLTAGE PROFiLE FOR THE NORMAL AND ALTERNATE
POSER SUPPLY TQ 2VBEI+UPS2EE

FROM SCR!BA
LINE s6

115KV BUS
'0'RTX

XSRlB

6881/ .—116KV

4.16KV
13,8KV~ I

62.5K V

JJ 79.88KV

8J.8vy 1

, .:7.5KV

I

75.12K V
,I

2693V
3MGV

2533V
I

2NNS SWG817

2ENS SWG183

4866V

688V

2EJS«X3A

ri
2693V

2 v 35S5
~ «

2533V
I

N 366.5V

34 '.7V

7V

2EJS PNL388B

«a 12 VOLT QRQP FROM «USI TQ UPS2B

N

«UPS28

A

PHASE 1-2
PHASE 2-3
PHASE 3-1

354 85V

332.7V
465V

2LAC NL388B

NOTE) THE ABOVE RESULTS APPLY TQ ALTERNATE POWER
SUPPLY TO UPSy ALSO.
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MXME MTL= POEHT HUCL".AR SYLTXOH

SITE LICENSIHG'EPT.
AREA COMPLEX UNIT 2
P.O. BOX 32
LYCOMINGI NY 13093

P~MZ DZL~v»ZR T:== FO~~Oh: TG PAGES TO:

NZ~:
:"KX PHON:- NO.:

COMMPZ/AG:-'%C'~:

'» «pp'»

N2u~. A'' W 5 Is= BCq 462/

DAT> g g ggs
»

KvViB~~ OP PAGZS: ( fCLUDING COVZR Sa" -
)

~ M g.)IIB P'~
CO P~ ~

p'OU

DO NC,T RZCZIP» ALL ~~ PAGZS OR TF~RZ:S A ~OB~ WITH T~=
S'aiZSSION, PIZZA«SZ CRZL:

THE SITE LICENSING DEPARTMENT AT (315) 349-7479
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SEP- 7.-91 SAT 17: HMPC-SH LOBBY 2HD FLOOR FM HO, 3154532836 P. 01

V Nt RA
. 'gEp 7 BEc'D A, PlNHR

NIAOAJtAQOH1 WK IKWRACCHl&llbLT10lll301 PLAINI-'IELOROAO, SYRACUSE. N Y 1320 2l TELEPHONE (315) 4P -151 >

)0

TEZZCOPY TRNSMFVZAL

9 lIM . Pill'll
zm: ~a.

XCN '7 L t3

HtX.'LEAR DXVZSXCN

NXAGAER %SANK KNER CORP

301 PUGNFZEID MAD

SYRACUSE, NEN YORK 13212

NE ARE TRANSMUTING FRCH A SHARP H3 750 tAVKhSTXC) ~ OUR TEXKCOPZER

PR2K NUMBER IS (315) 453-2836. ZT IS P8 i%MANNED TELECOPIER LOCATED

(X THE SECOND FLOOR. IP YOU HAVE MY PBDBLE2% OR QUESTI(SSg PLEASE

CALL THE PERSE %EKE NAME AND ERI%ÃSXCN XS LIKZD MOVE.
'

%as '~ W + }~~
/II-C. t,'I'7 Z+&Z~m

Qg. C

DATE:

TIME4
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SEP-, 7-91 SAT 17:32

C

NMPC-SM LOBBY 2ND FLOOR FAX NO, 3154532836 P,01

2VBB-UPSIB LOAD LIST

2VSS-PNL9181 ~vBS-PNLB182 2VBS-PNLB11l

2LnC-PNLU84 2CQP-Pvau82

2VBS-P WLa187 2VBS-PNCEI188 2vBS-PNLB18R

PP'OPN ~~~AN ONLY

AF1. ECTEG lOAD LIST
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.SEP-'-91 SAT 17'37 HHPC-SH LOBBY 2HD FLOOR FAX HO, 3154532836 P. 06

~~BB-LIPSlA I QQD L jgg

2VBB-UPS1A

2VBS-,P NLA101 2V8B-PNLA182

2VBS-P NLA187

AFFECTED I.ORO 1 IST
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SEP'- 7-91 SAT 17'38 HMPG-SM LOBBY 2HD FLOOR FAX HO. 3154532836 P. 07

2VBB-UPSlB LOAD LIST

2VBB-UPS1B

2V8S-PNL 8181 VSS-PNL8182 2VBS"PNLB111

2LAC-PNLU04 2CQP-PNLLl82

2 YBS-P NL8187 2VBS-PNLB188 2VBS-P NL8189

?NFOaN m «nM ONLY

AFFECTED LOAD LIST
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. SEP- 7-91 SAT 17'26 HMPC-SM LOBBY. 2HD FLOOR FAN HO. 3154532836 P,01

N>Nl ll

NlAOARA1MKAWKMWEllCOfIPORATlOH/30'LA 0 ROAD. SYRACUSE. N Y 13212/TELEPHONE (315i <T<.1911

"Y
P TEXKQPY TBANSMZTZAL

EP / REQQ g, piggy

ERllXSICN'>U

NOCURR DlVLSION

NIAGARA NZANK PCNER CORP.

301 KAZPVXD KRD

gglACUcZ, HEN YORK 13212

Ns Sea meSMITTING FKm A SKIP PO-750 (Mna~ZC) . OUR TZuXXPZER

P82K NUMEER IS (315) 453-2836. IT IS AN UhlMNNNED TELBXPIER IlXATXR

(K THE EXPAND FQXB. 3F %N HAVE ANY PK>BLEMS OR QUESTICNS PLEASE

CALL THE PERSE 'NKGE NAME AND EÃG2$ION XS LISTED ABUSE.

DATE'OZALPAGES:

INCLUDING mANSMITZAL
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SEF- 7-91 SAT 17'28 HMPC-SM LOBBY 2HD FLOOR FAX HO, 3154532836 P. 04
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SEP- „7-S1 SAT 17'29 NMPC-SM LOBBY 2HD FLOOR FAX NO, 3154532836

I

P,ae

2vBI-I-ups>~ Loco Lrsv

2VBB-UPs1A

2VBS-P NLA181 2VBS-PNLA182

ZVaS-F'NLA187

AFFECTED LOAD LlsT
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ROOT CAUSE EVALUATION
h

REPORT

Exide UPS 1A,B,C,D,Q
Trip Event August 13, 1991

September 5, 1991
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TMs report has been generated to document the analysis of the root cause for the
tripping of Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS) 2VBB UPS lh, 9, C, D and 6 and the
failure to transfer their loads to the maintenance supply,

This analysis was performed in accordance witk ND&-46,01 by reviewing plant
operator and, damage control'~team observations and actions, performance of
troubleshoodag activities on in plant equipmcnt, review ofvarious dravrhsgs, perfonnance
of laboratory diasnostic testing, consultation with the UPS manufacturer, review of data
recorded during the event, and consultation with other industry experts.

On August l3, 1991 at 5;% AM an electrical fault on the 8 phase main step up
trInsforrner occurred, At that sanM tinM Eve (5) Lade Uninterruptable Power Supplies
(UPS} tripped shnultaneausly. Transfer of the VPS's loads to the maintenance power
suppHes did not occur. The system conditions as documented by operators that were
dispatched to restore the units hrunediately after the incident as vrell as observations by
the System Engineer and other damage control team members indicated that the UPS's
logic had tripped their input and output breakers. Post event review of equipment
drawings with the vendor revealed that the DC power supply which powers the system
control logic normally draws its power from the maintenance power supply. The inverter
output!s utNrcd as a backup source, This scheme of connection allows transients on the
AC power Hne to be transmitted to the DC logic power supply, Tests performed by the
System Engineer support this conclusion, The bypass breaker CB+ did not dose and
transfer the UpS loads to the maintenance supply. This functioned per design since
permfssives for CBW closure were not satisfied due to the degraded voltage conditions
present on the nMintenance supply,

The initial inspection of the units reuealed that alarm indications on the Qve units
were not identical, The inverter logic alarm light wIs not liton UP$ 16 but was lit on A,
8> and C. The voltage deference alarm indication did not dear on 2 out of 5 units (A1arrn
should clear in 10-15 seconds after condition clears). The over voltage/undervoltags
(OV/UV) alarm was present on 3 out of S units although all units should have displayed
this alarm. In addition, none of the 40 LEDs that indicate the initiating signals for a logic
trip were Ht on any of the UPS units,





On Aupet 18, 49M at SH8 AM a pound fault occurred on the 8 phala main
eansfomer, Thb event vras detected and recorded on the 8criba Substation osdHosraph.
Five Exide UPSs (ZVBD-UPS 1A,B,C,D, and G) tripped d~ tMs event resulting in a loss
of pavrer to aQ their loads.

The results of observations by plant operators and datnage control team personneI,
are suneueized on Attachment '1. All fiv UPS loads were MtiaHy restored to

their'tutintenancesuppHesbyplant operators after inMallyattempting(unsuccesshl1y3 to restart
the D unit. The damage control teen Yes able to restart the C, D, and 6 units. The Aand
9 units vrere left on the tlintenance supply because the damage control team was not
succrssful hl restardng those urdts.

As a result of these observations, ithas been concluded that aH Bve un'hut down
as a result of a logic initiated trip, This conclusion is based on the aa found positions of
breakers C9-1,2:3 on all Qve units and the presence of the module trip alam on a11 the
units except D w8ch ptas reset by a plant operator wMle attempting ta restart that unit,
It Is noted however, that none of the 10 LEDs on the A13A21 card vrMch should indicate
what condition caused the logic to trip were Ht. In ad|btion, tvro units (UPS1D, UPS16)
displayed voltage difference Blarms, This alarm indication should have clead in 10-18
seconds after the p1ant operators manually restored the UPS loads to the maintenance
supply. The QV/UValarm indication eras present on three units only, (UP81C, UPSio,
UPS1G), although aH mits would be expected to display that aIann indication. The
invertcr logic elean light vras not Ht on UP81G although itwas liton the other unit5 that
were not initial/yreset (UPS1A, 18, and 1C).

Brcahcr CB+ was hund open on aQ fNe units. A review of the oscUlosraph
recording indicates that for the duration of the transformer fault {i.e„approx, 100 msec,)
the 8 phase voltage of the station's normal AC distribution system decreased to
approxbnately BOA ofits normal level, Ithas been concluded that tMs ccruBtion prevented
the automatic transfer of the UPS's loads to their maintenance supplies. Thb is due to a
Io@c feature which prevents static switch transfer fa the maintenance suppiy under
conditions thar could cause damage to the connectn1 Ioads.

The foHovang potential causes for the simultaneous tripping of the Gve UPSs were
evaluated:

(1) Voltage transient on the B phase of the normal AC dismbution system

(2) Propagation of high frequency noise from the main transformer fault

(3) Voltage transient on the station ground system
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TransrrLtsion of high frequency noise fmrn the tmasformer fault through the' atmosphere to the VPS units could not have caused the UPS trips. Prcopcrational testing
demonstrated that the units are not sensitive to radip frequency (RP) transmissions unless
the panel doors are open and an RP source is in close proxhnity, The report provided as
Attachment 2 indicates that it is unHhely that high frequency noise cauld have been
transmitted through the station's normal AQ distribution system to the UPSs due to
inL'enrcning transformers that would filter such a signal, As a result, potential cause (Z)
is not ccevMered credible.

Potential Cause (3) is considered unHkely due to the fisct that one of the five UPSs
is located in an area substantiaUy avray from the other four edts yet eddbited similar
behavior, In addition, no other station equipment (including other UPSs) appears to have
1 een affected by I ItroUnd. transient. Enitial laboratory testing indicates that a significant
ground tralient would have caused the destruction of numerous Iogic circuit components
which has not been observed in the field, Further laboratory tests are being conducted in
an attempt to identify the mechenisjn by w8ch inconsistent alarm li@t indications were
received, Potential Cause (1) was been investigated as the most probable causa

Troubleshooting performed follovrin8 the avant to evaluate and demonstrate the
validity of potential cause (1) indicated the following;

1) The DC logic power supply for VPSs 1A, 8, C, D, 6 is normally fed from the
8 phase of the maintenance supply with the inverter output supply as a
backup. The description of the logic power supplies in the vendor manual
(shown bdow) descnbcs a contrary arrangement,

'These. poorer supplies are powered through relay A27K1, which
selects invrrtcr output (preferred) or bypass (alternate) source "

2) The tnp point of the DC logic is at 17,3 VDC for UPS1D conespandinS to
84.8 VhG on its input; and 16.9 VDC for UPS'1C correspotuHrg to 8459 VAC
en its input,

3) Transfer ta alternate power is accoeyHshed via a K 5 Ray. K-5 ~y drop
davit voltage is 45 VAC for UPS1C and pick up voltage is 52 VAC
K-5 relay drop out voltage is 42 VAG for UPS1D and pich up voltage 8 SS
VAC.

4) Voltage transients generated during troubleshooting on the narmal AC input
power Hne feeding UPS1C did not trip the UPS.
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Wc internal logic batteries on all Ave units were in a degraded condition and
were not capable of sustaining proper logic voltage when all other sources
were disconnected. There is no simple way to deterndne that the batteries
are in u degraded condition with the current design.

Voltage transients iqjected (i,e„dropping AC input voltage to near zero for
100-200 msec.) on the maintenance power Hno in combination with the
degraded batteties affected the 1'ogic such that it tripped the units without
allowing 6e K-5 relay to conge state. 'les was demonstrated on UPS1C
and UPS1D,

A sudden gzgyl; loss of the niaintenanca supply voltage even with
degraded batteries installed cM gg cause the unit to tdp.

Voltage transients iqsected on the maintenance power Hne (i.e., sindar to
those usted in 6) above) with good batteries installed cHd not produce any
unit trips, although some voltage perturbations on the logic power supply
were observed. TMs was demonstrated on UPS1G and UPS1D.

Properly functioning batteries are required for successful K-5 relay trarzfer
under some degraded voltage conditions on the audntenance line since other-
wise the unit may trip on logic power supply Mure <16.9 VDC (84.5 VAC)
before the K-5 relay vrQ1 transfer the logic power supyly to the inverter
output.

Laboratory testing is being conducted to mare holy evaluate the condition ofcritical
components and to investigate why none of the 10 LEDs were Ht on the A13lQ1 boats
even though the logic was tdpped, The results of this testing to dare indicate the
foHowing:

The batteries have failed due to dryirz out

Significant ground voltage transients apped to «ertain circuit components
causes thdr destruction,

One cMp (U10) fram the A13A21 board on UPS18 appears to have been
damaged by a voltage transient.

The A13A21 boards f'rom QP81A and 1G are functional.

In)ection of noise into the boards has not caused a trip signal to be
generated,

The Ki relay on the A13ARX board for UPS16 is not Amtioningproperly but
would not cause a spurious trip sill to bo generated.
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Laboratory testing willcontinue to further fnvesbgate the inconsistent alarm hght
indications. The outcome of this work is not expected to affect thb root cause
deterrninadon.

A review of the UPS vendor manual resulted in the identUication of the foHovdng
ChBdencies;

~ The vendor manual implies that the function of the batteries Is to a11ov(logic
testiq with no other input power available to the logic. Thh confuted to
the syltem engineer sot underI tanding the Iirijportance ofthe logic batteries,
The foHovdng statement is fram the vendor manual:

"h redundant logic supply, powered by the inverter output, a separate
120 VACbypass source, and/or internal rechargeable sealed batteries,
allows lay'c testing with no input povrer applied and keeps alarms
indicating for as imp as any source ofAC control poorer is avtBable."

The section of the vendor manual which describes preventive maintenance
does not mention the logic batteries, tn addition, the general description
section of the manual states,

"phe batteries should be teplaced at +year intervals)"

The,4-year xeplacerrlnt fxequeacy 4 not Iatisfactaqr for service over the
acceptible ambient temperature range specified for the Upas.

The description oE the logic power supply in the manual (shown below) is
incorrect.

'These power supplies are powered though relay A27Kl, which
selects inverter output (preferred) ar bypoes (glteznate) source,"

As a result af discussions with the UPS vendor ithas been determined that the logic
backup batteries are not designed to a6tigate a degraded voltage condition but are
designed to aHow transfer to the backup supply on a ~s af the narrnoi supply.

Page 5
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A review of the UPS vendor manual gesultecl in the identMcation of the follovdng
daficienrias

The nein transformer fauh caused u voltage drop on the tnaintenance supply
to 4 Ave UPS units.

The degraded voltage on the maintenance supply caused the voltage on the
UPS loslc power supply to decrease below its trip setpoint causing the units
tO Hp.

3) The degraded maintenance supply voltage conditions were such that
automatic 1oad transfer to the maintenance supply vras prevented by design.

At Tl KKJSm f th 'lan alpyhlg f 1 IlPS
. The followingdesign deQciencies allo@red the UPS losic

power supply voltage to decrease below its trip setpoint as a result of the
amin step up transfonher fault,

The logic power supply 4 normally energized from the rnahtcnance
supply with the inverter output as a backup instead of visa versa,

The logic power supply svtftching circuit relay does not change state
ader degraded voltage conditions that can cause the unit to trip.

S3 Contributing factors were:

The backup battexies were in a degraded condition,

The vendor manual dcGcicncies identiRed contributed to the failure
to replace the batteries at nn appzopdatc &equency.

The UPS design does not provide a battery test feature oe aUow for
safe replacement of the batteries wMe maintaining the critical loads
cnczgiacio

1) Modifythe UpS logic power supply for units IA,B,G,O, and 6 ta be inverter
preferred with maintenance backup prior to plant restart,
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P) Hvaluate (post restart) further logic power supply modificatiom to:

rectify the K 5 re1ay drop out characteristic problem

provide easy access to the logic batteries &r testing anti
replacement

3) Replace a1l UPS logic backup batteries prior to restart and develop an
appropriate replacetnent schedule considering the actual service conditions,

4) Mor to restart revievr other plant hardware which utiLtzes backup batteries
and verify that appropriate replacement schedules exist for those
applications Ensure any control functions dependent cux batteries are
idenHRed prior to restart

5) Process appropriate changes to the UPS vendor manual to address the
idenh6ed, deficiencies.
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CI

A.) Operator reeponded to RVBS-UPS1+ 18j 1'D 16 Gild &~6 the
follo~g'')

IRRUPT,

JZRN~

8 ) QN3X~

a,) ,

b,)
c.)
6.)
e,)
f,)
s)
h.)

a.)
b.)
e,)
d,)
e.)
f.)
g)
h.)

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 tripped,
CBD OPEN
CB4 OPP.N

AUTO restart
CB-3 avatch closed
Module TMP
Enverte'op'c hlann

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 tripped
C84 OPEN
vs<OPEN
AUTO restart
C9 3 @vetch closed
Module TRIP
Invarter La8ic Alarm

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 txippeL
CB 3 OPEN
CS+ OPEN
AUTO restart
CB 3 svntch closed
Module TRIP
diverter Logic Alarm
OV/UV

GB.1 tripped
GB4 tripped
CB-30VHN
C94 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB.S swttch ctosed
No module THlp
No Logh 'IKP
OV/UV
OV/UVTraasfer
Valtnge Deference
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5.) Mais; a.) QW tripped
b.) CB-2 trIpped
c.) CB-3 OPEN
d.) CB4 OPEN
e,) AUTO restart
f.) 'CB 3 switch closed
g.) Module T@p
h,) Uo1tage Difference
I,) Ov/uy

B.) The operators did the follovrIng maaipulatlons in ettempdnm to restore the UPS'.

1.) U &SABA:

a.) Placed restart sv8teh to MANUAL
b ) Phced the CB.B toggle sv8tch to OPEN postdon
e.) Reset the afarms
d ) LE%ED CB4 MOTOR. OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CB4 ~ see nota

2,) gp~ca.

e ) G1oscd CB-1
b,) Closed CB4
c,) Reset the alarm
d,) LIFt'ED GB+ MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CB-4. * see nota

3 ) Ill~~"')

Placed restart switch to MANUAL
b.) Placed GS-3 toagia avrkch to OPEN position
ei) LIFTED CB4 MOTOR OPHBATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CS.4. + sec aotC

4)
QBRLD'.)

Closed t:B-1
b.} Closed CB 2
c.) Reset the alarms
d.) LIFTED CBW MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CBA. ~ see note
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a,)
b,)

Placed CB4 toggle switch to OPEN po3ltion.
LLFlXDCBA MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALI'YCLOSED
CB+. ~ see nate

~ NOTS: VEhen the operators tried to restart UPS10 the proccdute
called out verifyhg that CB+ was closed but itwas open, The
operators unde a decLsion te energhe the UPS loads by
manu+a closing CB< by Arse QMng the motor operator offof
the breaker. They restored each UPS in that swee nutter.

C ) At appro~tely OS30 the system cngineu'went dovm with damage control team
@3 (opezutors, electricians and VC techddm) to restore each UPS,

UPS1C; Pound CB-1, CB-2 tripped and GB-3 was open, CBH was closed and
the CB< motor aperazor |in the OFF posidosQ was lifted oK breaker,
Removed PG plug fiom the CB+ motor operator and argued the
motor operator to the ON position. Reset aH alarm. Closed CB-1

and restarted the unit, It started up and "@aced" to the maintenance
supply. Closed CB4, restored P6 plug and reinstaHed the motor
operator for CB4 baclc on the breaker, Transfen'ed the 1ond to UPS
po'wer and put transfer switch in AUTO position,

UPSlDl Paund G8-1, CB.R closed and CB 3 was open, CBX was closed and the
CB-4 motor operator (in GPP positton) was lifted og the breaker.
Removed P6 plug from the CBA motor operator and aH8aed the
tnator operator to the ON position, Opened CB-1 and. C8-2, Closed
CB-1 and restsrted the vnit, h started up and "synccd." to the
mahtenance supply. Closed CB4, restorsd P6 plug and. reinstaHed
motor operator for CB+ back an break@; Attempted to transfer lpttd
ta UPS power but CB-3 would not close. It was Rund bi. tripped
position, C8.3 vras re eQ the motor operator was restored and the
unit transferred to UPS power, Put the trsLnder swah in hVPO
position,
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Pound CB-1 ml CB 2 tripped and CH-3 was opm, ~ was dosed
and the i4 motor operator (in OPP posiYion) was lifted off the
breaher, Removed the P6 plug from the CBW motor operator and
aligned the motor operator ro the QN position. Closed GB-1 and
attempted to'icstart the unit. Closing GB.1 caused an inrush to the
UPS and tdpped the upstream breaker, 2VBB PNLS01, brcahcr 81
Reset breaker M 2VBR-PNL301 and reclased CB-1 on UPS1h.

Upstream breaker tripped again, %rote WR (%R 8 162319) and
Deficiency tag zo repair RectiQer section ofUPS1A Unit left withCB-
4 cioseds

Pound C8-1, CB-2 closed and CB-3 open. CW was dosed. and the
CB+ motor operator On OFF position) vras iiftel o5'~er,
Rctnovcd P6 plug fram the motor opuetor and aligned motor
operator to ON position. Opened CS-1 and CB-2. Closed CB.1 and
restarted unit. lt started up and "synccd" to the maintenance supply'.
Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug and reinstalled motor opuator forCs 0
back on bzmher, Attempted to transfer load to UPS power but CR-3
vmuld, not close, it eras found in the tripped position. GB4 divas

reset, the motor operator was stored and attempted to transfer load
to UPS power but CB-8 again vrouM not close. Ca-3 cannot be reset
due to a previously ~dcntificd pxoblem, Unit left with C84 dosed-
pn Maintaenee supply power,
Note! YIRt 138173 exhts to replace CB-Si
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~JPS1G; Found CB-I, CB-2 tripped and CB4 open. CB+ was closed and the
CQW motor operator (ln OPP position) was Hfted off breaker.
Removed P6 plug &upon tnotor operator and aligned motor operator to
OM position. Reset aII alarms, Noted 575vac input to UPS. Closed
CB-1, 'When CBa1 was dosed it tripped its upstream breaker in 2VBB
PNL301. Breaker 81 in 2VBB-PNL301 w+ zemt and CB-1 recloscd
t;successhdly). The unh vras restarted. It started up and '~~ccdt'o
the maintenance supply. Closed CB-?, stored P6 plug. When
restoring the P6 block the GBA motor operator went to the OPP
positiono Open04 CB-2 and CB.1 and removed logic power from unit
to rcsct all logic. Reset motor operator on Cs+ to ON position.
RecIosad logic power) clamd CB.1 and restarted UPS. Unit staacd up
and "synod" to the maintenance supply, Closed CB-2, restored P6
plug 4tndrcfnstaHed the motor operator f«rC0+ back on the breaker.
Transferred load to UPS power and put transfer svAtch in the AUTO

poseidon,

lYiOl'8'Gnn a trip signal fs generated within the UPS it sends a shunt trip signal
to both t"B-1 an( C8-2. It eisa sub an GFF signal to CB4 tmd an QN
signal to CBW, A voltage difference alarm wN inhibit a closure oF (3+.

oola~ll 'ZdlLoolaaI:

UPSEA Nonaal AC (VS3-8)
UPS1A Nabs. Supply (US5) X

~ r raa Ooa er rRaeao ~ e ~ o

UP819 Normal AC (VS3 B)
VPS18 Mobs. Supply (US6)

~ ee ~ ooooo

UPB1C Mortal AC (USB B}
UPS1C Maint, Supply (USS) X
aeeeeeaeeoeoe ~ «aaaooa ei oeaoaeea r oaeooeaeeeo ~

UPS" D NOrn& AC (US3aA) X
UP310 Maintop Supply (U86)
~Lo e aa ~ 4 oeOaaaaea ereeeoeeeaaa

ut 8".6 Noanal AC (US3-a)
V.'"„iso M&t Supply {U86)
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PUR E/ PE

This report has been generated to document the analysis of the root cause for the tripping
of Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS) 2VBB-UPS 1A, B, C, D and G and the failure to
transfer their loads to the maintenance supply.

This analysis was performed in accordance with NDP-16.01 by reviewing plant operator
and damage control team observations and actions, performance of troubleshooting activities on
in-plant equipment, review of various drawings, performance of laboratory diagnostic testing,
consultation with the UPS manufacturer, review of data recorded during the event, and
consultation with other industry experts.

AB TRA T

On August 13, 1991 at 5:48 AM an electrical. fault on the B phase main step-up
transformer occurred. At that same time five (5) Exide Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS)
tripped simultaneously. Transfer of the UPS's loads to the maintenance power supplies did not
occur. The system conditions as documented by operators that were dispatched to restore the
units immediately after the incident as well as observations by the System Engineer and other
damage control team members indicated that the UPS's logic had tripped their input and output
breakers. Post event review ofequipment drawings with the vendor revealed that the DC power
supply which powers the system control logic normally draws its power from the maintenance
power supply. The inverter output is utilized as a backup source. This scheme of connection
allows transients on the AC power line to be transmitted to the DC logic power supply. Tests
performed by the System Engineer support this conclusion. The bypass breaker CB-4 did not
close and transfer the UPS loads to the maintenance supply. This functioned per design since
permissives for CB-4 closure were not satisfied due to the degraded voltage conditions present
on the maintenance supply.

The initial inspection of the units revealed that alarm indications on the five units were
not identical. The inverter logic alarm light was not liton UPS1G but was lit on A, B, and C.
The voltage difference alarm indication did not clear on 2 out of 5 units (Alarm should clear in
10-15 seconds after condition clears). The over-voltage/undervoltage (OV/UV) alarm was

present on 3 out of 5 units although all units should have displayed this alarm. In addition,
none of the 10 LEDs that indicate the initiating signals for a logic trip were lit on any of the
UPS units.
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On August 13, 1991 at 5:48 AM a ground fault occurred on the B phase main
transformer. This event was detected and recorded on the Scriba Substation oscillograph. Five
Exide UPSs (2VBD-UPS 1A,B,C,D, and G) tripped during this event resulting in a loss of
power to all their loads.

The results of observations by plant operators and damage control team personnel are
summarized on Attachment 1. All five UPS loads were initially restored to their maintenance
supplies by plant operators after initiallyattempting (unsuccessfully) to restart the D unit. The
damage control team was able to restart the C, D, and G units. The A and B units were left on
the maintenance supply because the damage control team was not successful in restarting those
units.

As a result of these observations, it has been concluded that all five units shut down as

a result of a logic initiated trip. This conclusion is based on the as found positions of breakers
CB-1,2,3 on all five units and the presence of the module trip alarm on all the units except D
which was reset by a plant operator while attempting to restart that unit. It is noted however,
that none of the 10 LEDs on the A13A21 card which should indicate what condition caused the
logic to trip were lit. In addition, two units (UPS1D, UPS1G) displayed voltage difference
alarms. This alarm indication should have cleared in 10-15 seconds after the plant operators
manually restored the UPS loads to the maintenance supply. The OV/UValarm indication was
present on three units only, (UPS1C, UPS1D, UPS1G), although all units would be expected
to display that alarm indication. The inverter logic alarm light was not lit on UPS1G although
it was lit on the other units that were not initially reset (UPS1A, 1B, and 1C),

Breaker CB-4 was found open on all five units. A review of the oscillograph recording
indicates that for the duration of the transformer fault (i.e., approx. 100 msec.) the B phase
voltage of the station's normal AC distribution system decreased to approximately 50% of its
normal level. It has been concluded that this condition prevented the automatic transfer of the
UPS's loads to their maintenance supplies. This is due to a logic feature which prevents static
switch transfer to the maintenance supply under conditions that could cause damage to the
connected loads.

The following potential causes for the simultaneous tripping of the five UPSs were
evaluated:

(1) Voltage transient on the B phase of the normal AC distribution system

(2) Propagation of high frequency noise from the main transformer fault

(3) Voltage transient on the station ground system
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Transmission of high frequency noise from the transformer fault through the atmosphere
to the UPS units could not have caused the UPS trips. Preoperational testing demonstrated that
the units are not sensitive to radio frequency (RF) transmissions unless the panel doors are open
and an RF source is in close proximity. The report provided as Attachment 2 indicates that it
is unlikely that high frequency noise could have been transmitted through the station's normal
AC distribution system to the UPSs due to intervening transformers that would filter such a
signal. As a result, potential cause (2) is not considered credible.

Potential Cause (3) is considered unlikely due to the fact that one of the five UPSs is
located in an area substantially away from the other four units yet exhibited similar behavior.
In addition, no other station equipment (including other UPSs) appears to have been affected by
a ground transient. Initial laboratory testing indicates that a significant ground transient would
have caused the destruction of numerous logic circuit components which has not been observed
in the field. Further laboratory tests are being conducted in an attempt to identify the
mechanism by which inconsistent alarm light indications were received. Potential Cause (1) was
investigated as the most probable cause.

Troubleshooting performed following the event to evaluate and demonstrate the validity
of potential cause (1) indicated the following:

1) The DC logic power supply for UPSs 1A, B, C, D, G is normally fed from the
B phase of the maintenance supply'ith the inverter output supply as a backup.

2) The trip point of the DC logic is at 17.3 VDC for UPS1D corresponding to 84.5
.VAC on its input; and 16.9 VDC for UPS1C corresponding to 84.59 VAC on its
input.* New control batteries (fully charged) only provide approximately 18

VDC.

3) Transfer to alternate power is accomplished via a K-5 relay. K-5 relay drop out
voltage is 45 VAC for UPS1C and pick up voltage is 52 VAC.
K-5 relay drop out voltage is 42 VAC for UPS1D and pick up voltage is 55
VAC,*

4) Voltage transients generated during troubleshooting on the normal AC input
power line feeding UPS1C did not trip the UPS.

*These measurements were not repeated on the other units since the results were essentially the

same for the C and D units and should not be any different for the A, B, and G units,
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5) The internal logic batteries on all five units were in a degraded condition and
were not capable of sustaining. proper logic voltage when all other sources were
disconnected. There is no simple way to determine that the batteries are in a
degraded condition with the current UPS design.

6) Voltage transients injected (i.e., dropping AC input voltage to near zero for 100-
200 msec.) on the maintenance power line in combination with the degraded
batteries affected the DC logic such that it tripped the units without allowing the
K-5 relay to change state. This was demonstrated on UPS1C and UPS1D.

7) A sudden ~cm~lp loss of the maintenance supply voltage with or without
degraded batteries installed did ~no cause the unit to trip. In this case, the logic
power supply properly transferred to the inverter output and therefore prevented
a trip.

8) Voltage transients injected on the maintenance power line (i.e., similar to those
utilized in 6) above) with good batteries installed did not produce any unit trips,
although some voltage perturbations on the logic power supply were observed.
This was demonstrated on UPS1C and UPS1D.

9) Properly functioning batteries are required for successful K-5 relay transfer under
some degraded voltage conditions on the maintenance line since other-mise the
unit may trip on logic power supply failure (16.9 VDC (84.5 VAC) before the
K-5 relay will transfer the logic power supply to the inverter output.

Laboratory testing is being conducted to more fully evaluate the condition of critical
components and to investigate why none of the 10 LEDs were lit on the A13A21 board even
though the logic was tripped. The pertinent results of this testing to date indicate the following:

1) Significant ground voltage transients'applied to certain circuit components causes

their destruction.

2) Injection of noise into the boards has not caused a trip signal to be generated.

Laboratory testing will continue to further investigate the inconsistent alarm light
indications. The outcome of this work is not expected to affect this root cause determination or
the functionality of the UPSs. Results of in-plant troubleshooting and laboratory testing to'date
indicate proper function of the various alarms.
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A review of the UPS vendor manual resulted in the identification of the following
deficiencies:

The vendor manual implies that the function of the batteries is to allow logic
testing with no other input power available to the logic. This contributed to the
system engineer not understanding the importance of the logic batteries. The
following statement is from the vendor manual:

"A redundant logic supply, powered by the inverter output, a separate 120
VAC bypass source, and/or internal rechargeable sealed batteries, allows
logic testing with no input power applied and keeps alarms indicating for
as long as any source of AC control power is available."

The section of the vendor manual which describes preventive maintenance does
not mention the logic batteries, In addition, the general description section of the
manual states,

"(The batteries should be replaced at 4-year intervals)".

The 4-year replacement frequency is not satisfactory for service over the
acceptable ambient temperature range specified for the UPSs.

The description of the logic power supply in the manual (shown below) is
incorrect.

"These power supplies are powered through relay A27K1, which selects
inverter output (preferred) or bypass (alternate) source."

As a result of discussions with the UPS vendor it has been determined that the logic
backup batteries are not designed to mitigate a degraded voltage condition. Additionally,
the UPS design does not provide a battery test feature or allow for safe replacement of the
batteries without removing the entire unit from service, Removing the unit from service would
result in de-energizing the connected loads.

C NLUI N

1) The main transformer fault caused a voltage drop on the maintenance supply to
all five UPS units.

2) The degraded voltage on the maintenance supply caused the voltage on the UPS
logic power supply to decrease below its trip setpoint causing the units to trip.
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3) Automatic load transfer to the maintenance supply was prevented by design due
to the degraded voltage conditions on the maintenance supply.

ni The ~ro t ceu e for the simultaneous tripping of the Upgs is ~im >~r>~r
~ei n. The UPS is not designed to accomodate a degraded voltage condition.d"
The following design deficiencies allowed the UPS logic power supply voltage to
decrease below its trip setpoint as a result of the main step up transformer fault.

The logic power supply is normally energized from the maintenance
supply with the inverter output as a backup instead of visa versa.

Under degraded voltage conditions the logic power supply switching
circuit does not actuate until the supply voltage has decreased to well
below the level that will cause the logic to trip.

5) Fully charged batteries probably would have prevented the tripping of the UPSs
even though that is not part of their design basis.

C RRECTIVE A TI N

1) Modify the UPS logic power supply for units 1A,B,C,D, and G to be inverter
preferred with maintenance backup prior to plant restart.

2) Replace all UPS logic backup batteries prior to restart.

3) Prior to restart review other plant hardware which utilizes backup batteries and
verify that appropriate replacement schedules exist for those applications. Ensure
any control functions dependent on batteries are identified prior to restart,

4) Process appropriate changes to the UPS vendor manual to address the identified
deficiencies.

RE MVKNDATI

1) Evaluate (post restart) further logic power supply modifications to rectify the K-5
relay drop out characteristic problem and to provide easy access to the logic
batteries for testing and replacement.

2) Develop an appropriate replacement schedule for the logic batteries based on

supplier recommendations and actual service conditions.
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/I / I P FAIL RET TRAN FER N TRAN IENT N A INP T.

A.)

a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)
f.)
g)
h.)

Operators responded to 2VBB-UPSlA, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1G and found the following:

1.) QP<I IA'B-1 tripped
CB-2 tripped
CB-3 OPEN
CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
Module TRIP
Inverter Logic Alarm

2.) QP'j I

B'.)

QP<l~1

4.) ~Pi ID''

a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)
f.)
g)
h.)

a.)
b,)
c.)
d.)
e.)
f.)
g)
h.)
i.)

a.)
b.)
c,)
d.)
e.) .

f.)
g)
h.)
i.)
i)
1c.)

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 tripped
CB-3 OPEN
CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
Module TRIP
Inverter Logic Alarm

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 tripped
CB-3 OPEN
CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
Module TRIP
Inverter Logic Alarm
OV/UV

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 tripped
CB-3 OPEN
CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
No module TRIP
No Logic TRIP
OV/UV
OV/UV Transfer
Voltage Difference
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ATTACHiiENTI Page 2 of 5

5.)

+Peal(~

a.) CB-1 tripped
b.) . CB-2 tripped
c.) CB-3 OPEN
d.) CB-4 OPEN
e.) AUTO restart
f.) CB-3 switch closed

g.) Module TRIP
h.) Voltage Difference
i ) OVIUV

B.) The operators did the following manipulations in attempting to restore the UPS':

1.)
QP<I1A'.)

b.)
c.)
d.)

Placed restart switch to MANUAL
Placed the CB-3 toggle switch to OPEN position.
Reset the alarms
LIFTED CB-4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED
CB-4. * see note

2.)
gP<)1B'.)

b.)
c.)
d.)

Closed CB-1
Closed'B-2
Reset the alarms
LIFTED CB-4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED
CB-4. ~ see note

3.) QP$ 1(

'.)

Placed restart switch to MANUAL
b.) Placed CB-3 toggle switch to OPEN position
c.) LIFTED CB-4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CB-4. ~ see note

4.)
QPp<l1D'.)

Closed CB-1
b.) Closed CB-2
c.) Reset the alarms
d.) LIFTED CB-4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CB-4. * see note

Page 8
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5 ) g~P~I

a.) Placed CB-3 toggle switch to OPEN position.
b.) LIFTED CB-4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CB-4. see note

* NOTE: %hen the operators tried to restart UPSlD the procedure called
out verifying that CB-4 was closed but it was open. The operators
made a decision to energize the UPS loads by manually closing
CB-4 by first lifting the motor operator off of the breaker. They
restored each UPS in that same manner.

C.) At approximately 0830 the system engineer went down with damage control team 0'3

(operators, electricians and I/C technician) to restore each UPS.

UPS1C: Found CB-1, CB-2 tripped and CB-3 was open. CB-4 was closed and the
CB-4 motor operator (in the OFF position) was lifted off breaker.
Removed P6 plug from the CB-4 motor operator and aligned the motor
operator to the ON position. Reset all alarms. Closed CB-1 and restarted
the u'nit. It started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply. Closed
CB-2, restored P6 plug and reinstalled the motor operator for CB-4 back
on the breaker. Transferred the load to UPS power and put transfer
switch in AUTO position.

UPS1D: Found CB-1, CB-2 closed and CB-3 was open. CB-4 was closed and the
CB-4 motor operator (in OFF position) was lifted off the breaker.
Removed P6 plug from the CB-4 motor operator and aligned the motor
operator to the ON position. Opened CB-1 and CB-2. Closed CB-1 and
restarted the unit. It started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply.
Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug and reinstalled motor operator for CB-4
back on breaker. Attempted to transfer load to UPS power but CB-3
would not close. It was found in tripped position. CB-3 was reset, the
motor operator was restored and the unit transferred to UPS power. Put
the transfer switch in AUTO position.

Page 9
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ATTACHMENT1 Page 4 of 5

Found CB-1 and CB-2 tripped and CB-3 was open. CB-4 was closed and
the CB-4 motor operator (in OFF position) was lifted off the breaker.
Removed the P6 plug from the CB-4 motor operator and aligned the
motor operator to the ON position. Closed CB-1 and attempted to restart
the unit. Closing CB-1 caused an inrush to the UPS and tripped the
upstream breaker, 2VBB-PNL301, breaker ¹1. Reset breaker in 2VBB-
PNL301 and reclosed CB-1 on UPS1A. Upstream breaker tripped again.
Wrote WR (WR ¹ 162319) and Deficiency tag to repair Rectifier section
of UPS1A. Unit left with CB-4 closed.

Found CB-1, CB-2 closed and CB-3 open. CB-4 was closed and the CB-4
motor operator (in OFF position) was lifted off breaker. Removed P6
plug from the motor operator and aligned motor operator to ON position.
Opened CB-1 and CB-2. Closed CB-1 and restarted unit. It started up
and "synced" to the maintenance supply. Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug
and reinstalled motor operator for CB-4 back on breaker. Attempted to
transfer load to UPS power but CB-3 would not close. It was found in the
tripped position. CB-3 was reset, the motor operator was restored and

attempted to transfer load to UPS power but CB-3 again would not close.
CB-3 cannot be reset due to a previously identified problem. Unit left
with CB-4 closed - on Maintenance supply power.
Note: WR¹ 138173 exists to replace CB-3.
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ATTACHMENT1 Page 5 of 5

UPS lG: Found CB-1, CB-2 tripped and CB-3 open. CB-4 was closed and the CB-
4 motor operator (in OFF position) was lifted offbreaker. Removed P6
plug from motor operator and aligned motor operator to ON position.
Reset all alarms; Noted 575vac input to UPS. Closed CB-1. When CB-1
was closed it tripped its upstream breaker in 2VBB-PNL301. Breaker ¹7
in 2VBB-PNL301 was reset and CB-1 reclosed (successfully). The unit
was restarted. It started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply.
Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug. When restoring the P6 block the CB-4
motor operator went to the OFF position. Opened CB-2 and CB-1 and
removed logic power from unit to reset all logic. Reset motor operator
on CB-4 to ON position. Reclosed logic power, closed CB-1 and
restarted UPS. Unit started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply.
Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug and reinstalled the motor operator for CB-
4 back on the breaker. Transferred load to UPS power and put transfer
switch in the AUTO position.

NOTE: When a trip signal is generated within the UPS it sends a shunt trip signal to both
CB-1 and CB-2. It also sends an OFF signal to CB-3 and an ON signal to CB-4.
A voltage difference alarm will inhibit a closure of CB-4.

P ALI NMENT A TIME F
EVENT'NP-W

1

UPS1A Normal AC (US3-B)
UPS1A Maint. Supply (US5) X

X

UPS1B Normal AC (US3-B)
UPS1B Maint. Supply (US6)

UPS1C Normal AC (US3-B)
UPS1C Maint. Supply (US5)

UPSlD Normal AC (US3-A)
UPS1D Maint. Supply (US6)

UPS1G Normal AC (US3-B)
UPS1G Maint. Supply (US6)

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
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' g Mohawk Nine Mile point Unit 2 Event
of 13 August ]99/ {j$.48

On August 13, 1991, at 5 48 A'vf the Unit ~ hp ase B generator step-up
ai e . scillographic records of the event are availabl f

igit data recorder at the Scriba
e roma

1 51 kV system volta es and curr ' '
a ac

Scriba Substation. They show various 345 kV d
g d currents. Figure A with notations is attached,

The four cycles preceding the fault show no si ns of a adu
d lo distu bance Th o illo hi'gr p i s and station protective relay

Depression of the 345 kV phase B bus voltage to about 39% of the prior value
was observed from the oscillographic trace Th'h 'f
only a portion of the entire winding. The 345 kV 1's

suggests e involvement of

show rapid development of the ground fault beginnin at int 1 with
e me currents and volta es

g g po' gro

The fiashover in the faulted transformer occurs
'

ue o, amperes in 1 1/2 cycles at oint 4.p

hase 2 to neu
rmer occurs ~ust preceding a maximum in

p e to neutral voltage (as would have been expected) at oint 2. Th
kV line current in an unfaulted

a point . e 345

o t e prefault value at point 3.
ed phase increases in step function manner to 350%%u'

N; o high speed recordings of voltages or currents 'th' len wi in t e pant were
e. o sequence of event recordings were available to correlate relay

generator rotor and
operation times. Due to the large amount of magnetic energy cou I'

r and stator, and known electrical parameters the deca f f ul
ouping t e

hav
current contributed b the ey e generator to the solidly connected transformer would

e ecay o a t

ave spanned a number of seconds as the field decayed.

Relay operation targets reported were:

1. Transformer Differential Relay (Type BDD) on Transformer 2MTX-

'I

2. Transformer Neutral Current Relay (Type IAC).

3. Overall Unit Differential Relays (Type BDD) in phases 2 and 3.

4. Generator Phase Overcurrent Relays (Type PJC) in phases 2 and 3.
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Following isolation of the
ar e onFi ureA

e generator and failed transformer from the powower gn,
available. The ma nitu

g, only a single 345 kV phase to ground voltage d
'

i ude of this voltage on an unfaulted phase is 74% of the
ge recor is

pre-fault value. Since generator neutral current is limited t 1 hp, '
own that the faulted transformer appears as a line 1 f

with some impedance to the generator. By trial and error calculatio
line currents are found to be 0 1 9o e, 1.9 and 1.9, multiples of the rated value of

amperes. The line-to-line voltages have magnitudes 74% 74%, and 25%
of the rated value of 25,000 volts. The decay of this voltage for 0.25 seconds of
the recording has a measured time constant of 2.7 seconds. The calculated

0.23 per unit.
p o e aulted transformer as seen by the generator 'svalue of the im cdance of the fo e ris

Conditions prevailing during the six cycle time period following the fault, marked
2 on Figure A, cannot be determined with ce tai ty Thr 'n.y. e exact nature of the
fault within the transformer is not known and the h 'l 'd
stron 1 affected b

an e p ysic evidence will be
g y ec e y the continued flow of energy from the generator due to the

evident smce
inherent time constant. The flashover of only a porti f h HVa po on o t e winding is
evi ent since the 345 line voltages to neutral remain at 39% 86'7 d 86

p - alues. The presence of "residual" in the measured 345 kV line
a o, oan %of

currents provides the evidence of transformer neutral to ground current. This
requires that the fault involves a path for current to ground from the high
voltage winding. Recorded voltages and currents show a step change to new
values and no dramatic change during the time period of the record, which
totals some~hat less than 1/2 second. It could be said th "

1

ess istorted than commonly seen oscillograph recordings of faults.

Given these 'observations and since both the generator and the system were
supplying fault current into the faulted transformer generator lin -t -I
volta eg s precedmg isolation would be expected to be greater than those
immediately following isolation,

It has been speculated that very high frequency energy (mHz region} may have
.caused malfunction of logic and control circuitry in the UPS

' Ae equipment.
roa range of frequencies would be expected in any arcing phenomenon such

as occurred in this failure. Nothing in the available data or design parameters
of the plant equipment would suggest aa extraordinary generation or
propagation of higher frequency components. The failure of a transformer and
internal arcing is not a rare occurrence. Comparison of oscillographic charts
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from s'milar events in other plants show nothing unexpected or unusual 4 h
particular failure. It must be borne in mind that the sampling rate of the
recorder is listed as 5.814 kHz and frequency components in excess of perhaps
500 Hz would not be accurately portrayed.

GE experience in testing of typical power transformers (such as the Unit
Auxiliaries Transformers) provides an indication of the expected coupling
between windings at radio frequencies in the region of 1 megahertz: The
attenuation factors range from 1,000: 1 to 10's of thousands: 1. Direct
measurements could be made in this plant to determine attenuation factors for
individual transformers over a range of frequencies. These tests should be
made on non-energized transformers using an RF signal generator and a
sensitive, calibrated detector.

Attached recent articles on electro-magnetic interference. Reference 1

discusses IEC 801.4 and the characteristics of electrically fast transients.
Reference 2 discusses testing of ground connections.

'
U i

The possibility of elevation of the station grounding system as a result of this
disturbance was postulated. The relatively high level of ground fault current,
estimated at 1,300 amperes from the available recording, would not have been
conducted into the plant. This current can only Qow in from the 345 kV system
for the 6 cycle period required for relay and circuit breaker operation to achieve
isolation. The generator ground current would have been limited to less than 8

amperes by the neutral grounding equipment. Elevation or differences in
ground potential within the plant would therefore not have been expected during
this event.

Reference 1 discusses the problem of achieving a "super" ground and
concludes, that a stable ground reference for interconnected equipment is of
greater significance. Since normally circulating ground currents are not
expected, testing with very low voltages and currents is recommended. Note
especially the recommendation to test with a frequency non-harmonically
related to the power line frequency.

Do
~ ~

The transformers stepping the voltage down to successively lower voltage
levels are connected in a manner to minimize coupling of power frequency and
higher frequency. components between the various busses. Specific
configurations are:
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1. i ormal Station Service Transformer-
delta25kVto w e 1 .

on the 13.8 kV side.
2 to wye 13.8 kV with 400 ampere resistive groundinun ing

2. Load Center Transformers-
delta 13.8 kV to wye 4.-16 kV with 400 ampere resistive
grounding on the 4.16 kV side.

3. Load Center Transformers-
delta 13.8 kV or 4.16 kV to wye 600 volts with neutral solidi
grounded on the 600 volt side.

SO

4. Reserve Station Service Transformers-
wye 11S kV, delta 4.16 kV, wye 13.8 kV, The 13.8 kV neutral is
400 ampere resistive grounded. The 4.16 kV circuit is

the neu
connected to a zig-zag grounding transformer wither 'wi a resistor in
t e neutral connection„presumably for 400 amperes.

'heseconfigurations provide "effectively grounded" distribution busses as

Thi
defined in IEEE Standard 142 and will serve to I't tr

is is in accordance with design practices deemed prudent and c
within the power industry.

ru en an conservative

power transformers.
The industry continues to review the effects of geomagnetic di b'c istur ances on

While no evidence is seen of voltage distortion in the four cycles preceeding the
failure, excessive duty could have occurred if these transformers had been
subjected to low level direct current previously. References 3 and 4 are
attached for perusal.
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industrial Fquip~erlt

Electronics in industrial
Applications
A Discussion of Fundamental EMC Principles for
Eiectronic Controifers in an fndustriai Fnvlronment

By william D. Kimmel. PE
Kimmei Gerke Associates, Ltd

EMC problems with industrial controls are
aggravated by harsh environments. mixed
technologies and a lack of uniform EMC
guidelines. This article w'll concentrate on
the common aspec:s of electronic controls
in an industrial environment. which is
generally much harsher than the office
environment.

tVhat is the industrial environment and
what can be done about it? The environment
includes the entire gamut of the basic
threats, power disturbances, RFI, and
ESD. RFI and power disturbances may be
locally generated or not. Mixed technolo-
gies compound the problem. Digital circuits
are used to switch line voltages via relays.
Analog sensors are input devices to digital
controls.

Increasingly, there is a need for a
cooperative effort between the designers,
manufacturers and installers to come up
with a rock-solid system. A common
complaint is that the installers or mainte-
nance people won't follow the installation
requirements. This may be true, but it
must change, since there are problems
which cannot be solved at the board level.
It is also true that manufacturers often
specify installation requirements which are
not practical to implement, and there are
documented cases where the prescribed
installation procedures will cause rather
than cure a problem.

The lack of uniform guidelines has ham-
pered EMC progress in the industrial
arena. Fortunately, the European Commu-
nity is working to adopt the IEC 801.x
specifications, and domestic companies
would be wise to adopt them, even ifthere
is no intention to export.

The Basic Threats
The three basic threats to'industrial

electronics are power disturbances, radio
frequency interference, and ESD.

Power Disturbances. Power distur-

EMC Test & Design

bances are a weH known industrial problem.
In fact, when a problem occurs, the first
thought is to blame the power company.
Often power quality is a problem (especially
if grounding issues are included). but the
problem is almost always generated by.
adjacent equipment.

Traditional problems with power include
spikes and transients, sags and surges. and
outages, which threaten the electronics via
the power supply. These problems are
fairly well documented and are often solved

'sing power conditioners or UPS.
The most common power problems

conf'ronting electronics today is the sag
which typically occurs during turn on and
the spikes which typically occur during turn
off of heavy indu'ctive loads. i"he saga
simply starve the electronics. The high
frequency transients barrel right through
the supposedly filtered power supply to
at tack the electronics inside.

Digital circuits are most vulnerable to
spikes which cause data errors or worse.
Analog circuits are most vuherable to
continuous RF riding on top of the power.

FIPS PUB 94 provides guidebnes on
electrical power for commercial computers.
This is good information, but beware that
factory power is much noisier than commer-
cial power.

The guidelines of IEC 801.4 specifies an
electrically fast transient (EFT> that simu-
lates arcing and other high speed noise.
EFTs are quite short ranged —they
diminish rapidly with distance due to induc-
tance in the bne. But at short range. they
are devastating.

Unfortunately, attention is placed on the
front end of the electronics, the power
supply. Kith industrial controIs, the prob-
lem is the controlled elements. If the
electronics is controlling line power, the
disturbances sneak in the back end where
httle or no protection exists.

System ground, while not heing speciG-

cally a power disturbance problem. is ofte
the carrier of residual effects of powe
disturbances. Any industrial or commerci
structure has significant low hequenc.
currents circulating '.hrough the groun
system. sometimes because the energy.i
intentionally dumped onto the ground (suc
as with an arc welder) and sometime
because of unintentional coupling or eve
an inadvertent connection between neutral
and ground somewhere in the!acility.

Radio Frequency Interference. Ra-
dio frequency interference affects both
analog and digital circuits, with analog
circuits being generally more susceptible.
Surprising to many, the principle threat is
not the TV or FM station down the road,
but rather it is the hand held transmitter
carried around by faciTities personnel. A one
watt radio will result in an electric Geld of
Gve volts/meter at a one meter distance,
enough to upset many electronics systems.

IEC 801.3 specifies immunity to electric
GeMs of one to ten volts per meter
depending on the equipment, with three
volts.per meter being the level for typical
equipment. As can be seen from the above
approximation, three volts per meter is not
an excessive requirement, and even ten
volts per meter is fairly modest.

Electrostatic Discharges. Electm-
static discharge is an intense short durauon
pulse, having a risetime of about one
nanosecond. This is equivalent to a burst
of 300 MHs interference. Static buildups
of 15 kVare not uncommon.

Dry dimates, induding northern climates

FKan ¹mmelis a pn'ncipal with Kimmei
Gcrfre Amxiares, Ltd. The &n special-
isesin preventing and solving electromag-
netic intake'ence and compatib1ity

(EMh'MC)

pmblems. Mr. Kimmei can be
reached at l$44 N Pascal. St. Paul, MV
55108, or telephone 612-330-3228.
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Figure l. Amplifierdemoduiation Figure 2. Transient feedback path.

in winter. offer opportunity for ESD.
industrial environments, with their moving
equipment, are loaded with potential ESD
sources: rubber rogers. belts, and produc.
tion output such as plastic and paper rolls,
aU add up to a real ESD threat. and this
threat is more likely to occur even in
reiatively moist environments. Look to IEC
801.2 for ESD standards.

Electronics Design
Electronics is generally the ultimate

victim of interference. The inter.'erence
Gnds its way through various paths to the
electronics equipment itself. Let's concen-
trate on what can happen to your electronics,
from the back door, that is, by direct
radiation into the electronics and by con-
ducted interference through the signal and
control lines.

Sensors. Low level sensors, such as
thermocouples, pressure sensors, etc., are
characterized by very low bandwidths and
low signal levels. A major threat to these
sensors is radio frequency interference,
either from nearby hand held transmitters
or more distance land mobile or Gxed
transmitters.

But thyrse are high frequency. much
above the band pass of your amph6er, right?
Wrong! Low'requency ampliGers are
plagued by two phenomena: out of band
response and audio recti6cation. These
combine to provide false information on
levels to the system.

AU amplifiers have a normal bandpass,
typiGed by a 20 dBldecade roUoff or more
at the high end. But resonances due to stray
inductance and capacitance willgive rise to
amplifier response 6ve orders of magnitude
or more above the nominal bandpass of the
amplifier. This means an audio ampliGer
will respond to signals in the hundreds of
MHz.

,The second aspect occurs when RF

encounters a noriinearity such as a semicon-
ductor device. AU such devices give rise to
a DC level shift when confronted with RF.
ln a radio receiver they are called detec-
tors. Nonlinearities are minimized in linear
devices, but there is always enough to cause
problems. The upshot is that the ampliGer
demodulates the RF, generates an «rrone-
ous signal. and passes this error on. This
effect is shown in Figure 1, Output hnes are
similarly affected. with capacitive couphng
back to the input.

The solution is to prevent the RF from
getting to the amplifier, either by shielding
or filtering. The most common path to the
ampli6er is via an external signal line ftnm
the sensor, but if the ekctronics is not
shielded. direct radiation to the circtnt boatd
may also present a problem.

Assuming filtering is the sekcted method,
use a high frequency Glter. designed to
block signals up to 1 GHz or even more.
Use femtes and high frequency capacitors.
Do not rely on your low frequency Ster to
t'ake out RF.

At the op amp. you shouM aho decouple
your plus and minus power to ground at the
chip. Ifyour ground is carrying RF, you can
anticipate the same probkm mentioned
above, since it vrill corrupt the reference
kvel.

Data Lines. Digital data lines wHI be
upset by the RF problem as in analog, but
the levels necessary to upset are higher.
Instead. digital data lines are much mote
susceptible to transient glitches. AH signal
lines should be Gltered to pass only the
frequencies necessary for operation. If the
threat lies in the bandpass of the signal,
then shielding or optical links will be
needed.

Switched Power Lines. This refers
specificagy to the power being controHed
by the controller device. Industrial control-
lers are commonly tasked to control power

to heavy equipment, which is characteriz
by heavy starting loads and inducuve ki
at turn off. VypicaUy the electronic contr<
switch line power using relays or triac
This exposes the back end of the controU
to substantial line transients. which coup
back to the circuit power and ground ai
disrupt the. digital circuitry as shown
Figure 2.

It. is mandatory that the transient cu
rents be diverted or blocked. since tl
digital system cannot withstand the magr
tudes likely to occur with an inductive kick
unless special steps are taken.

Self jamming can be limited by controgir
when you switch the Une, using zei
crossing devices. Of particular important
is the turn off, since that is when t'.
inductive kick occurs.

IfaH power switching used zero crossir.
devices, the transient levels in the factor
wouM be dramaticaHy reduced. Vnfortt
nately, that goal is weU off in the futurt
Until then, expect that high voltage powe
ttansknts wiUoccur, and they must be dea
with.

Optical coupkrs and relays do not provid
sufGcient isolation by themselves. The,
high capacitance provides an excellent hig
frequency path, and if they are stacked u
in an array, the capacitance wiH add up t
pass sutptisingiy low frequencies. Thes
capacitances can't be eliminated. but yo
can design your control circuits to minimiz
couphng paths and to maximize low impel
ance alternate paths.

Transient suppressors should be instaHe
at the load, which is the source of the spik<
but they can be installed at the controUe
as AH.

An interesting effect occurs when corr
bhiing zero crossing SCR regulators wit
low kvei sensors which use line frequenc
noise canceHng techniques. Yety sensitiv
sensors sometimes are samp'led for a

Julyihugust 19!
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Figure 3. Common industrial power supply. Figure 4. Multiple ground paths.

enure power cycle to,cancel the line
frequency component. If the sample occurs
concurrently with line power switching on
or off. the average ',o the sensor wiU be
upset, and an error willbe recorded.

System Design and Installation
Once the electronics is designed, it

becomes a problem of the system integrator
and instaUer to ensure that the electronics
is provided with the environment for which
it was designed. hfost of the time. this
work is performed by power experts and
ekctricians, and they are not always aware
df the interference probkm. Often, on site,
the power quality is blamed for the equip-
ment anomalies. But the problem can often
be avoided by following a few basic princi-
ples.

The industrial control device is either
integrated into a system at the factory or
installed separately on site. Controllers
handle a variety of devices such as motor
speed controls, positioning devices, weld-
ers, etc. Interference presented to the
electronics can be significantly reduced by
appropriate measures outside of the elec-
tronics box.

There is no way to accurately assess the
threat without test data. But regardless of
the information available, much can be
accomplished by correct instaUation, and it
doesn't cost much if done at the start.
Retrofits become costly, especiaQy if ac-
companied with factory down time.

Let's consider the same problems fmm
a system standpoint. Your goal is to limit

* the interference which must be handled by
the electronics.

Direct radiation to the electronics is not
often a pmblem in an industrial environ-
ment, but itdoes occur, and most often with
a plastic enclosure. The NEMA type
enclosures provide enough shielding for
most industrial needs. Ifyou don't want to
use a metal enclosure, be sure to get
electronics which will withstand the RF
which willoccur.

EMC Test 4 De .cn

More often .'he problem is conducted.
either isa power or ground. The problem
occurs due to power and ground distur.
bances caused by the equipment. It is an aU

too common practice to draw controller
power from the same source as feeds the
power equipment. This power may provide
the necessary energy to drive the equip-
ment, but it is not suitable to power the
electronics (Figure 3).

Hopefully, all industrial equipment will
have electronics powered from a separate
low power 120 volt circuit. It solves several
problems. First, it separates the electron-
ics power from the probably very noisy
industrial grade power, preventing the
switching transients and startup sags from
getting to the electronics. Second, if it is
necessary to condition the electronics power
fmm an external problem, it is far cheaper
to condition the watts needed for electronics
power than it is to condition the kilowatts
required by the system.

If power cannot be separated, then it is
necessary to provide a buUetproof power
supply, preferably inchding an isolation
transformer. to separate the entire power
supply from the electrical equipment.

Ground Noise. Ground noise, inevita-
ble in industrial environments, must be
diverted from the electronics module.
Multiple grounds in a system will often
result in ground currents circulating through
the equipment, and ground noise circtdating
through the electronics path wiU cause
malfunction. Figure 4 shows some typical
gmund loop situations,

Acommon approach is to demand a super
earth ground. This is good, but it is not a

cure aU, and often a super gmund cannot
be achieved, no matter how you try. How
do you get a super ground from the third
Goor? The real needis to get a stabk ground.
reference to aU interconnected equipments.
If this equipment is closely located, then a

very low impedance interconnect is feasi-
ble.

Power conditioners are often tasked to

eUminate RF or ground noise. That v.

work, but these problems can be solv~
with an isolation transformer to eiiiina
neutral to ground noise and with EMI paw~
line filters. So you may want to try t'.

inexpensive approach first.
Data Links. Data links are str~ng oi

over the entire facility. exposing them '.

two principle effects. ground noise and R
pickup. Ground noise willcause data error
unless the electronics has been designed t
accommodate potential differences of sev
eral volts or more. This is accornplishe'ithdifferential drivers and receivers ifthe.
must be direct coupled. Optical bnks wi
eventuaUy take over these links.

The other aspect is RF pickup. Inexpen
sive shielded cabk is suitable for thi.
purpose. Ground both ends! Do not appl>
single point gmund techniques to RF. If'~
Iow frequency ground loop problem is i
threat. then one end can be capacifivell
gmunded.

Summary
Industrial electronics are subjected:o .

harsh environment. Good design and instal
lation techniques will minimiae problems ir
the 6eld. Adherence to the Europear

. standards, IEC 801.x is a good start. ever
ifyou are only marketing in the USA.
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fndustriai Eqwipment

Equipment Ground Banding—
Designing for Performance
and Life

A Dfscusslon of Ground Connection Fundamentals to Control ESll

By D.B.L. Durham
Dytecna Ltd, UK

The problem of achieving satisfactory earth
bonds or ground connections has plagued
EMC engineers for many years, not only
because the bonds are often vital for the
achievement of satisfactory equipment per-
formance but because they affect the long
term performance of equipment after it has
been introduced into service.

Recommendations on bonding have ex-
isted in the form of nuTitary speciBcations,
such as Mil Std 1310, Nil 188-124A and
i'-8-5087 (ASG) for some years and these
have generally proved satisfactory for most
new builds. However, these speci5cations
have certain limitations in that they gener-
ally do not specify consistently low levels
of bond impedance. nor a suitable test
method. The introduction of new EMC
speci5cations in Europe with the EEC
Directive on EMC and the requirements for
long tenn stabiTity in EMC characteristics
has directed the UK miTitary to review
existing speci8cations and introduce a new
Defence Standard to tighten up perform-
ance requirements for iiuTitary equipment.
Def Stan 584 (Part 1)ll has been intro-
duced to address this area as far as mobile
and transportable communications installa-
tions are concerned, but the requirements
should have implications in industrial apph-
catioas and over the whole electronics
market iflong term product perfonnance is
to be guaranteed.

Bond Degradatfon
Earth or ground bonds are generally

considered essential not only for safety
reasons, but as a means of diverting EM
currents. "locking" circuit boards aad

38

equipment to a stable ground point, achiev-
ing adequate levels of cable stuelding and for
many other reasons. Many designers un-
derstand the requirement for short, fat bond
leads to minimize ground inductance, but
few appreciate that a critical aspect is the
connection resistance with which the bond
strap is attached to the equipment gmund
point. We basic requirement of any bond
is that it should have as Iow an impedance
as possible (unless it is a deliberate induc-
tive bond to limit ground currents). The
impedance is a combination of the resistive
and the inductive components. The resis-
tive element is a function of the bond strap
resistivity, cross sectional area and length.
see Equation 1, whilst the inductive compo-
nent is a more complex function of the bond
strap characteristics as shownin Equation 2.

R~-qf
A

(I)

I ~—
L

In—+05+02235-2f b+c
2ii L b+c 2t

(2)

where R ~ resistance, q ~ resistivity, t~
. length, A ~ area, ii, ~ permeabihty of free

space. L ~ inductance, p, ~ relative
permeabiTity, b ~ strap width, and c ~ strap
thickness.

The frequency at which the inductive
element dominates the impedance expres-
sion when calculating the total inductaace
is. from Equation 3, typically 1 kHz. It will
be seen therefore that to aII intents and

purposes the bond except at DC and power
frequencies, may be assumed to be an

inductance At very high frequencies th~

stray capacitance across the strap wii
dominate. This means that the volt drol
across a bond is generally a funcdon o
inductance and I'requency. Based on Ohm's
Law this volt drop is shown in Equation 4.

. For transients the voltage drop is givea in
Equation 5.

Z~ Ra+a%

V ~ IZ ~ jcuLI

(3)

(4)

Y~-L—dl
dt (5)

whae Z strap impedance. ~ radial
frequency, Y ~ voltage, and I ~ current.

Fmm this, the higher the inductance the
more isolated the circuit or box, becomes

'rom ground. This can have signi6cant
effects on equipmeat, indudmg enhance-
ment of noise iajection oato circuits, reduc-
tion'of Star pafonnance, and loss of
communicatioa range. Fmm a TEMPEST
standpoint it may result in more radiation
I'mm equipment. It would seem fmm this
that the critaia for any bond is the
inductance and hence the choice of short fat

David Durham saved for 21 years in the
British Army, where he gained his degree
in efectricaf aigineaing. After service in a
vaiety of appointments hc retired to join
tte RsctlNES company as the Technicaf
Manager respoasiMe for the design and
development of commuaication systems.
fn 1988 he Jbfhed Dytecna as the Manager
of the Ettgineering Division. and now is
currently Technical Marketing Manager.
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Figure 1. Bond resistance. Figure 2. Four wire bridge method.

bond straps. However. an analysis of the
bond inductance shows that for a bond strap
of 100 mm long, 15 mm vAde and 2 mm thick
the impedance at 1 WfHz willbe 3.8 Ohms.
It sounds extremely sin:pie. but work,
perfonred in the USA'nd UK shows that
if an error is made in the way the strap is
terminated then a progressive increase in
the resistance of the bond strap to box
junction can occur as the equipment ages.
Eventually the resistance wiH begin to
exceed hundreds of ohms and may eventu-
aHy go open circuit. This can negate the
effect of the bond strap completely as part
of the EMI protection.

(Vhat happens with bonds to cause this
change? Essentially a gmund connection is
a series of impedances from the strap
through to the ground material. as shown
in Figure 1. Each point of contact contrib-
utes to the total bond performance. As a
result, a change in any contact condition can
result in a change in the total bond
resistance. As is weH appreciated, the
contact resistance between tvro metal sur-
faces is a function of the pressure. The
pressure exerted by the tip of a drawing pin
is vastly greater than that f'mm the thumb
pressing by itself. Thus the contact from a
sharp point gives a much higher pressure
than a Qat point and therefore lower contact
resistance. Measurements have shown that
sharp points enable contact resistance of a
few microohm to be achieved whiht simihr
pressures on Hat surfaces result in mil-
liohms of contact resistance, It might be
felt that there is little or no difference
between these values. but in reality there
is. An essential aspect of a good bond is
that it should remain so after the equipment
has entered use. High pressures aho have
the effect ofsqueezing out corrosive materi-
als and insuhting fihns. The former causes

EMC Test & Design

progressive degradation of bonds, whilst
the latter can reduce the efGciency of the
bond from the moment it is installed. It is
particularly important in communications
systems, where Alters are installed and
shielded cabie terminadons are made that
the bonds are of low resistance and retain
their perfonnance.

Bond Performance and
Measurement

Experience has shown over a number of
years that for long term consistent bond
performance a low value of resistance must
be achieved. This is typically 1-5 milhohms.
In Def Stan 584 (Part 1)/1 the value has
been set at a maximum of 2 migiohms. This
level is measured through the individual
bonds. The logic behind this level is
twofold. Firstly, experience has shown that
with communications equipment h particu-
hr this value of bond resistance is required
ifconsistent perfonnance is to be actueved
in terms of reception efGciency and trans-
mission characteristic. This is particularly
so for TEMPEST protected equipments,
The second point is that if the bond has a
higher resistance then there is a signiGcant
likelihood that progressive degradation anil
occur and the bond resistance wiH increase
in value. There wiH then be a pmgressive
less in perfonnance.

The main problem with measurmg bond
resistances is that it should be measured
using a low voltage/current technique.
Most techniques to date for assessing safety
involves driving a large current through the
bond. This checks the bond's abiKty to
carry current but does not necessarily deck
its EMI protection perfortnance, The rea-
son is that many bonds may when in normal
use have a high resistance due to oxide and
greasy Glms, but when, subjected to a high

current the layers heat up and are vapo-
rised. After the current is removed the Glm
can return, Thus high current techniques
are not recommended for testing Ebfl
bonds. The new Defence Standard in the
UK speciGes a maximum pmbe voltage of
100 microvelts. This represents typically a
probe current of 50 miHiamps under short
circuit (< 1 mQ) conditions. This is
InsufGcent to destroy surface Gims. The
dassic method for measuring low resistance
has been to use a four terminal bridge as
shown in Figure 2. In this case the current
is driven bc:tween two points and Jie
voltage across the sample is measured with
a high resistance probe. This removes the
effects of the pmbe contact resistance and
lead reshtance. This is generally consid-
ered to be a hberatory method as the use
of four contacts can be awkward. Ifthe lead
resistance can be removed by a calibration
tedmique then the four tenninah may be
rephced with a tvro terminal system.

A further possible reGnement to the
technique is to use a frequency that is not
DC or 50/60/400Hz. In this case 10.4 Hz
hss been chosen. Ifan active filter is used
to Glter out aH otter electrical noise, then
it is possible to use the bond resistance
meter on powered up systems. It is worth
noting that at this frequency the impedance
is still hrgely represented by resistance
rather than inductance. The two terminal
method h shown in Figure 3,

The introduction of nevr EMC/EMI
speciGcations in Eumpe has made it more
important that once made the bonds have
consistent long tenn performance. This
means measuring on periodic inspection and
after maintenance. It is an essential aspect
of insuring consistent performance. It has
been shown that within months apparently
good bonds can deteriorate to high resis-
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rance. Therefore a!I:ypes of bonds wi
subject to testing and examination in se.
as a maintenarce task.

UK MilitaryExperience
There Lave been two major prob!.

caused by poor bonds expenenced:n ',

by miiitary equiptrent users. The first i's ',

degradation n performance already mi
tioned in this article. The loss of comm
cation range. poor EMI performance a

other effects all contribute to a cons.'dera:
reduction in equipn:ent ef6ciercy and av;
ability. The second effect which is ntc
difficult to identify is that of No Fault Fou:
(NFFl problems. An analysis of report~
failures from military reliability data h;
shown that NFF incidents can be extreme,
high. particularly in humid climates. Th
has been partially con6rn:ed by reports,'ro:
the Gulf Sar when all forces reported a

increase in availabiTity of equipment in th
drier chmate. Many faults are due to ba
electrical contacts in connectors, but a larg
number have been identified as excessiv.
EMf induced through poor ground bonds
This may be caused by either a laos~ groun<
strap or connector termination to the box
A signi6cant improvement in equipmen.
availability and performance is expec'.ec
when more recent statisucs are analysed.

The introduction into the British Army
service of the Dytecna Bond Resistance
Test Set —DT i09 has enabled the UK
mihtary to measure bond resistances on
installed equipment and reduce the oc.
curances of NFF errors. The UK miTitary
measurement procedure uses a two:ermi-
nal bridge method and an accurate 2
nulliohm calibration standard. This meas-
urement procedure and equipment is also
in use by other NATO nations and else-
where by militaryand naval forces who have
recognised the same problem.

Conclusions
The problems with ground bonds have

became significant with the development of
sensitive and secure communications equip-
ment, This coupled with an increasing need
to achieve higher and higher levels of EMf
protection has lead to an increased emphasis
being placed on the effectiveness ofall types
of system grounds. These, further com-
bined with a requirement to ensure the long
life of systems ance in service, have
resulted in the assessment that bonds and
terminatians are one of the primary causes
of EM failures in systems. The require-
ment to test these is clear, however the
means to do so have not always been
available to engineers

JulylAuqust l99I
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Power System Susceptibility To
Geomagnetic Disturbances:
Present And Future Concerns

John C. Kappenman, Mnnesota Power
The effects of Solar-Geomagnetic Disturbances have been
observed for decades. an power systems. Hawever, the pro-
found impact of the March 13, 1989 geomagnetic distur-
bance has crested a much greater level at concern about the
phenomena ln the power industry.

Several man made systems have suffered disruptions to their
normal operation due to the occurrence of geomagnetic phe-
nomena. Most of the man-made systems, such as commu-
nications, have been made less susceptible to the phenom-
ena through technolaglcal evolution (microwave and fiber-
aptlc have replaced metallic wire systems). However, the
bulk transmission system, If anything, is more susceptible
today then ever before to geomagnetic disturbance events.
And If the present trends continue, it is likely the bulk trans-
mission network willbecome more susceptible In th fut

e most concerning trends ere: 1) The transmission
systems of today span greater distances ot earth-surfsce-
patentlal which result In the flow of larger geomagnoticelly.
IREE Power EngineeWg Rev~, October l989

induced-currents In the system, 2) the interconnected sys-
tems tend to be mare stressed by large region-to.region
transfers, combined with GIC which willsimultaneously turn
every transformer in the bulk system into a large reactive
power consumer and harmonic current generator and 3) in
general, large EHY transformers, static var compensators and
relay systems ere more susceptible to adverse influence and
microperation due to GIC.

TRhNSFORMER OPERhTLON

The primary concern with Geomagnetically-Induced Cur-
rents ia the affect that they have upon tho operation af large
pawer transformers. The three major affects produced by GIC
in transformers ls 1) the increased var consumption of the
affected transformer, 2) the increased even and odd harmon-
ics generated by the half-cycle saturation, and 3) the possi-
bilities of equipment damaging stray flux heating. As is well
documented, the presence at even a smell amount of GIC
(20 ampa or less) will cause a large power transformer to
half-cycle saturate. The half-cycle saturation distorted excit-
ing current ls rich In even and add harmonics which become
introduced to the power system. The distortion of the excit- ~

ing current also determines tho real and reactive power re-
quirements of tho transformer. The saturatlan of the core
steel, under hatf~ycle aaturatlan can cause stray flux to en-
ter structural tank members or currant wlndlngs which has
the potential to produce severe transformer heatlna.

I5
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ie tests o ex.n
isting arge power ',ransformers to evaluate the response of
differing transfarmer core:yaes. The lieid test results indi~

cate that single phase trans'ormers half.cycle saturate much
moie easily and to a much greater degree than comparable

pro uce higher rnag-three-phase ~nits. These transformers produc n h ma
nitudes of harmonics and consume larger a far er amOuntS Of reaC
tive power when compared with three phaase esigns.

RELAY AND PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

There are three basic failure modes of relay and protective
systems;hat can be attributed to ggeomagnetic distur-
bances:

hemisphere. The auroral electrojets can 0oro uce transient
ctuations in the earth's magnetic field that are termed

geomagnetic storms when they are ot sufficient seventy.

SUNSPOT CYCLES AND GEOMAGNETIC
DISTURBANCE CYCLES

On the avera ge, solar activity. as measured by the number of
monthly sunspots, follows an 11-year cycle. The present
sunspot cycle 22 hed its rninin)um in September 1986, and
is expected to peak in 1990-'1991. Geomagnet''d d'

cycles do not have the same shape as the sunspot

the nature of t e suns
number cycles, even though they are cyclical. Fi

the sunspot numbers and geomagnetic activity

~ False Operation of the protection system, such as hav-
ing occurred for SVC, capacitor and line relay opera-
tions where the flow of harmonic currents are misin-
terpreted by the relay as a fault or overload condition.
This is the most common failure mode.

~ Failure to Operate when an operation is desirable, this
has shown ta be a problem for transfarmer differential
protection schemes and for situations in which the
output of'the current transformer is distorted.

~ Siawer than Oesired Operation, the presence of GIC
can easily build.up high levels of offset or remanent
flux in a current transformer. The high GIC induced off-
set can significantly reduce the CT time.to-saturation
for offset fault currents.

Most of the relay and protective s stem
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misoperations that
are attributed to GIC are directly caused by some malfu
tion due to the h arsh harmonic environment resulting from

orna ma unc-

targo power transformer haif-cycle saturation. Current trans-
former response.errors aro more difficultto directly associate
with the GIC event. For example in the case of CT reman-
ence, the CT response error may not occur until several days
after the GIC event that produced the remanence. Therefore,
these types of failures aro more difficultto substantiato.

85 90

Figure 1. Vertettdne Of the Yearly-Averaged Sunspot Number end
Geomegnetlcally Disturbed Deye from 1932-1'988.
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cycles from 1932 to 1988 l2, 3). Note that the geomagnetic
disturbance cycles can have a double peak, one af which can
lag tho sunspot cycle peak. While geomagnetic activity in the
present cycto is expected to maximize in approxim t I

199-3-1994, severe geomagnetic storms can occur at any
time during the cycle; the K-9 storm af March 13, 1989 was
a striking example.

CONCLUSIONS

As evident by the March 13th btackout ln the Hydro Ouoboc
system and transformer heating failures in the eastern US.
the pawer industry is facing an immediate and I h

ge. e power industry is moro susceptible than ever to
the influence af geomagnetic disturbances. And the industry
will continue to become more susceptible to this hon
nan unless con
techniques.

ncorted efforts are made to devolap mitigation

EARTH4URFACE-POTENTIAL AND
GEOMACNETICALLYINDUCED.CURRENTS

Th0 auroral olectrojots praduco transient fluctuations in the
earth'0 magnetic field during magnetic storms. The earth is
a conducting aphoro and portions of it experience this time-
varying magnet tc field, roautttng in an induced earth-surface-
potontial (ESP) that can have values of 1.2 to 6 volts/km l2
to 10 volts/mlle) during sovoro geomagnetic storms in re-
gions of low earth conductivity l4).

Electric power systems become exposed to the ESP through
the grounded neutrals of wyo-connected transformers at the
apposite antis of tong transmission lines, as shown in Figure
2. The ESP acta ao an tdeal voltage source impressed be-
tween the grounded neutrits and haa a frequency af one to
a fow mittthortz. The goomagnottcally-induced currents IGiC)
are then determined by dividing the ESP by tho equivalent dc
roaistanca af the paralleled transformer windlngs and line
canductaro. The GIC is a quasi<trect cuttont, and values in
excess of 100 omporoa have been measured in transformer
neutrals.

, Geomagnetic Disturbance Causes
And -Power System EG'ects

Vernon D. Albertsan
University of Minnesota

POWER SYSTEM EFFECTS OF GIC

The por-phase GIC in power transformer windings can be

IEEE Power Engineertr)g Review, October l989

SOLAR ORIGINS OF GEOMhCNETIC STORMS

Thho solar wind is a ratified ptasma of protons and electrons

flares
emitted from the sun. The solar wind is affect d b I

. coronal hales, and disappearing filaments, and tho so-
lar wind particles interact with the earth's magnetic ftatd to
produce auroral currents, or aurorat oloctrojoto, that follaw
generally circular paths around the geomagnetic pates at at-
titudes of '100 icilamotors ar more <1). Tho aurora borealis ia
visual evidence of the auroral olectrojots in the northern
I6





«d reduced time.to-saturation in curre~t transforms
cause relay misoperation f5>

s ormers. ar
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Figure 2. Induced Eanh Surface-Poten)faf IESP) Producing Geamag.
nericelly Induced Currents IGICI in Power Systems.

many times larger then the RMS ac magnetizing current, re-
sulting in a dc bias of transformer core flux, as in Figure 3.
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Rgure 3. OC Blee ot Trer)etprmer Core Rux Due to GIC.

The half-cycle saturatian of transformers on a power system
is the source of nearly all aperatlng and equipment problems
caused by GIC's during magnetic storms. The direct conse-
quences of the half-cycle transformer saturation ere:

~ The transformer becomes a rich source of even and
add harmonics

~ A great increase in inductive vers drawn by the trans-
former

~ Possible drastic stray leakage flux etfects in the trans-
former with resulting excessive locagzed heating.

There are a number ot effects due to the generation of high
levels of harmonics by system power transformers, includ-
ing,

~ Overloading of capacitor bonds
~ Possible misoparotlon of reiays
~ Sustait)ed overvaltagas on long-line energization
~ Higher secondary arc currents during single-pole

switching
~ Higher circuit breaker recovery voltage
~ Overloading af harmonic fiifIfrsaf HVOC converter ter-

minals, ond distortion in tfie ac voltage wove shape
that may result in loss of dc power transmission.

The increased inductive vora drawn by system transformers
during half-cycle saturatlan are sufflclent to cause intoler-
able system voltogo deprassian, unusual swings in MW and
MVAR flow on transmission lines, and problems with gener-
ator vor limits in some instances.

ln addition to the half-cyclo saturation of power trana-
farmers, high levels of GlC can produce o distorted response

IEEE Power Enfp'oeeriaff Review, october l989

Daniel Saulier,
Hydra-Quebea
On March t 3; 1989, en exceptionally intense magnetic storm
caused seven Static Var Compensstors (SVC) on the 735-kV
network to. trip or shut down. These compensators are es-
sential for voltage control and system stability. With their
lass. voltage dropped and frequency increased. This led to
systerff instability and tho tripping of all the La Grande trans-
mission lines thereby depriving the HQ system of 9500 MW
of generation. The remaining power system collapsed within
seconds of the lace of the La Grande network. The system
blackout affected all but a few substations isolated onto lo-
cal generating stations.

Power was gradually restored over a nine hours period. De-
lays in restoring power ware encountered because ot dam-
aged equipment on the La Grande network and problems with
cold food pickup,

SYSTEM CONDITION PRIOR TO THE EVENS
Total system generation prior to the events was 2$ 500 MW.
most of it coming from remote power-generating stations at
La Grande, Manlcouogon ond Churchill Fails. Exports to
neighboring Systems totalled 1949 MW ot which 1 352 MW
wire on DC interconnections. The 735-kV transmission net-
work waa laded ot 90% af its stability limit.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

At 2:45 o.m. on March 13, o very intense magnetic storm
ted to the cansequentlal trip or shut down of seven SVC's,
Containing the impact of tho event thtough operator inter-
vention woa Impassible aN SVC's having tripped ot ceased to
function within a one minute period.

A few seconds i8-9 s.l after the loss of the lest SVC, all five
735-kV lines of the Lo Grande transmission network tripped
due to an out of step condition, Those line trips deprived the
system of 9600 MWat generation and subsequently led to a

complete system collapse.
17
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CALSES OF STATIC COWIPENSATOR TR[ppINGS
Three SYC's were tnpped by capacitor current overload Pro-
tection while remaining four SVC's shut down by capacitor
voltage unbalance protecton. Analysis of voltage and cur.
rent oscillograms taken at the Chibougamau site before the
SYC trips showed the folfowing harmonic contents.

AC hC Current at 16 ky
Vchaffe

at ".35 kV TCII Bcanche TSC Bcanche
Haccnonic

Order

100 .o

7~o

2 "o

3%
2~o

I ~o

0lo

100~o
9~o

Ieo
I oo

5~o
I~~

3~o

100 too

38 ~o

24%

16'%

16%
4%

Quasi.DC currents generated by the magnetic disturbance,
saturating in the SVC coupling transformers are thought to
be the cause for such a large second harmonic component of
current in the TSC branch.

EEects Of Geomagnetic
Disturbances On Pow'er Transformers

Robert J. Rlnglee
James R. Stewart
Power Technologies Inc.
This discussion addresses the effects of geocnagnetic distur-
bances on power transformers. The primary effect is due to
core saturation resulting from geomagnetically induced cur-
rents, GICs. Core saturation can impose severe temperature
problems in windings. leads, tank plate and stcuctural mern.
hers of transformers and place heavy var and harmonic bur-
dens on the power system and voitage support equipment.
GIC's of 10 to 100 amperes are more than mere nuisances
in the operation of power transformers, the manner of flaw
can result in saturation of the core and consequent changes
in system var requirements, increases in harmonic current
magnitudes, increased transformer stray and eddy losses,
and probtems with system voltage control.

GENERAL OBSERVhTIONS ON THE SYS'EM
BEHhVIOR

The system blackout was caused by loss of all SYC on La
Grande Network. Seven SVC tripped or stopped functioning.
Prior to and during the event all the OC interconnections be.
haved properly. No relay false trips or misoperation of special
protection systems were observed. Telecommunications
were not affected. No equipment damage was directly attrib-
utable to GIC but once the system split, some equipment was
damaged due to load rejection overvoltages.

k

REvIEDIhL hCTIONS ThKEN
Since the event, the toltowing actions were implemented:

~ SYC protection circuits have been readjusted on four
SVC's so as to render their operation reliable during
magnetic storms similar work is being performed on
the four remaining SVC's.

~ Energy, Mines and Resource Canada now provides Hy-
dro-Quebcfc with updated forecasts on the probability
of magnetic disturbances. These forecasts are used by
the System Control Center dispatcher to position the
transmission system within secure limits.

~ A.C. voltage asymmetry is monitored at four kay lo-
cations on the system (Souchervilto. Arnaud, LG2,
Chtltgeaguay). Upon detection of a 3% voltage asym-
metry at any one tocation, the system control center
dispatcher is alarmed and willfmmediately take action
to positfon system transfer levels within secure limits
if thfs hasn't already been done because of forecasted
magnetfc activity.

OPERhTINC LIMITS DURINC
MhCNETIC DISTURBhNCES
(hND hLERT SITUhTIONS)

The Iol/owing operating Ifcaits are aow betag applied;
~ 10% safety margin shall be applied on maximum trans-

fer limits.
~ Maximum transfer limits shall not take Into account the

availability of static compansators deemed unrellnbte.
. ~ Adjust the loading on HVOC circuits to be within the

40% to S0%, or less, of the normal full load rating.

18

GIC EFFECTS VERSUS CORE hND WINDING
CONFICURhTIONS

Principal concerns in this discussion are for EHV systems
with grounded Y transformer banks providing conducting
paths for GIC and zero sequence currents. Core and winding
configurations respond differently to zero sequence open.cir-
cuit currents and to GICs, Noto: as used here, the term "open
circuit"refers to tests performed with alt delta connections
opened or "broken." For example, the three-phase three leg
core form transformers are less prone to GIC induced satu.
ration than three-phase shell form transformers, But, both
core form and shell form single phase transformers are sus.
coptiblo to GIC induced snturatton.

Winding and tend arrangements respond differently to GIC
induced core saturation as weft. For example, the current dis-
tribution within parallel winding paths snd within low voltage
tends depends upon the tankage flux paths and mutual cou-
pling. Losses within windings and leeds may change signifi-
cantly under GIC.induced saturation owing to the chango in
magnetic field intensity, H, end the resultant changes in the
boundary conditions for the leakage field path.

EDDY LOSSES IN STEEL MEMBERS

The changes in the rnagnetlc intensity, H, and the magnetic
boundary condltlona resulting from the GIC excitation bias
can increase the losses in steel plate. the losses for fieids
parallel to the plane of tho plate increase nearly as the square
of H. Note also that the level of losses increase approxi-
mately as the square root of the frequency of H, owing to the
effect of depth of penetration. The magnetic field along yoke
clamps and tog plates In core form transformers and in Tee
beams nnd tank plate In shell form transformers closely
matches tho magnetic gradient In the core. Areas of the tank
and core clamps are subjected to the winding leakage Held.
If the core saturates. the magnetic field impressed upon the
steel members mny rise ten to one hundred times normal due
to tha anturatfon and the effects of the leakage field. The
losses in the steel members will rise hundreds of times nor-
mal, even under hnlfwycfe siturntlon. On the steel surfaces,
eddy loss density mny rise ton to thirtywatts per square inch,
approaching the thermal flux density of an electric range ele.
ment.

Surface temperatures rise rapidly with this thermal flux and
can result in degradation of insulation touching the steel

IREE Power Engineering Review, October 1989
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'his
report has been generated to aocument the analysis ot the root c use tor the tripp»g

oi Unint mptable Po~er Supplies (UPS) 2VBB-L. S lA. B, C, D and G and the iailure to
transier their loads to the maintenance supply.

This analysis was periormed in accordance with NDP-16.01 by reviewing plant operator
and damage contro team

'
i team observations and actions, periormance oi troubleshooting acuvities on

'
1 t. review of various drawings periormance oi laboratory diagnostic testing.

consultation with the UPS manuiacturer, review of data recorded during the event. and

consultation with other industry experts.

AB

On August 13, 1991 at 5:48 AM an electrical fault on the B phase main step-up
transformer occurred. At that same time tive (5) Exide Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UP )
tripped simultaneously. Transfer of the UPS's loads to the maintenance oower supplies did not
occur. The system conditions as documented by operators that were dispatched to restore e

units immediately after the incident as well as observations by the System Engineer and other
damage control team members indicated that the UPS's logic had tripped their input and output.
breakers. Post event review of equipment drawings with the vendor revealed that the DC power
supply which powers the system control logic normally draws its power irom the maintenance
power supply. The inverter output is utilized as a backup source. This scheme of connection
allows transients on the AC power line to be transmitted to the DC logic power supply. Tests
periormed by the System Engineer support this conclusion. The bypass breaker CB-4 did not
close and transfer the UPS loads to the maintenance supply. This functioned per design since
permissives for CB-4 closure were not satisfied due to the degraded voltage conditions present
on the maintenance supply.

Th 'l pection of the units revealed that alarm indications on the five units weree initi inspec
'ot

identical. The inverter logic alarm light was not lit on UPSlG but was lit on A, B, an

The oltage i eren ind'ff nce alarm indication did not clear on 2 out of 5 units (Alarm should clear in
iO-(5 seconds after condition clears). The over-voltage/nndervottage ( VVI arm tvas

present on 3 out of 5 units although all units should have displayed this alarm. In addition,
none of the 10 LEDs that indicate the initiating signals for a logic trip were lit on any of the

UPS units.
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On August 13. 1991 at 5:48 AM a ground iauit occurred on the B phase main
transiormer. This event was detected and recorded on the Scriba Substation oscillograph. Five
Exide UPSs (2VBD-UPS 1A,B,C,D, and G) tripped during this event resulting in a loss oi
power to all their loads.

The results ot observations by plant operators and damage control team personnel are
summarized on Attachment l. All five UPS loads were initially restored to their maintenance
supplies by plant operators after initiallyattempting (unsuccessiuiiy) to restart the D unit. The
damage control team was able to restart the C, D, and G units. The A and B units were left on
the maintenance supply because the damage control team was not successiui in restarung those
units.

As a result of these observations, it has been concluded that ail tive units shut down as

a result of a logic initiated trip. This conclusion is based on the as iound positions of breakers
CB-1,2,3 on ail five units and the presence of the module trip alarm on ail the units except D
which was reset by a plant operator while attempting to restart that unit. It is noted however,
that none of the 10 LEDs on the A13A21 card which should indicate what condition caused the
logic to trip were lit. In addition, two units (UPS1D, UPS1G) displayed voltage difference
alarms. This alarm indication should have cleared in 10-15 seconds after the plant operators
manually restored the UPS loads to the 'maintenance supply. The OV/UV alarm indication was

present on three units only, (UPS1C, UPS1D, UPS1G), although all units would be expected
to display that alarm indication. The inverter logic alarm light was not lit on UPS1G although
it was lit on the other units that were not initially reset (UPS1A, 1B, and 1C).

Breaker CB-4 was found open on ail five units, A revie~ of the oscillograph recording
indicates that for the duration of the transformer fault (i,e., approx. 100 msec,) the B phase
voltage of the station's normal AC distribution system decreased to approximately 50% of its
normal level. It has been concluded that this condition prevented the automatic transfer of the
UPS's loads to their maintenance supplies. This is due to a logic feature which prevents static
switch transfer to the maintenance supply under conditions that could cause damage to the
connected loads.

The following potential causes for the simultaneous tripping of the five UPSs were
evaluated:

(1) Vcltage transient on the B phase of the normal AC distribution system

(2) P~agation of high frequency noise from the main transformer fault

(3) Voltage transient on the station ground system

Page 2
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Transmission oi high frequency noise irom the transiormer iauit through the atmosphere
to the UPS units could not have caused the UPS trips. Preoperationai tesung demonstrated that
the units are not sensitive to radio frequency (RF) transmissions unless the panel doors are open
and an RF source is in close proximity. The report provided as Attachment 2 indicates that it
is unlikely that high frequency noise could have been transmitted through the station's normal
AC distribution system to the UPSs due to intervening transiormers that would filter such a

signal. As a result, potential cause (2) is not considered credible.

Potenual Cause (3) is considered unlikely due to the iact that one oi the rive UPSs is
located in an area substanually away from the other iour units yet exhibited similar behavior.
In addition, no other station equipment (including other UPSs) appears to have been aifected by
a ground transient. Initial laboratory testing indicates that a significant ground transient would
have caused the destruction of numerous logic circuit components which has not been observed
in the field. Further laboratory tests are being conducted in an attempt to identify the
mechanism by which inconsistent alarm light indications were received. Potenual Cause (1) was
investigated as the most probable cause.

Troubleshooting periormed following the event to evaluate and demonstrate the, validity
oi potential cause (1) indicated the following:

1) The DC logic power supply for UPSs 1A, B, C, D, G is normally ied from the
8 phase of the maintenance supply with the inverter output supply as a backup.

2) The trip point of the DC logic is at 17.3 VDC for UPS1D corresponding to 84.5
VAC on its input; and 16.9 VDC for UPS1C corresponding to 84.59 VAC on its
input. New control batteries (fully charged) only provide approximately 18

VDC.

3) Transfer to alternate power is accomplished via a K-5 relay. K-5 relay drop out
voltage is 45 VAC for UPS1C and pick up voltage is 52 VAC.
K-5 relay drop out voltage is 42 VAC for UPS1D and pick up voltage is 55
VAC.~

4) Voltage transients generated during troubleshooting on the normal AC input
power line feeding UPS1C did not trip the UPS.

*These measuaments were not repeated on the other units since the results were essentially the

same for the C aud D units and should not be any different for the A, B, and G units.
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5) The internal logic batteries on ail five units were in a degraded condition and
were not capable of sustaining proper logic voltage when all other sources were
disconnected. There is no way to determine that the batteries are in a degraded
condition with the current UPS design during normal operation.

7)

Voltage transients injected (i.e., dropping AC input voltage to near zero for 100-
200 msec.) on the maintenance power line in combination with the degraded
batteries affected the DC logic such that it tripped the units without allowing the
K-5 relay to change state. This was demonstrated on UPSlC and UPS1D.

A sudden ggg~lt; loss of the maintenance supply voltage with both new and
degraded batteries installed did ~n cause the unit to trip. In this case. the logic
power supply properly transferred to the inverter output and therefore prevented
a trip.

8) Voltage transients injected on the maintenance po~er line (i.e., similar to those
utilized in 6) above) with good batteries installed did not produce any unit trips,
although some voltage perturbations on the logic power supply were observed.
This was demonstrated on UPS1C and UPS1D.

9) Fully charged batteries are required for successful K-5 relay transfer under som~
degraded voltage conditions on the maintenance line since other-wise the unit may
trip on logic power supply failure < 16.9 VDC (84.5 VAC) before the K-5 relay
will transfer the logic power supply to the inverter output.

Laboratory testing is being conducted to more fully evaluate the condition of critical
components and to investigate why none of the 10 LEDs were lit on the A13A21 board even

though the logic was tripped. The pertinent results of this testing to date indicate the following:

1) Significant ground voltage transients applied to certain circuit components causes

their destruction.

2) Injection of noise into the boards has not caused a trip signal to be generated.

Laboratory testing will continue to further investigate the inconsistent alarm light
indications. The outcome of this work is not expected to affect this root cause determination or
the functionality of the UPSs. Results of in-plant troubleshooting and laboratory testing to date

indicate pmper 5mction of the various alarms.
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A review oi the UPS vendor manual resuitea in the identirication oi the toilowingdeficiencies:

The vendor manual implies that the iuncuon of the batteries is to allow logic
testing with no other input power available to the logic. This contributed to the
system engineer not knowing that iully charged batteries could prevent a trip.
The following statement is irom the vendor manual:

"A redundant logic supply, powered by the inverter outpu, a separate i20
VAC bypass source. and/or internal rechargeable sealed batteries. allows
logic testing with no input power applied and keeps alarms indicaung ior
as long as any source ot AC control po~er is available."

The secuon of the vendor manual which describes prevenuve maintenance does
not mention the logic batteries, In addition. the general descripuon section oi the
manual states,

"(The batteries should be replaced at 4-vear intervals)".

The 4-year replacement frequency is not satisfactory ior service over the
acceptable ambient temperature range specified for the UPSs.

The description of the logic power supply in the manual (shown below) is
incorrect.

"These power supplies are powered through relay AZK1, which selects
inverter output (preierred) or bypass (alternate) source."

As a result of discussions with the UPS vendor it has been determined that the logic
backup batteries are not designed to mitigate a degraded voltage condition. AdditionaQy,
the UPS design does not provide a battery test feature or allow ior saic replacement of the
batteries without removing the entire unit from service. Removing the unit from service would
result in de-energizing the connected loads.

1) The main transformer fault caused a voltage drop on the maintenance supply to
ail five UPS units.

2) The deyaded voltage on the maintenance supply caused the voltage on the UPS

logic power supply to decrease below its trip setpoint causing the units to trip.
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Automatic load transfer to the maintenance supply was prevented b'y design due
to the degraded voltage conditions on the maintenance supply.

c) The ~rgb~ for the simuitaneous tripping of the UPSs is ~im ~~r
Qggilrii. The UPS is not designed to accomodate a dearatied voltage condidon.
The following design deficiencies allowed the UPS logic power supply voltage to
decrease below its trip setpoint as a result oi the main step up transformer fault.

The logic power supply is normally energized from the maintenance

supply with the inverter output as a backup instead oi visa versa.

Under degraded voltage conditions the logic power supply switching
circuit does not actuate until the supply voltage has decreased to well
below the level that will cause the logic to trip.

5) Fully charged batteries probably would have prevented the tripping of the UPSs
even though that is not part of their design.

l) Modify the UPS logic power supply for units 1A,B,C,D, and G to be inverter
preferred with maintenance backup prior to plant restart.

2) Replace all UPS logic backup batteries prior to restart.

3) Prior to restart review other plant hardware which utilizes backup batteries and
verify that appropriate replacement schedules exist for those applications. Ensure
any control functions dependent on batteries are identified prior to restart.

4) Process appropriate changes to the UPS vendor manual to address the identified
deficiencies.

1) Evaluate (post restart) further logic power supply modifications to rectif'y the K-5
xelay drop out characteristic problem and to provide easy access to the logic
batteries for testing and replacement.

2) Develop an appropriate replacement schedule for the logic batteries based on

supplier recommendations, actual service conditions, and purpose of batteries.
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ATFACIBK>T1 Page! of 5

/l~/ l N ER N TRAIN !ENT N A

A.) Operators responded to 2VBB-UPSlA. 1B. 1C. 1D, 1G- and found the to!lowing:

2.) LlL'i''

a.)
b.)
c

d.)
e.)
f.)

(s)

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 trio

CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
Module TRIP
Inverter Logic Alarm

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 tri

3 ) LG"Q~

d.)
e.)
f.)

(h.)

d.)
e.)
f.)

CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
Module TRIP
Inverter Logic Alarm

CB-1 tripped

CB-3 OPE
CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
Module TRIP
Inverter Logic Alarm
OV/UV

4 ) IZlUI2'.)
b.)

CB-1 tripped
CB-2 tripped

CBA OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
No module
No Logic TRIP >

OV/UV
OV/UV Transfer
Voltage Difference

Page 7
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$ QQgkg
CB-1 tnppea
CB-2 tri

5.) LQ?K1Q' )
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)
f.)
g)
h.)
i.)

@5CB-4 OPEN
AUTO restart
CB-3 switch closed
Module TRIP
Voltage Difference
OV/UV

B.) The operators did the following manipulations in attempting to restore th

1 )
I2ZSlh',~((((

pof

a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)

Placed restart switch to MANUAL
~~Placed the CB-3 toggle switch to OPEN position.

Reset thc alarms
LIFTED CB4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLY
CB-4. ~ sec note

CLOSED

2.) ~~j 1

B'.)

b.)
" c.)

d.)

Closed CB-1
Closed CB-2
Reset the alarms
LIFTED CB-4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED
C~. ~ see note

3 ) LZ'~
a.) Placed restart switch to MANUAL
b.) Placed CB-3 toggle switch to OPEN position
c.) LIFTED~ MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

C$4. ~ see note

4 ) HP512;

a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)

Closed CB-1
Closed CB-2
Reset thc alarms
LIFTED C~ MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED
CB-4. ~ sec note"I Page 8
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ATE'ACMKVI' ?age 3 oi 5

a.) Placed CB-3 toggle switch to OPEN position.
b.) LIFTED CB-4 MOTOR OPERATOR AND MANUALLYCLOSED

CBA. see note

When the operators tried to restart UPS1D the procedure called
out verifying that CB-4 was closed but it was open. The operators
made a decision to energize the UPS loads by manually closing
CBA by ttrst lifting the motor operator oifoi the breaker. They
restored each UPS in that same manner.

C.), At approximately 0830 the system engineer went down with damage control team ¹3
(operators, electricians and I/C technician) to restore each UPS.

UPSlC: Found CB-1, CB-2 tripped an 'B-3 w n. CB-4 was closed and the
CB-4 motor operator (in the position) was lifted oif breaker
Removed P6 plug from the CB-4 motor operator and aligned the motor
operator to the ON position. Reset all alarms. Closed CB-1 and restarted
the unit. It started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply, Closed
CB-2, restored P6 plug and reinstalled,the motor operator for CB< back
on the breaker. Transferred the load to UPS power and put transier
switch in AUTO position.

UPS lD: Found CB-1, CB-2 closed an CB-3 was n. CB-4 was closed and the
CB-4 motor operator (in OFF posttton) was lifted off the breaker.
Removed P6 plug from the CB-4 motor operator and aligned the motor
operator to the ON position. Opened CB-1 and CB-2. Closed CB-1 and
restarted the unit. It started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply.
Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug and reinstalled motor operator for CE4
back oa breaker. Attempted to transfer load to UPS power but CB-3
would not close. It was found in tri sition. CB-3 was reset, the
motor operator was restored and the unit transferred to.UPS power. Put
the transfer switch in AUTO position.
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ATTACEBK.i'T 1 Page 4 oi5

Found CB-1 and CB-2 tripped an CB-3 was o . CB-4 was closed and
the C~ motor operator (in OFF

'
as lifted off the breaker.

Removed the P6 plug from the CB< motor operator and aligned the
motor operator to the ON position. Closed CB-1 and attempted- to restart
the unit., Closing CB-1 caused an inrush to the UPS and tripped the

upstream breaker, 2VBB-PNL301. breaker dl. Reset breaker in 2VBB-
PNL301 and reclosed CB-1 on UPS1A. Upstream breaker tripped again.
Wrote WR (WR 0'62319) and Deficiency tag to repair Rectifier section
of UPS1A. Unit left with CB-4 closed.

Found CB-l, CB-2 closed d CB-3 ope . CBA was closed and the CB-4
motor operator (in OFF posiu was lifted off breaker. Removed P6

plug from the motor operator and a1igned motor operator to ON position.
Opened CB-1 and CB-2. Closed CB-1 and restarted unit. It started up
and "synced" to the maintenance supply. Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug
and reinstalled motor operator for CB-4 back on breaker. Attempted to
transfer load to UPS power but CB-3 would not close. It was found in the

t:S.3 .d p «M d

attempted to transfer load to UPS power but CB-3 again would not close.
CB-3 cannot be reset due to a previously identified problem. Unit left
with CB-4 closed - on Maintenance supply power.
Note: %RP 138173 exists to replace CB-3.
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A7TACEBKNT 1 Page 5'oi 5

UPS1G: . Found CB-1, CB-2 tripped an CB-3 . CB4 was closed and the CB-
4 motor operator (in OFF position) was lifted oiibreaker. Removed P6
plug from motor operator and aligned motor operator to ON position.
Reset all alarms, Noted 575vac input to UPS. Closed CB-1. When CB-1
was closed it tripped its upstream breaker in 2VBB-PNL301. Breaker d7
in 2VBB-PNL301 was reset and CB-1 reciosed (succ ssiuily). The unit
was restarted. It started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply.
Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug. When restoring the P6 block the CB-4
motor operator went to the OFF position. Opened CB-2 and CB-1 and
removed logic power from unit to reset all logic. Reset motor operator
on CBA to ON position. Reciosed logic power, closed CB-1 and
restarted UPS. Unit started up and "synced" to the maintenance supply.
Closed CB-2, restored P6 plug and reinstalled the motor operator ior CB-
4 back on the breaker. Transferred load to UPS power and put transier
switch in the AUTO position.

NOTE: When a trip signal is generated wi it sends a shunt trip signal to both
CB-1 and CB-2. It also sen OFF signal to C - and an ON si
A voltage difference alarm will inhibit a cloanre o B<.

EVE

2 - W 2 - W

UPS1A Normal AC (US3-B)
UPS1A Maint. Supply (US5) X

X

UPS IB Normal AC (US3-B)
UPS1B Maint. Supply (US6)

X
X

UPS1C Norma1 AC (US3-B)
UPS1C MaiaL Supply (US5) X

X

UPS lD Normal AC (US3-A)
UPS lD Maint. Supply (US6)

X
X

UPS1G Normal AC (US3-B)
UPS1G Maint. Supply (US6) .

X
X
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Niagara Mohawk Kine %file Point Lnit 2 Event
of 13 August 1991 0::48

Qn August 13. 1991. at ':-'8 Alf the L'nit 2 phase B ge..erator step-up
-ansiormer aiied. Oscillographic records oi the event a.e avaiiabie .''rom a
digital data recorder at the Scriba Substation. They show various 3-'5 kV and
11 kV svstem voltages and currents. Figure A with notations is attached.

The iour cycles preceding the fault show no signs oi a gradual degradation or a
developing disturbance. The oscillographic traces and station protecuve relay
targets reported, indicate a ground fault occurred on the high voltage winding.
Depression of the 345 kV phase B bus voltage to about 399c oi the prior value
was observed from the oscillographic trace. This suggests the involvement of
onlv a portion of the entire winding. The 345 kV line currents and voltages
show rapid development oi the ground fault beginning at point I with the ground
current reaching a constant value of 1,300 amperes in 1 1/2 cycles at point 4.
The flashover in the faulted transformer occurs just preceding a maximum in
phase 2 to neutral voltage (as would have been expected) at point 2. The 345
kV linc current in an unfaulted phase increases in step iunction manner to 350~c
of the preiault value at point 3.

No high speed recordings of voltages or currents within the plant were
available. No sequence oi event recordings were available to correlate relay
operation times. Duc to the large amount of magnetic energy coupling the
generator rotor and stator, and known electrical parameters. thc decay oi fault
current contributed by the generator to the solidly connected transiormer would
have spanned a number of seconds as thc field decayed.

Relay operation targets reported were:

1. Transformer Differential Relay (Type BDD) on Transformer 2MTX-
XM1B.

2. Transformer Neutral Current Relay (Type IAC).

3, Overall Unit Differential Relays (Type BDD) in phases 2 and 3.

4. Generator Phase Overcurrent Relays (Type PJC) in phases 2 and 3.
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Follow ing isolation oi the generator and:z'ed transiorme.:rom the power =—..'i.
marked 5 on Figure A. only a single 345 <V phase to grourd voltage recora '.s

available. The magnitude oi this voltage on an uniaulted "nase is 7-'~c oi Ne
pre-iault value. Since generator neutral current is iver.ited to less than 8
~mperes, it is known that the iaulted transiormer appears as a line to line r'ault
~ith some impedance to the generator. By vial and error -aiculation, generator
line currents are iound to be 0, 1.9 and 1.9. muitiples oi the rated ~aiue oi
:1,140 amperes. The line-to-line voltages have magnitudes I 'Wc 7 '~c, and '5~v
oi the rated value of 25.000 volts. The decav oi this voltage ior 0.25 seconds oi
the recording has a measured time constant of 2.7 seconds. The calculated
value of the impedance of the faulted transformer as seen by the generator is
0.23 per unit.

Conditions prevailing during the six cycle time period following the iault. mari ed
2 on Figure A, cannot be determined with certainty. The exact nature oi the
fault within the transformer is not known and the physical evidence will be
strongly affected by the continued flow of energy from thc generator due to the
inherent time constant. The flashover oi only a portion oi the HV winding is
evident since the 345 line voltages to neutral remain at 397o, 86~o and 865o oi
the pre-fault values. The presence of "residual" in the measured 345 kV line
currents provides the evidence of transformer neutral to ground current. This
requires that the. fault involves a path for current to ground from the high
voltage wtnding. Recorded voltages and currents show a step change to new
values and no dramatic change during the umc period of the record, which
totals somewhat less than 1/2 second. It could be said they are "cleaner" and
less distorted than commonly seen oscillograph recordings oi faults.

Given these observations and since both the generator and the system were

supplying fault current into the faulted transformer, generator line-to-line
voltages preceding isolation would be expected to be greater than those

immediately following isolation.

It has been speculated that very high frequency energy (mHz region) may have

caused malfunction of logic and control circuitry in the UPS equipment. A
broad range of frcqucncics would be expected ia any arcing phenomenon such

as occurred in this failure. Nothing in the available data or design parameters

of the plant equipment would suggest an extraordinary generation or
propagation of higher frequency components. 'Ihc failure of a transformer and

internal arcing is not a rare occurrence. Comparison of oscillographic charts
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.;" .I IrM.'"'"fitstn oti:er ~ a."'5 .ilcw notzn Lnext".ec: d or unusug;-.
part:caviar:»1ure. It must be "orne n mind;hat:.'".e amp!tnt rate oi
;e=orde. is listed as 5.814 kHz and irequency;omporents in excess oi ".e..~aps
500 Hz ~ouid rot be accurateiy portrayed.

QE xperience in testing oi typicai "ower uansiormers (such as the L;:itt
Auxiliaries Transiormers) provides an indication oi the expected coupling
between windings at radio irequencies in the region oi ! megahertz: The
attenuation tactors range irom 1.000: 1 to 10's oi thousands: 1. Dire":
measurements could be made in this plant to determire attenuation tac:ors 'or
Individual transiormers over a range oi frequencies. These tests would 'e
made on non-energized transiormers using an RF signal generator and a
sensitive. calibrated detector.

Attached recent articles on electro-magnetic interierence. Referenc 1

discusses IEC 801.4 and the characteristics oi electrically fast transients.
Reference 2 discusses testing of ground connections.

v

The possibility of elevation of thc station grounding system as a result of this
disturbance was postulated. The relatively high level of ground fault current,
estimated at 1,300 amperes from the available recording, would not have been
conducted into the plant. This current can only flow in from the 345 kV system
for the 6 cycle period required for relay and circuit breaker operation to achieve
isolation., The generator ground current would have been limited to less than 8

amperes by the neutral grounding equipmcnt. Elevation or differences in
ground potential within thc plant would therefore not have been expected during
this event.

I

Reference 1 discusses the problem of,achieving a "super" ground and
concludes that a stable ground reference for interconnected equipment is of
greater significance. Since normally circulating ground currents are not
expected, testing with very low voltages and currents is recommended. emote

especially the recommendation to test with a frequency non-harmonically
related to the power line frequency..

Thc transformers stepping the voltage down to successively lo~er voltage
lcvch are connected in a manner to minimize coupling of power &equcncy and

higher frequency. components between thc various busses. Specific
configurations are:
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l. Normal Station Service Transtorner-
delta '5 kV to wye 13.8 kV w>th 400 ampe.e resistive grounding
on the 13.S kV side.

Load Center Transformers-
delta 1".8 kV to wye 4.16 kV with ~ ampere resistive
pounding on the -'.16 kV .->de.

Load Center Transformers-
delta 13.S kV or 4.16 kV to wye 600 volts with neutral soudiy
grounded on the 600 volt side.

4. Reserve Station Service Transformers-
wye 115 kV, delta 4.16 kV, wye 13.8 kV. The 13.8 kV neutral is
-'00 ampere resistive grounded. The 4.16 kV circuit is
connected to a zig-zag grounding transformer with a resistor in
the neutral connection, presumably for 400 amperes.

These configurations provide "effectively grounded" distribution busses as

defined in IEEE Standard 142 and will serve to limit transient over voltages.
This is in accordance with design practices deemed prudent and conservative
within the power industry.

The industry continues to review the effects of geomagnetic disturbances on

power transformers.

While no evidence is seen of voltage distortion in the four cycles preceeding the

failure, excessive duty could have occurred if these transformers had been

subjected to low level direct current previously. References 3 and 4 are

attached for perusal.
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Industrial Fquiprnent

F iecitreni CS in indLISCI"i@i
AppilcBtlfls
A Discussion of Fundamental EMC Principles for
Electronic Controllers in an industrial Environment

By ~4 iiiiam 0. Kimmei. PE
Ki.-..mei r a.ke A.ssocztes. i.:d

E"lic problems wuh:ndustf'a! =antra!s are
sggnvatea uy .;arsn envronmcf ts. med
: cnnorogres ana a!acx of uruiofm ElfC
;-ce res..'. s afuc:e i~i! oncentnte cn
:he common as:ec:s of eiec'=oruc controls
n an:ncusu..ar eninronment. «hrch is
;enerariy muon harshe. man thc oifice
ennfonmen:.

'~'hat:s tne:ndustnai enviro".~ent and
what can be cofc aoout:t.'.".e ennronment
ind des r.".e enure gamut oi:hc basic
:hreats. power disturbances. RFI, and
ESD. RFI and ,"ower disturbances may be
locally generated or not. Mixed lcchmlo-
s.cs compouf d:hc problem. Digtul circuits
afc used:o switch L'ne voltages via relays.
Afalog sensors arc input devices:o d.'gital
controls.

increasingly. .'here is a need for a

.copenuve !fort oetween the designen,
nunu:acturefs and '.".stallers to come up
«~th a rock.soud system. A common
complaint is t."zt L".e insuiiers or mamte-
narce people won't foikiw the installation
requirements. This may be uue, but it
must change. smce ~JMrc are pmbicms
wnich cannot "e solved at the board icveL
it is also t. e that manufactunrs often
specify insuilauon .cquircmcnts which are
not pracucal to implement. and there are
dccumented cases where the pnscribcd
rnsullauon procedures Hill cause nthcr
t."m cure a prana.

Thc!ack of uaikcm guidcbnes has ham-
pered EMC pm~eaa in the industrial
arena. Fortunately, the European Commu-
ruty is working to adopt the lEC 801.x
spccificasians, and domestic companies
would bc wise to adopt them. even if there
is no intention to export.

The Basic Thretste
The thfcc basic thfca'ts ta mduslrial

electronics an power disturbances. ndia
frequency intetfcrencc, and ESD.

Power Distu*anccs. Power distur-

EMC est h Design

banc s arc a weJ known:xcustr:ai problem;
in iac:. wnen a pfaoiem occurs. '".e Cat
thougn::s:o blame tne ",ower company.
Often "„ower quabty is a proc!em iespcciaJy
if gfounrung issues are includea). but the
pron:em:s almost sways genentea by.
adiacent equ:pment.

Tnciuonal pmblems with power include
spikes ana transients. sags and surges. and
outages. wiuch threaten tne erectrorucs vz
the power supply. These problems an
fairly wc!i documented and arc often solved
using "„ower condiuoners or UPS.

The mast con:mon power problems
confronung electrorucs today is Jic sag
which q>cally occurs dunng turn an and
the spikes wiYich typica!ly ace during turn
off of heavy biducuve loads. i~c saga
simply starve thc eiectmmcs.."he high
frequency tnnsicnts barrel right thraugh
thc supposedly .Jtcred power supply to
atuck thc electronics inside.

Digital circuits are most vubienble to
spikes which cause data errors or worse.
Analog circuits afc mast Yulncnblc to
continuous RF riding on top of the power.

FIPS PUB 94 pmvidcs guidelines on
electrical power for commercial computers.
This is good information. but beware that
factory power is much rxnsicr than commcr-
aal powcf.

Thc guidebf.cs of lEC 801.4 specifies an
clectricaily fast '~rent (EFTl that simu-
lates arcing and other high speed noise.
EFTs are quite short nnged —they
dininish rapidly with distance duc ta induc.
tance in the line. But at short nngc, they
arc dcvastatmg.

Unfortunately, attention is placed on thc
fmnt cnd of the e!Cctranics. the power
supply. With industrial contreh. the pmb.
ical Ls thc contmUcd cJcnscntso if thc
dcctranics s controlling line power. the
disturbances sneak in the badt cnd where
little or na protection exssts.

System ground. while not beng spccifi-

:SJv a power "stu.Cence - -"'-
s

thc c3la.cf sf rcslcuai
~vstuioanccs. Anv incus~oar oc
suac ure "as sign" aft "w
"ments cirrutrng:hro gn =.e
system. somcurncs cecause ifc seers
:ntcnuanaily dumped onto cNC groura
as with an arc weideri ana :-on:e.
because af uruntenuoniu coupbng sr ~

an rnaavcrtent connecaon between ne
ana gmund somewhere rn:he!Sc Jill.

Radio Frequency intefferencc.
dio ~uency interference ~«ccts
anaiog and digital cuctuts. witn
circints being geneniiy mare susceat
Surprtsmg to many. the prmcipie t.".c.
nOt the TV Or FM Suuan dOwn ShC r
but nther it is the hand hcid t~sr.
carried around by fact!ines personnei. A
watt ndio wul result m an elec'".c "ei
fivc volts/meter at a onc mctef usta
cnougn to upset many eiectrorucs syste:

lEC 801.3 specfics unmuruty to e!e.
fieids of oac to tcn voits pcr mi
depending on the equipment. «ith =,
volts per meter being Jic level for fi-,
cqurpmcnt. As can be seen!ram the ab

appmxtmauon. thee volts per meter is
an excessive nquifement, and even
volta per meter is fairly modest.

Elcctxoctadc D/scharges. Elec:
stauc disdiargc is an mtcnse short dura:
puhe, haveS a nsetunc of about .
nanosecond. This is eqravalcnt:o a bu
of 300 MHx intcrfcnncc. Suuc build:
of 15 kV are not uncoaunon.

Dry dimatcs, induding northern cbma

Wham Kimmdis a pnncipai with Kirnr
Gake Associates. Ltd. Ae &m spec
ises ia prcvenrmg and solving, electroirr.
netsc'ntcrste!Crsce and campaabQiry

tE'M@

pmbfcms. Mt. Kimrne! can
reached ar 1S44 N Pascai. St. Paul.:
S51N, af rdcpftanc ol2 330-3128.
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Stzt iz.
aCL'0

.=:; re '.. Ampzfier ce.-..wuiation. .=igu:e l. Trarsient:eecbacK pam.

enter. lifer )pporturvty !or ESD.
!Caus!nai env:rarmen!s. 'ivh:h .: moving
e -lament. a.e ioaaed wuh potenuai ESD
sour:es: r."ber ra!lets. 5«its. anc praduc.
:.on ou'.put sucn as plastic and paper !OUS,
4': add up:a 5 real ESD t."=eat. and cps
=.Cat is'ore hkely lo ocr~r cvcn in
;eiauveiy moist environments. Look 0 lEC
601.2.'or ESD stanaards.

Electronics Design
E!ec!rorucs:s generally the ultimate

vicum of interference. The ster'.Crence
:nas:ts way Wough varous paths!o thc
e!Cctroiucs cquipmcnt itself. Let's concen.
ate an wf~tcan nappen to your eiecuorucs

:;rom '.he back door. !hat:s. by direct
facuauon mto !hc electroiuc5 arri by con-
"uc:ea:n:ef.'erence:n."ough:he signal and
cont:oi lines.

Sensors. Low ievei sensors. such as

;.'.er...ocouples. pressure sensors, etc.. are
charactenzed by very low bandwldths and
.'ow signal:.evels. A maior Jurat to these
sensors is radio !requency mtcffcrencc,
either from ncaray hand hekl transmitters
or mare distance land mobs or 6xcd
transmit tc fs o

But:hese are high frequeacy, much
above!hc bandpaaa of yoar amphficr. right?
Wrong! Low frequency amplifiers arc
plagued by two yfeaomena! out ot band
response and aero ncufiuuon. These
combine to pnme false information on
lcveis to thc syaN!zt.

AU amphfiers have a normal bandpass.
typ!6cd by a 20 dB/decade roUaff or more
at the high end. But rcsonanccs duc to stray
inductance and capacitance wiU give fisc to
ampuficr response 6ve orders of magnitude
or more above thc narninai bandpaas of the
amplifier. This means an audia amplifier
will respond =to signals in the hundreds of
MHz.

The second aspect accurs when RF

encourters a zcfmeanty such as a scmican.
hue!or cevice. AU sucn devices give nse to
a DC:evei sf "'. inca confronted with RF.
!n a radio rece:ver t!tey are uUed detec-
tors. Noniireanues arc rnuunuzcd in linear
devices. but:here is always enougn to cause
problems. The pshot is that the ampiificr
demodWatcs t'.;e RF, 'generates an errone-
ous signal. and passes this errar on. This
effect is shown in Figure i. Outaut hnes an
sinu!arly affected. With capaciuvc coup!ing
back to thc maut.

The soluuon is to prevent the RF Ram
getung to thc ampii6er. either by shielding
or nltenng. Thc most common path to thc
amplifier is na an external signa! Eae fram
the sensor. but if t!!c electronics is not
shicided. diect radiauon to thc circ!at board
may also present a problem.

Assuming n1tcnng is the selected method.
use a hgh 'cquency 6lter, designed to
bkick signals up to I GHz or evea more.
Use fefntcs and high frequency upacitars.
Do nat rely on your taw frequency 6ltcr to
take out RF.

At the op alnp. you should also dccaupic
your pius and nunus power ta ground at thc
chip. Ifyour ground is carrying RF. you un
anticipate:he same problem mcnuaned
abave, 5lncc it w!U cofzllpt thc fefcrcacc
kvei.

Data Lines. Digital data liaes will be
upset by the RF problem aa in anaklg, but
the lcvc!s necessary to upset arc higher.
Instead, digital data tines are much mora
susccpubic to transient ghtchcs. Al signal
lines should be 6!tered to pass oaly the
frequencies necessary for opera!son. It tha
threat lies in the bandpass of thc signaL
then shielding or opacal links wiQ be
needed.

Switched Power Linea. This refers
specifically to the power being coatroUed

by the cantroger device. Industrial control-
lers are commoruy tasked to control pawcr

:o hcavy equiamcnt. wi„c.". '5 z.-.gc! 5

by heavy starung '.Oacs snd:nc„cnv»
at turn olf. Typically ti'e e~~r~-

switcn Jnc powef using fciavs Qf
This exposes t!ie back ena of '".c ccn
to suastanaal line transients. wren 5

~ back!o ~ curat power ana gfaunc
disrupt '".e d gita! cirratry ss shci
Figurc 2.

It i5 mandatory that '".e 'nsier!
rents bc diverted or blockea. Since
digital system cannot ~tnszard '".e —.

ludes likely to occur witn an uicucave
Mesa specai steps arc taken.

Self janutung can ae Unutca by c "n'-
when you switch '.he ".ne.;sing
crossing devices. Of pafur~:mar.
'is thc turn off. smce '"zt:5 w;.en

cave kick occurs.
IfaU power switcning used zero eral

devices. the transient .'Cveis m tnc fac
would be dramauuilv rcducca. "nf:
nattily, that goal is weil off in Pe fu'.

Unul then. expect Mt high voltage pc

transits willoccur. and they must be <

with.
Optiul coup!Cfs andreiays do not prc

suffiacnz isoiauon by themseives. T
high upaatatice provides an excellent
frequency patho and if they afc stackc
m an array, the capacitance wi6 add u

pass suzpfiaingiy low frequencies. p.
capacitaaxs un't be eiinuiatcd, but
can design your control circuits to muur
caupbag paths and to maxnmzc 'ow un
ance akcfnatc paths.

Transient suppressors should be inst:
at thc load. which is the source of the sp
but they can be instaUed at the contrt
as weil.

An intCreating effeCt OCCurs when C

bining zero crassmg SCR regWators
lo» level sensors which use line freque
noise cancehng techniques. Vefv sensi
sensors somcnmes are lamp:ea. af

luiy Angus!
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VAC

Hiqri Currcnc
DC ~CifaftlCS I

Electr once@

;macon:ncustrai cowe. -uppiy. .clare 4.. !ui::pie g.euro catns.

„"ower -,c!e:":ancei the ine
:; cc'ncv:cmponent. i::.;e sa...o;e occurs

:: : !.:Se average :o :ne sensor vnil be
.Ssc'..:Oa an e.-.or ail 'c:ccorCed.

System Design and Installation
Gree ee c!ectrorucs is designed. it

=c omcs a problem of the system mtegrator
'nc instiller:o ersure:hac me elcctrorucs
:s:rounded with tre environment 'or whch
:: was des:gncd. Most of ihc arne. this
worx is per.'ormed by power experts and
e ectnctans. and they are not always aware
s':hc inter'.crcrce problem. Often. on site.

e power quality is blamed!or the equip-
r.;cnt anomalies. But thc problem can often
be avoiccd by ioilovnng a few basic prmct-
plc $ .

The:ndustnal control devce:s either
integrated nto a system at '.he!actory or
insta'ed seoarateiy on site. Contra!lcrs
harcie a varety of devices such as motor
speed controls. positioning devices. weld-
ers. ctc. !nterferencc presented to the
e!ect oiucs can be sigruficantly reduced by
appropriate ...easurcs oucside of the eicc-
trciucs box.

There is no way to accurately assess the
threat vnthouc test data. But regardless of
the uifot..auon avahbic, much can be
accomplished by correct insta!!ation. and it
doesn't cost much if done ac thc start.
Retmics become costly, especially if ac.
compatued vnth faccocy down arne.

Let's consider 0~ same pmbicms fmm
a system standfght. Your goal is to Unit
the interference wheh must be handled by
thc clectmnics.

Direct radiation to the cicctmnics is not
often a pmbicm in an indusail envimn-
mcnc. but rc does occur. and most often with
a plastic enclosure. The NEMA type
enclosures provide enough shiekhng'or
most industnal needs. lfyou don't want to
usc a metal cnclosurc, bc sure '0 gct
electronics which wdl withstand the RF
whch wtil occur.

E%'IC Test h De .cn

!.fore sren:.'.e srco!Cm:5 conaucteo.
e:ire. '.a power cr grourd. The prooicm
:ccurs C'e:o power.ano g.ound ~stur.
:arces causca ".y ™eecuipment. !t:s an ail
:co common pracuc:o oew contrcder
power .Om ''".c same source as feeds ti:c
power eqtupment. ~i. s power may provice
'bc ~ cccssafv ene gy to drive ' equip
nlcnt ~ but lt s sot sllltaoic to power ta c
e!ec:rorucs."Figure 3).

Hopefuily. ail inausaial equipment will
have elecaonics powered from a separate
!ow power 120 volt circmt. ft solves several
probleni5. Fi:St.:t separatc5 thc eiccaon-
ics power froin ti:e "robaoly very noisy
industry graCC power, prevcntmg
svntclung transients and startup sags fmm
geaing to the eiectroixcs. Second. if it is
necessary to condiuon t&electmtucs power
tmm an exter."M pmbiem. it is far cheaper
to condiuon the watts needed for e!cctranic5
power t!tan:t is to condition the kilowaas
required by the system.

if power cannot be separated. then u is

necessary to provide a bui!erpmof power
supply. preferably mctutting an isoiaaoa
transformer, to separate the entire power
supply from Jie eiectrM equipment.

Ground Noise. Ground noise. inevita-
ble in industnal envtmnments. must be
diverted from the electronics modidc.
Multiple grounds in a system wiQ often
result in ground curreiit5 circe!a
the equipment. and ground noise arcuiating
through the clectmtucs path will cause
maifuncion. Figure 4 shows some typical
gmund loop «tuauons.

A common approach is to demand 5 super
earth ground. T/us is good, but it is noc a

cure ail. and often a super gmund cannoc
be achieved, no maaer ho» yoa ay. Ho»
do yoil gct a super ground fmm thc third
Ooor! The real needis to gec a stabks gmund
reference to ail interconnected cquiptnents.
if this equipment is c!Oseiy hated. then a

very low impedance interconrtcct is feasi-

ble.
Power conditioners are ofccn tasked to

"m:nate RF t. pcunc -.cise.
worx. but:nese orso.'ems .'an te
vnth an:soiaucn '~rs -.—...Cr '= ..;
.".Cutrai to grouro noise anc ~«.. =.'!:
"w alters. So ycu may wan::::
.expensive aoprcacn Cat.

Data l.inks. Data iris are !'";:
over the entire!acu'r). Cxposirif:.-.
two ptmciole cf!Ccts. grour.o ccise 5,

pickun. Grouno noise vnil cause w:a
unless the eiectrorucs has been cesi~.
accommodate potcnaal oifferer.ces c
eral volts or more. Ths s accom:
with differential dnvers and rcce:vers
must bc direct coupled. Got:cat ".Ok

eventually take. over these uris.
Thc other aspect is RF picxup..'ce

«vc shicMcd cable is sulcaole:c:
purpose. Ground boch ends! Do cot
single pomt gmund tcciuucues:o RF
low frequency ground loop prooier..
threat, then one cna can bc cap»:
grounded.

Summary
fndusata! electromcs are subjectec,

harsh envimnmcnt. Good design and;
lation techniques will mimnuze prooie,
thc acid. Adherence:o the Eu=.
standards. lEC 801.x is a good star:.
ifyou are only markeung m thc USA.
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Industrial KquIpment

KqLIlplTlentGrwnd Scnding-
Designing fer Performance
andf Life

A Dlscussfon of Ground Connection FundamentaIs to Control EMI

By D.B.L. Durham
Dytecna Ltd. UK

Thc prob!em .f achieving saustactory earth
'onds or pound connecuons has plagued
EMC engineers for many yean. no! only
because tnc bonds are often viQl for the
achievement of saasfactory equipment pcr-
.'omancc but because they affect the!Ong
:crm performance of equipment after it has
been introauced into service.

Recommendaaons on bonding have ex-
:stca in tl~ form of nulitary specifications,
sucn as Nfil Std I310. Mil 188-124A and
lfil-B5081 (ASG) for some years and these
have generagy proved sausfactofy for most
new builds. However. these speciacaaons
have cer~ Iinutaaons in that they gener-
ally do not specify consistendy low levels
of bond impedance. nor a suiable test
method. iie introduction of ncw EMC
specuicaaons ht Europe with the EEC
Dirccave on EMC aad the requirements for
'ong tean stabiHty in EMC characteristic
has directed the UK naHtafy to review
cxisung spcciScaaons and Introduce a ncw
Defence Standard to aghtca up perkcm-
ancc requirements for naQary equipment.
Def Stan ~ (PIrt 1)/1 haa beea intro-
duced to address !Aarea as far aa mobile

uons arc concert+4, btft the requirements
should have unphcatfoaa ia industrial apph-
catlons and over the whole ekctfonics
market ifIong tenn product pcffornQace is
to be guaranteed.

Bond Dcgradatfon
Earth or ground bonds arc gencragy

considered essenaal not only for safety
reasons, but as a means of divcnmg EM
currents, "locking" circuit boards and

cqmon.cnt to a stable ground point, achicv.
ing adequate Icvcls ot cabk shickhng and for
many other .Casons. Many designers un-
derstand the requirement for shot!. fat bond
Iead5 to nun!ause ground ulductancc but
fcw appfccQfc UQt a cf.'acal a5pcct is thc
connecaon resistance wnh which the bond
strap is attached to the equipment ground
point. Ae basic requirement of any bond
is that it should have aa Iow aa impedance
as possibk (unlesa it is a dchbefatc induc-
uve bond to inut ground currents). The
impedance is a combinatioa of the resisave
and the inductive components. The resi-
tive element is a funcooa of the bond strap
resisavity, cross secaonal area and length.
scc Equation l, whSst thc inductive compo.
nent is a more compkx funcaoa of the bond
strap chafactensacs as shown in Equatke 2.

R~— f1)
A

2f b+ c1
L —

L
In —, 05 02235 —

J2n L b~c 2r J
f2)

where R rcsisancc. q ~ resistivity. f~
length. A ~ arcs. ii, ~ pcrmeaMity of free
space. l. ~ inductance. ii, ~ relative
petmeabihty, b ~ strap width. aad c ~ strap
thckncss.

The frequency at which the iadactiva
dement dominates thc impedance expres-
sion when calculating the total iaductaaa
is. from Equaaon 3, typicaily 1 kHs. lt wil
be scen therefore that to aS intcat3 aad
purposes thc boild cxccpt at DC and power
ffcqucacics, 'may bc assumed to bc an

Mlctancc. At very .''gh frccucnc:cs
stray catQciancc across the s~o
donunatc. This means t."zt:hc 'oit =

across a bond is genemlv a hxaor
educ!ance and frequency. Based on vh
Law this volt drop is snown in . quauc:
For tfansiems the voIQgc c.-.p is sive
Equaaoa i.
Z ~ R'+ ~'L'

lZ ~JaU

V~-L—dl
dt

where Z ~ strap impedance. cu rat
frequency, V ~ voltage, ana l ~ ~nt.

From this. thc higher the inductance
more isolated the circuit or box bccoir
from gtaund. This caa hive sigrunc:
effects on equipmea!. inchiding enhanr
ment of anise inject omo circuits. rcdk
don of Star perfonnance. and !oss
cocnttaancatioa range. From a TEMPER
standpoint it may result ia more radian
from equpaxmt. lt would seem fram tt
that the criteria for aay bond is t.
iadixtatxe aad hence the choice of short i

David Dur/Qtn served /or 21 yean in a
afNsh Anny. where he gained his degrc
in ts!cancat cagimetntg. After service in
variety aF appcaaancitts hc reared to jo
tfie Racaf SES company as thc Tcchmc
hhmtgcr respoasiMc /or thc design af
dttehpascaf af comaxtaicaaon system
ln 19M hcjoined Dytecna as the Manage
af the Engineering Divis/on. and now
cufrentfy Techicsl Muffcang Manage..

July/August !9!
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F:g„fc .:. 3ona fcsrsuncc. f '.gufc -. fcuf wfe Qndgc fescrhoa.

bend straps. However, an analys s zf:he
bond inaucunce shows that fof a bond strap
oi l00 mm iong,! 5 her ildc and 2 mm r."ack

Ae irr.pc.ance at 1 NIHa will bc 3.8 Ohms.
l: sounds extremely sirrpie. but work
performed in the USA and L'K shows:hat
d an cfrcr is nude:n ke way the strap:s
rcnrwarcd rhea a progressive increase in
:he fesisunce of the band strap to box
iuncuon ~ acct as r!le equipment ages.
Eventually rhe resistance wrti begrn ro
exceed hundreas of ohms and may eventu-
aRy go open c curt. This can negate thc
effect of the bond strap compieteiy as part
of thc EMI protecdon.

ti/hat happens with bonds to cause this
change.'ssen'lly a ground connecuon is
a sencs of f:,pedances from thc strap
r."rough to rhc ground matenai, as shown
in Figurc I. Each poet of contact contnb-
utes to rhc roul band per'.Ormance. As a

result. a change in any contact condition caa
result in a change in the total bond
resonance. As is weil appreciated, the
contact .esistance between two meta1 sur-
faces is a hncuon of the pressure. The
prcssure excr.cd by the tip of a drawmg pin
!s vastly ycarcf than that fmm thc thumb
pressing by itself. Thus the canuct fram a

sharp poet yves a mch higher pressure
r.'ran a iht point afrd rchre tower contact
resisunce. Measure~ have showa that
sharp poets enable eaahct resistance of a

few micmohm to be achieved whiht simihr
pressures on tht surfaces result ia mR-

iiohms of contact resistance. It might be
'eltthat thcrc is little'or no difference

between these values. but in reality there
is, An essenual aspect of a good bond is
that it should remaia so after the equipmcnt
has entered use. High pressures aho have
the effect of squecziag out corrosive maten-

, als and insulaung rrJms. The fonncr causes

EMC Test & Design

pfog.essive dcyadauon oi bonds. wtulst
the tatter can reduce:he f'c crcy of thc
bond '-om the moment:: is installed. It is
paruculariy impofu.".t e commumcauons
systems, where nlte.s are esutted and
shielded cable;ernunauons are made Blat

bards are of:ow fesisuacc and feue
rheir penonnance.

Bond Performance and
Mcasraz'ctacht

Expenence has shown over a number of
years that !or iong rcfm consistent bond
performance a low value of resistance must
be achieved. This is typically 1.S mrthohms.
fn Def Stan ~ (Part 1)/1 the value has
been set at a maximum af 2 rrugiohma. This
level is measured througn thc individual
bonds. Thc logic betund ~ tcvd is
twofald. Firstly. Cxpenence has shown that
with conununrcauona equipment in panicu.
hr this value af bond resistance is required
ifconsistent performance is to be achieved
ia terms of reception cf6cicncy and trans-
mission ehafactcnsucs. This is particrrhriy
so for TEMPEST pmtcctcd equipments.
The secoad point is that rf the bond has a
higher rcsisuncc then there is a significant
likelihood that progressive dcgrarhaoa wRI
occur aad the bond resistance wiR ecreasc
in value. There wul then be a pmgrcsaive
loss in performance.

The mae pmbtcm with measuring boad
resistances is that it should be measured
usiag a low voltage/current tectaaque.
Most techniques to date for asaessarg safety
invahrcs driving a hrge current thmugh thc
bond. This checks the bond's aMity ta
catty curreat but does aot

necessarily

chec
its EMI pmtecuon perfonnance. Tbe rea-
son is that many bonds may when in aonnal
usc have a high fesisuncc duc to oxide aad
greasy Sms. but when subjected to a high

current Je hyers cat o ara ~ c
caco. After thc cuf;cnr:s . Cmovea ".c "'.
can return. Thus tugh ce-.cnt icchruau~
afc nat fccollelcndcd !Or:esca:g
bonds. Thc new Defence uncafd e
G< speciaes a maximum pmbc voiragc
100 rnrcmvotts. This represents r)picky
pmbe current of S0 rnrttianps under;ho:
circuit (( 1 re) condiuons..hs
isuttticicat to destroy surface "~~s. Th
chasrc method for measunng iow fesrsurz
haa been to use a four 'rcfmear 'of.dge
showa in Figure 2. In this case the c —.Cr
is dnvcn between two poets ahd
voltage across the sample is measured one
a higtl fcsrsuncc pfooc. iris fcraovcs
effects of the probe cantact resistance an:

'eadresistance. This is generally consic,
crcd to be a hboratory method as ee us~',

of four conucta caa bc awkward. Ifrhe!ea:
'csisuacecaa be removed by a catibrauoi,

tec}uatrre then the four tcnneais may ar
'eplacedwnh a two tefuunal system.

h further possible fetinemcat to '"~
tccJeique is to use a frequency that is no
OC or 50/60/400Ha. In this case 10.4 H:
haa been choaca. If an acuvc Ster is uscc
to Ster out ail other electrica noise. rhcf
it is possible to use the bond resisuncc
meter on powered up systems. It is worm
noung that at ttria frequency thc elpcdarlcc
ia stiR hrgcty represented by rcsisunce
rather thaa iarkactaacc. Thc two tcnnear
mcthad is showa ia Figure 3.

Tbe iirtroductloa of new EMC/EMI
speci5catioaa in Eumpe haa made a morc
important that once made the bonds have
coasiatcat kmg tenn pefforfaancc. Ttds
raeaaa mcaauriag on periodic inspecaon anc
after maintenance. It is an essenual aspect
of iasuriag consistent performance. It '."~s

been shown that within months apparcn Jy
good bonds caa dctcnofatc !0 iugh fcsls.
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f:K ~military Experience

used v Qa< c""

::.".er e."feels ail:c- ncu:e '" '".ns;=
duct!Oi!!n equiatncnt . ":cncy '..

aaditv. Thc secard c.".ec: wrJc.-. s

VFP proalems..J!n aralysis -::."-
.auurcs lrcm ..JJtary . c!!aciatv
SrOwn that VFF OC:OCntS Can ae X:r.
.;Igh. pantcuiany,n .".urrJd tumatcs.
;".as been parnally canc:.-..ea by rem>.-.s
:he Culf War when all la;ces ."x..
mcrease:n ava!!ab!lity af cquipr.:crt ...
dner chmate. Many fa!Jts are duc:-
ckctncal contacts in carcec'.Ors. aut 4 .
"..umber have been:denuned as xces
EMl induced mraugh poor grouaa "",
This mav oe caused bv c:I3!er a!oosc;;1
strap or connector tenrJnaoon:o tne-
A sigtuncant improi:cment ..-. ~u:c.-.
availability and performance is cxae.
when more recent stausucs ar anaiyse

The introduction:nto thc Bn"sn .-'..

servtcc of Pe Ovtec".a Bond Resists
Test Set —DT l09 .".as cnaoled :.-.e

nuhtary to measure bond resisianc.s
installed equipment and reduce;..e
curaoccs of VFF errors. Tre "K .. "-.
mcasurcmcnt procedure uses a two: .-
nal bndge method and an accurate
maT!Ohm caiibratton stardard. in':s ntc
urcment procedure and cquipme1t:s

'n

usc by other VATO nat:ans and c:
where by rtaiitaty and naval forces wro.=-
rccoyuacd the same problem.

Cottcluliono
The prabkms with ground bonds ';.o-

bccomc sigm6cant with the deve!o pmer.t
sensitive and secure coiiunumcauons ccu:
meat. This coupkd with an increasmg Oc-

to achieve higher and higher levels of
E.'rotectionhas lead to an increased cmphas

being placed on the effectiveness of ail typ
of system gfoundsH ThcscH fllrthcr roH

bincd with a requirement to cnsurc the!or
bfc of systems once ilt sc Mcc. haI

resulted ht the assessment that bonds ar

tcntuttations are one of the pnmary caus<

of EM fat|ures in systems. The requiri
meat to test these is clear. however:..
means to do so have not always bcc
avadabk to engineers.

iu v AUa 'st
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Panel Session

PES Summer Meedng, July 12, 7989
Long Beach, California

John G. Kappenman, Chairman

Power System Susceptibility To
Geomagnetic Disturbances:
Present And Future Concerns

John G. Kappenman, Minnesota Power
The effects of Solar.Geomagnetic Olsturbancaa have been
observed for decades. on power systems. However. the pro-
found impact of tha March 13. 1989 geomagnetic distur-
bance has created a much greater level of concern about the
phenomena in the power Industry.
Several man-made ayatams have suffered disruptlona to their
normal operat)on See to the occurrence of geomagnetic phe-
nomena. Moat ot Oa marinade systems. such aa commu-
nications, h'ave beet made lese suaceptlbi ~ to the phenom-
ena through technological evolution {microwave snd fiber-
optlc have replaced metall)c wire systems). However, the
bulk transmission system, If anything, ia more susceptible
today than ever before to geomagnetic disturbance events.
And lf the present trends continue, it la likely the bulk trans-
mission network willbecome more susceptible In the future,
Some ot the most concafrling trends are: 1) Tha transmission
systems of today span greater distances of earth-surface-
potenttal which result In the flow of larger geomagnetically-
IEEE Power Ealincaring Review, October )989

Induced currents in the system. 2) the interconnected svs
terna tend to be more stressed by large rsgion-to regior
transfers, combined with GIC which willsimultanaouslv turr
~very transformer in the bWk system into s large rssctiv~
power consumer snd harmonic current generator and 3) ir
general, large EHV transformers. static var comoensators ant
relay systems are mora susceptible to adverse influence snr
microperation due to GIC.

TRhNSFOSMEE OPERhTlON

The primary concern with Gaomagnatfcallv-Induced Cur-
rents la the effect that they have upon the operation of lsrgt
power transformers. The throe major affects produced by GIC
in transformers Is 1) the increased var consumption of the
~ffected transformer. 2) the Increased even and odd hsrmon.
Ics generated by the half~ saturation, and 3) the possl-
bll)t)ea of aalu)pment damaging stray flux heatlhg As ia wah
documented, the presence of even a smaN amount of GIC
I20 amp! or Ieaa) wN cause a large power transformer tc
half~cia saturate. The half')e aaturatk)n dlstonad excit-
ing current ls rich ln even and odd harmonica which become
Introduced to the power system. T)te distortion ot the excit-
ing current also determines the real and react)ve power re-
quirements of the tranetormer. The saturation of the core
steel, under hatf~e aaturat)on. can cause stray flux to en-
ter structural tank members or current windlngs which has
tha potandal to produce severe transformer heatlnp.

I'
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SU'i<POT CYCLES tt'iD CEOl(AC'iETiC
DISTL'HBhNCE CYCLES

On t".e average. solar acavitv, as nleast.rea ov '." «r =cr-
cntntv st.nsgots. 'attcws an 1(.year =vc:e. "0 ='sscr

sunsoot cycle 2 ..aa ~:s i.ininum in Seoterrccr '"=86. 5
:s exaectaa to oeax in '90-1991. Gcoi agnet:0 'tc =
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output of:ne currant transformer is distortaa.
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~ Slower than Desired Operation. the oresence ot GIC
."an easilv build up hign (cvets of atfset or remanent
'!ux in a current transformer. The high GIC inaucea off-
set can significant(y reduce the CT, time.to-saturatian

„far af!5et tault Currente.

i
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0
(taMast of the retav, and protective system rnisogerations that

are annbutea to GIC are directly caused by same malfunc-
aon aue to the harsh harmonic environment resulttng from
targe gower transformer half-cycle saturatian. Current trans-
!armer response errors are more difticult to directly associate
with the GIC event. For example i'n the case of CT reman-
ence. the CT response error may not occur until several aays
after the GIC event that produced the remanence. Therefore.
these tvpes of failures are mare difficultto substanaato.

F(sure 1. Vcttctlanc of the Yscrtv.Avsrcoca Sunsoot Number ana
Qcemcencttcctlv 0(sturttcd Ocvc!rom t 932-1986.

cycles fram 1932 to 1986 (2. 3l. Nots that the geonlagnetic
disturbance cycles can nave 0 aauale peax. one of wntcn can
lap the sunspot cycle geek. While geomagneac acavttv in tne
present cycl~ is expected to maximize in aogroximateiv
1993-1994, severe geomagnetic storms can occur at anv
time durtng the cycle: tho K.9 storm of March 13, 1989 was
a striking cxampte.

CONCLUSIONS

EhRTHQURFhCE POTENTIhL AD
GEOMhGNETIChLLY L%)UCEDWLR RETTS

T1le CurOral elcctrojots produce transient fluctuations in the
~orth's magnetic ffald dunng magnetic «orms. The eann is
~ conductinp sphere cnd portions of ft exgerience this ame-
varying magnet(c field. !osu(t(ng in on induced earth-surf ace-
potontfof (ESP) that can have votuos of 1.2 to 8 vo(tstkm (2
to 10 volts/mil~ ) during severe goomognetfc storms in re-
gions of low earth conductivity (4).

Geomagnetic Disturbance Causes
And Power System EEects

Electric power systems became exposed to the ESP thraugn
tho grounded neutrals of wy~onnectsd transformers at the
opposite ends of long transmission lines. ao shown in Figure
2. The 8SP acta as on ideal voltage source impreseca be-
tween tho grounded neutrals end has a trcauency of one to
o fow m(l(lhora. Tho goamagnot(coffy-induced currems (G (C)
are thon determined by dividing tho ESP by the eauivalent ac
resistance of the porollofod transformer windinge cnd tine
conductors. Tho GIC Io o quos&lftoat current. and va(uos in
excess ot 100 amporoo hove been moosurod in transformer
noutro(s.

As evident by the March 13th blackout in tho Hydro Quebec
svstem and transformer heating tailures in tno eastern US,
the power industry is facing cn immediate and serious chal-
lenge. The power industry is more suscegtibl ~ than ever to
the influence ot geomagnetic disturbances. And tho industry
will cananue to become mare susceptible to this phenome-
non un(ese concerted eftarts are rnsdo to develop mitipaaon
techniaues.

Vernon D. Albertsoa
University aE Mif~ta
SOLhR ORICINS Ot'EOMhGi~IC STORMS

The solar wind is o roriflod plasmo of protane ond ~ lectrons
emitted from the sun, The solar wind is affected by solar
flares. coronal halos, and dleappoonnp tilamonts. and tho so-
lar wind peraclos (ntoroct with the earth's magnetic field to
produce auroral currents, or auroral ~ Ioctrajito. that follow
generally circular paths around the goomopnotfc palea at si-

c titudes ot 100 kilometers or moro (1). Tho aurora borealis i~

visual evidence of the auroral oloctrojoto in the northern

16

POWER SYSTKVl EFFECTS OF GIC

The per.phoeo GIC in power transformer windings can be

IEEE Posycr Enlincering Review, Ootober (989
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Figure 3. induced Eartri surtsca po<anuai lsspl pioduoing Qsomag.
~eucsiiy induced Currents rdlCI in Powor Systams.

msnv ur es forger:nan:ne RMS ac magneuiung cur ent. 4.
suiung .r. a dc oias of trans!crmer core <lux. as in Figure 3.
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O.di'he Hydro-Quebec System

Blackout OE March 31, 1989
id.O)
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Rgura 3. OC Blas of Transformer Coro F4e Duo to QIC.

The half.cycle saturation of transformers on a power system
is the source of nearly all operating and equipment proolems
caused by GIC's during magnetic storms. The direct conse-
quences of the halt.cyclo transformer saturation are:

~ The transformer becomes a rich source ot even and
odd harmonica

~ A greet increase in inductive vera drawn by the trans-
torrnar

~ Possible drastic stray leakage flux effects in the trans-
former with resulting excessive tocaUaed heating.

There aro a number of effects duo to tho gonoratton of high
feveia ot harmonica by system power transformers, includ-
ing,

~ Overloading of capacitor banda
~ Posaiblo mfsoporotfon ot retoyo
~ Suatainod ovorvottogos on longline energization
~ Higher soooadory ore currents during single-polo

switching
~ Higher ciragC breaker recovery voltogo
~ Qvorfoodlneef hormontc fltfyrsof HVOC converter ter-

minals. ond dtotortfon in tfio oc voltage wave shape
that may result in toss of dc power transmission.

The increased Inductfvo vora drawn by system transformers
during halfcycfo saturation aro suNcfent to cauao intoler-
abto system vottogo depression, unusual swings in MW and
MVARflow on transmission fines, and problems with gener-
ator var limits in somo instances.

In additfon to the hatt-cyclo saturation ot power trans-
formers. high levels of GIC can produce o distorted response

IREE Power Eoguteerjog Review, Oetobee l989

Daniel Soulfet',
Hydro-Quebec

Qn March 13. 1989, an exceotionally intense magneuc storer
caused seven Static Var Comoansators ISVC) on the

735-k'etworkto trip or shut cfown. These comoensetors are 4S
sential for voltage control and system stability. 'ryith tne:
toss. voltage aropped and trequency increased. his feo 1:
system Instability and the tripping of all the La Grande trans
mission lines thereby deoriving the HQ system of 9500 MV«
Ot generat1On. The remaining pOWer SyStem Cctlapaad Withir

'econdsof the loaa of the La Grande network. The svster.
blackout affecte ~ tt but ~ few substations isolated onto lo
cal generating stations,

Power was gradually restored over a nine hours period. 04-
'aysin restoring power were encountereo because of dam-
~

aged equfpmont on tho La Grande network and problems witn
cold load pickup.

I'YSTEMCONDITION PRIOR TO THE EVEÃ!S

Total system gonoratfon prfor to the events was 21 500 MW.
moat ot it coming from remote power-generating stauons at
La Grande. Manfcouagon and Churchftt Fafta. Expons to
neighboring Systems totaUod 1948 MW of which 1352 MW
were on OC intorconnoctions. The 735-kV transmission net-
work waa todod at 90% of tts stability limtt.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

At 2:45 a.m. on March 13. a very intense magnetic storm
ted to the consequential trfp or shut down of seven SVC's.
Containing tho impoct of the event through operator inter-
vention was impoaaibto aU SVC'a having tripped ot csssod to
function wfthln ~ one minute porfod.

A fow seconds t8-g s.i after the loss of the teat SVC, all five
735.kV lines ot tho Lo Grando transmission network trippeo
duo to an out of stop condltton. Thoso line trips deprivecl the
system ot 9500 MWof generation and subsequently led to a

complete system collapse.
17
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GENERhL OBSERVhTIONS ON THE SYSTEM
BEHhVIOA

hc svstam blackout wes caused bv loss of all svC on La
Grancc Nctworx. Seven SVC:ripped or stooped funcaoning.
Prior to and during tne event all the OC intarconnecaons be-
naveo orooerly. No rclav false tnos or misooeration of special
protection systems ware observed. Telecornmunicaciona
ware not affected. No equipment damage was directly atcnb-
utable to GIC but once the system split. some cquipmenc waa
damaged due to laad rciection overvoitagas.

REMEDlhL hCTIONS ThKEN

Since the event. the following actions were implemented:

~ SVC protection circuits have been readjusted on four
SVC's so as to render their opereaon reliable during
magncac storms similar work is being performed on
tne four remaining SVC's.

~ Energy, Mines and Resource Canide now provides Hy-
dro.Quebdc with updated forecasts on the probability
of magnaac disturbances. Those forecasts are used by
thc System Control Center dispatcher to position the
transmission system within secure limits.

~ A.C. voltage asymmetry is monitored at four key lo-
caaons on the system (Souchorvilto, Arneud, LG2.
Chdtgeaguayt. Upon detection of e 3% voltage asym-
rnetry at any one loceaon, the system control center
dispatcher ia alermod and will immodietely take action
to position system transfer Iovote within secure limits
if this bean't etroody been dane boceuso of forecasted
magnetic activity.

OPERhTING LIMNIDURING
MhGNETIC DISTURShNCES
(hND hLERT SITUhTIONS)

The foIIowing operecfng Omits are now being applied:

~ $ 0% safety margin shell bo applied on maximum trans-
fer limits.

~ Maximum transfer limits shell not take into account tho
availability of static componaetors doomed unreliable.

~ Adjust the loading on HVOC circuits to be within the
40% to 90%, or lese, of tho normal full load rating.

18

GIC EFFECTS VERSUS CORE hND WINDING
CONFIGURhTIONS

Principal concerns in this oiscussion are for "HV svste. ~

witn grOunded Y tranafOrmer banka prOViding ConCi.oa."=
oaths for GIC and zero sequence currents. Core ano wine:nc
configurations reaoond differently to zero sequence ooen c:r.
cun currents and to GICa. Note: aa used here. tna term "open
circuit"refers to testa oorformed with all delta connecacns
opened or "broken." For exampl ~ . the three-onase tnree ieg
core form transformers are ieaa prone to GIC induced satu-
ration then three.obese aheH form transformers. But. both
core form and shell form sing! ~ phase transformers are sus.
ceotiblo to GIC induced saturation.

Winding and lead arrangernenta reaoond differentiv '.o QIC
induced core saturation aa well. For example. tha current cis.
tnbuaon within pareil ~ I winding paths and within low voitage
leads depends upon the leaxage flux oaths and mutuyi ccu-
pling. Losses within windinga and leads mey cnange sigr.:fi-
cantly under GIC induced saturaaon owing to tne cnange in
magnetic field intensity, H, and the resultant cnanges in tne
boundary condiCions for the leakage field path.

EDDY LOSSES IN STEEL MEMBERS

The changes in the megnettc intensity, H, and the magneac
boundary conditions reauiting from the GIC excnaaon bias
can increase the loaaoa in steel plate. the losses tor fields
parallel to the plane of the plato increase nearly aa the square
of H. Nate also that the level of tosses increase approxi-
mately aa the square root of the frequency of H, owing to the
~ ffect of dopth of ponotreaon. The magnetic field along yoke
clamps end log plates in coro form transformers and in Tee
beams and tank plate In shell form transformers closeiv
mecchea the magnetic gradient in the coro. Arose of the tank
and core clempe are subjected to cho winding leakage field.

'f

clio coro secufetosi 'tho megnoac field lillproaaod upofi 'ttle
ateot mombors may rise ten co one hundred times normal duo
to the aecurectotc end the effects of the leakage field. The
Ioaeoo in tho scoot mombors wNI rico hundreds of times nor-
mal, even under hetf~ securecion. On tho steel surfaces.
~ dcty lose density mey rise ton to thirtywatts per square incn.
approechthg the chormel flux density of an ~ lectric range ele-
metlc,

Surface temperatures rtao rapidly with this thermal flux ano
can result in degradation of insulation touching tno steel

IEEE Power Eagincertng Review. October I989
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